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ABSTRACT
Five basic methods of restraining traffic in towns and cities (supplementary licensing, road pricing,
cordon pricing, parking control and physical restraint) are studied in the context of the City of
Coventry from the viewpoint of economic benefits and costs, feasibility, environmental effects,
impact on different social groups and land-uses and legislative issues. The study relies to a
considerable degree on a transport model for predicting future traffic flows and associated transport
economics, before and after the application of the four fiscal systems, although several aspects of
the study are less dependent on the model. Physical restraint is studied on the basis of past traffic
engineering experience. The study reaches several important conclusions indicating all systems
have some potential in given circumstances.

DoE Research Reports contain the results of research (and sometimes related development or
application), initiated within the Department's HQ Divisions and carried out either by DoE staff or
under extra-mural contract.
The Reports are published under the following subject groupings, each identified by the colour of
the cover.
Air pollution and wastes (red)

Planning (dark blue)

Building (brown)

Resources (purple)

Highways (green)

Transportation (yellow)

Local government (orange)

Water (light blue)
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PREFACE
This report presents the results of a Departmental study to which several specialiJt Headquarters
divisions and the Transport and Road Research Laboratory contributed. The ~ udy was first
proposed in 1972 by the then Secretary of State to provide insight into the effects of raffle restraint
policies. The study sought, in relation to a specific town, to compare different me hods of traffic
restraint and included the assessmentof environmental effects and the impact on vari us sections of
the community. The report will be of most direct interest to those responsible fo~ implementing
traffic policies, but it will also, it is hoped, stimulate public debate on this important~ pect of urban
•
I
transport poIicy.
·

"
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1
BACKGROUND TO STUDY
Traffic congestion in town and city centres is a problem of increasing concern.
ts effects are
well known-the
urban environment impaired by traffic noise and fumes; side roa s as well as
main thoroughfares difficult and sometimes dangerous to cross; bus services cryre and more
unreliable and costly; delays which are frustrating and costly to travellers, and to r sidents, shop
keepers, businesses and visitors. In recent years these effects have reached a level I nd pervasiveness, especially at peak hours, which is increasingly being regarded as unacceptable.

!'

If the effects are well known, so are the causes. Car ownership has grown so rap~ ly that one in
every four people now owns a car compared with one in every eight as recently as 19t> . Changing
patterns of land use have developed taking advantage of the flexibility provided by the motor
vehicle and largely dependent upon it. Nevertheless, although homes and manufa~ ring employment have decentralised, often to different parts of the town, giving rise to increa~ d cross-town
traffic, at the same time city centres have been redeveloped to provide increased offif employment
and improved business, social and cultural facilities which attract large numbers o~ rips. Finally,
the relative money costs of using alternative modes of transport have moved further i favour of the
private car. The cost of fares-rail, bus and coach-approximately
doubled betJ en 1962 and
1972, whilst the price of cars (new and secondhand) rose by less than 20%, and their running costs
by about 50%. The result of these developments is that urban car mileage has risb rapidly-by
35% between 1966 and 1973, compared with a 17% fall in bus miles. Although I his growth in
car use is less than the 70% increase on inter-urban roads it is of a level which if it Wi re to continue
indefinitely, could not practicably be catered for by the building of new roads.

"

A need has been recognised by both central and local government to encouragej
public transport-which
outside London normally means the bus-for the peak Ii
work. Many local authorities have introduced bus priorities and other improveme'
assisted by the Department through the grant system and by its sponsorship of publi
projects. But there is in many urban areas a vicious circle which needs to be ~r
are slow and unreliable because of traffic congestion: this leads more travellers t~[
hence worsening the congestion.
In such cases there is a need for some restrain
accompany improvements of public transport.
I

reater use of
ur journey to
s to services,
emonstration
ken. Buses
se their cars,
on the car to

Generally this need has not been obviated by the increase in the cost of petrol.
!though some
reduction in car mileage was observed following the sharp price rises of the wint r of 1973-74
this appears to have been mainly in leisure travel, with the commuting journeys which[ re responsible
for the worst congestion, in the peak, relatively unaffected. And of course bus ~ sts have also
risen sharply, leading to some fare increases. The Department's estimates made in N1vember 1974,
reflecting the December increases in petrol prices, indicate that by 1985 there will still e an increase
in vehicle mileage of about 50%, with more than one person in three owning a i ar. So there
remains, on present forecasts at least, a continuing or growing need for many lei>al authorities
to restrain the use of the private car, and provide an effective alternative in public tra sport.
Successive Governments have endorsed such policies, notably in the White· aper "Urban
Transport Planning" (Cmnd 5366, June 1973). This is not, of course to minimise he continuing
importance and value of the private car, which provides a high standard of mobility a d will remain
as the most suitable transport for many types of journey. The aim of restraint polici s is simply to
discourage the use of private cars in circumstances where they impose a high soci I cost on the
community, and where suitable alternatives are available. But although some de ree of traffic
restraint is already imposed by many local authorities, comprehensive restraint po· icies are rare,
and indeed the effects of such policies both on the traffic itself and on the more gen$ al activity of a
town or city are not well understood.

1

Decisions on traffic restraint are ultimately for local government and the introduction and form of
such measures-must depend on the particular conditions and needs of the area concerned.
The Government role is to provide the necessary legal powers and appropriate advice.
This report describes the findings of a study which was designed to assist Government in this role
by examining, in broad terms, the effects and relative merits of alternative systems of restraint.
One particular city was taken as a scenario for the study, and the impact of each of five alternative
restraint systems was considered. Studies of restraint systems have of course been made before;
most however have been concerned with only one form of restraint and have concentrated on the
road user benefits. This study has sought to assess not only road user benefits and the associated
costs and practical problems of implementation, but also the wider effects on the environment,
on land-use, and on the way benefits and losses would be distributed. It provides insight into
the broad effects of various restraint policies, and an indication of which of these would be the
most promising for further development.

1.1

RESTRAINT SYSTEMS

STUDIED

Five basic systems of restraint have been studied:

1.1.1

Restraint by parking control

In principle restraint by parking control can be effected either by restricting the number of parking
spaces, or by ensuring that a high proportion of parking spaces are priced at a level which deters
their use. In so far as such a pricing policy succeeds in reducing traffic volumes, it leads to a
reduction in the demand for parking space and the two approaches may thus ultimately involve
much the same parking space provision. A combination of the two approaches could be expected
to be adopted in practice.

1.1.2

Restraint by supplementary licensing

This requires a vehicle to display an additional licence for its use (or perhaps its presence) within
the specified restraint area. Such licences might be rationed or issued selectively according to
the purpose of the journey, or alternatively might be purchased at a fixed price. A rationing or
selective system would seem to raise most difficult and invidious issues, and the study has dealt
exclusively with a system based on the purchase of licences.

1.1.3

Restraint by road pricing

In this, the passage of a vehicle over a wire loop or series of loops buried in the road is detected,
and a charge is levied whenever a loop is crossed. In the case studied, the identification of vehicles
enabling a charge to be billed is carried out by means of a small identifier unit fitted to the vehicle
which when interrogated by the loop passes on the identifying information. Loops can be located
in a cordon around the controlled area, or distributed in various patterns within the area to generate
charges related to the use made of the road network. The charge due could be recorded on a
special meter within the vehicle, which would be periodically reset on payment at a licensing
centre, or accumulated in an accounting centre from which periodic bills could be presented to the
vehicle owner. The study has concentrated on the latter alternative. Both alternatives require
that all or most ofthe vehicles entering the restraint area be fitted with special equipment, and demand
a sophisticated administrative and technical backing. Consideration of the technical and administration costs suggest that road pricing for cities other than London could only be justified if
implemented either on a national basis-every road vehicle fitted with the special equipment-or on
the basis of fitting all road vehicles that regularly visit any of the large towns adopting road pricing.
2

1.1.4

Restraint by cordon pricing

'
I

This system requires vehicles to pay a charge upon crossing the boundary of a deti ed area; the
system therefore does not inhibit wholly internal movements. The system can be ' pplied at any
desired time of the day and can be readily used to discriminate between in-going a~ out-flowing
traffic. The system can be operated in a number of ways, the most sophisticated us ng electronic
identification as a variant of road pricing as has already been mentioned, and the least sophisticated
involving the collection of tolls at the boundary. The tolls would probably be co!I ected at tollbooths and this method would be aided considerably if season tickets were available a~ n alternative.

1.1.5

Physical restraint

This term appears to have a wide range of interpretations some of which are more ncerned with
large scale traffic management than with the limiting of traffic volumes. Traffi~ management
might be the appropriate solution in many cases and together with measures to ac ieve environmental improvement might well lead, incidentally, to some limitation of traffic volufli s. However
for the purposes of this restraint study, physical restraint has been taken to meanj he deliberate
limiting of the capacity of roads entering a defined restraint area so as to regulate th~ low d traffic
into the area. Provision for public transport to avoid the ensuing delays would I) an essential
feature of such a system. In the study of physical restraint, consideration has been lei gely confined
to the costs and practicability of such a system. The traffic volumes and distribJ ons resulting
from physical restraint have not been modelled because of doubts of the adequaci of available
models to represent traffic response to imposed delays.
I

1.2

CHOICE OF CITY

For realism, it was decided to relate the study to a specific city. It was obviously I ecessary that
the city chosen should be expected to have substantial congestion by the early 1• 80s, if not at
present. It was also considered essential for the type of approach adopted in the[ tudy that the
city had been the subject of a recent transportation study and that a calibrated ransportation
model of the area was available. In addition it was important that the size and g metry of the
city did not make the problem unreasonably complicated, and further that the ty authorities
were happy to co-operate, particularly on the question of practical design.
The conurbations were rejected because of the complications of analysis and in the elief that they
do not necessarily provide a better basis for generalisation than a large free standing
Of the
sixteen free standing towns with a population of more than 200 000, only three had
data and a calibrated model available, and of these Coventry appeared to be the ost suitable.
Coventry has a present population of around 330 000, and congestion, if not yet t all extreme,
would be expected to develop to a high level by the early 1980s in the absence f appropriate
traffic policies. The need for car restraint (by parking control) was in fact strongl., advocated in
the Coventry Transportation Study of 1970.
I
Coventry has some unusual features from the viewpoint of a restraint study. Th level of car
ownership appears to be the highest in the country for a large urban area (0.18 c~ s per head in
1967 which is some 26% higher than neighbouring Birmingham) and the Trans · rtarion Study
predicted a doubling of this figure by 1981. There is now reason to believe that ar ownership
will increase at a lesser rate, but it is clear that Coventry is facing the problems of higH ar ownership
and usage before many other cities.
This is not a disadvantage from the viewpoin~ f the restraint
study. It also seems that in spite of having a predominantly residential road network, there appears
to be a greater traffic movement across the city and less tidal flow to and from th~ entre than is
usual in other cities. Thus about 25% of the traffic entering a triangle of about , square miles
enclosing the central business district and a good proportion of the traffic gene ing or traffic
alternating zones, is through traffic. Further, because of the influence of an inner ~. g road, some
50% of the traffic entering the central area of the triangle, passes through. An t er feature of
significance to the study is the high proportion of parking stock in the central a I a which is in
public ownership; there are about 6000 parking places in public car parks or on the stre ts, compared
1·
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with about 2500 private (non residential) places. Certain other significant local features were
noted as the study progressed. It is probable however that any other single city would have a
similar quota of special characteristics. It is believed that these factors have not dominated the
conclusions of the study but it is clear that local factors must strongly influence the details of the
design of practical policies.
The study has taken the road system, land use pattern and travel demand of one particular city in
order to try to achieve a realistic analysis. But it is important to recognise that it in no sense purports
to provide a recommended traffic policy for Coventry. A practical policy for a particular city must
be based upon a wider range of considerations including public transport and road building policies,
land-use developments and the prevailing attitudes of the public towards the issues involved.
Such additional considerations were deemed to be outside the compass of this restraint study, and
no attempt was made to bring detailed local considerations to bear or to harness the special skills
that would have been required to develop a local policy.

1.3

STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY

The effects and implications of restraint policies have been studied under six headings:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Traffic volumes, speeds and distributions, and the resulting changes in road user economics.
The practicability of the restraint options; the costs and problems of implementation.
The environmental effects.
Land-use effects.
The distribution of costs and benefits.
Legislative implications and requirements.

Each of these aspects has been studied by specialist groups in Transport and Road Research
Laboratory (TRRL) or Department of the Environment HQ, and co-ordination has been provided
by the Directorate General of Research. For the development of practical designs and their costing
(2 above), for the study of land-use effects and for certain aspects of the environmental study,
consultants were engaged to work under the general direction of the DoE staff. These three elements
of the study involved close association with the Coventry Local Authority staff, who gave much
help and advice.
A key element which provided the context for most other aspects of the work, was the study of
traffic changes which restraint might be expected to bring about. This was based on a traffic
model, previously developed in TRRL, which is similar although not identical to models used in
transportation studies. This model starts from an analysis of past travel patterns (1967), together
with a prediction of how the number of trips originating and terminating in the areas of the city
might be expected to have changed by a future year (in this case 1981) in the absence of comprehensive road building and traffic management policies. These predictions were obtained from the
Coventry Transportation Study. The model then attempts to describe how the volumes, speeds
and distribution of traffic would be affected by the implementation of restraint policies.
It is important to recognise the limitations of the modelling approach. All such models necessarily
involve a number of assumptions and simplifications, which can never be wholly realistic and which
limit the significance of the results. It should be pointed out that the policies being analysed
represent a rather greater departure from those normally concerning transportation studies, and any
.currently available transportation model would be open to additional doubts on the realism of the
results when testing such policies. A particular facet of the model used which clearly diminishes
its realism is that the model makes no explicit recognition of the undoubted fact that congestion
itself leads automatically to some degree of traffic restraint; as a result it may over-estimate the
case for restraint policies.
In addition, the modelled response of car users in terms of deterred trips or changes of mode to
large imposed changes in travel costs (whether money or time) must be regarded as conjectural
until some relevant practical experience has been observed. Nevertheless such models are an
attempt to rationalise and collate the various strands of partial understanding that does exist on the
functioning and interactions of urban transport. They provide a necessary and an appropriate
tool for studying transport and traffic policies provided that their limitations are recognised and that
their results are interpreted only in broad terms.

4

1.4

TIME FRAME

The study was primarily related to the early 1980s. As noted in section 1.1, the tr p predictions
from which were estimated the traffic conditions which would develop in the absence b comprehensive road building and traffic management policies, were derived from the Coventry~ ransportation
Study (CTS). These CTS predictions referred to the year 1981, but more recent in, rmation now
available on trends in car ownership and trip-making, suggests that they would be IT) re applicable
to the 1990s. Accordingly the traffic flows derived from the CTS predictions wer~ scaled down
by a quarter to describe conditions more likely to develop by the early 1980s, bu the original
estimates have also been retained in the study to give some indication of conditi1 s still further
ahead.
1

1

I

For convenience, these two periods-the early 1980s and the 1990s have been der· gnated 1980
and 1990 throughout the report. Where these dates are referred to they should of course be
interpreted as the broad time periods and not as specific years.
1
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2
MODELLING AND ECONOMIC
EVALUATION
2.1

PREDICTION

OF TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

The prediction of the effects of restraint on traffic volumes, distribution and speed is based upon
forecasts of future conditions and on models which attempt to reflect knowledge of the likely
response of the travelling public to changes in the monetary and time costs of travel. Before
discussing the quantitative results obtained it is important to consider the assumptions made about
future travel demands and the associated road network in the absence of restraint (the "base"
situation), and also the characteristics of the traffic model which has been used.

2.1.1

The travel demand forecasting process

The study uses data on future vehicular trip patterns obtained from the "natural demand" forecasts
for 1981 made for the Coventry Transportation Study ( CTS).
The usual modelling process for a future year, used in urban transportation studies, combines
forecasts of trip making ("demand") with the base transport system assumed ("supply"), using the
behavioural functions calibrated for base year conditions.
It allows interaction between
demand and supply to produce a future year "base" situation. This aims to produce a future
pattern of trip-making consistent with planning forecasts (population, employment etc), "income"
(e.g. car ownership levels) and the transport system assumed, and also with the base year travel
patterns used to calibrate the behavioural functions incorporated in the modelling process.
In urban transportation studies, the above approach is applied to travel conditions and to changes
in perceived costs which are generally within the range of present experience. This, however, is
not the case for this Restraint Study, which has required consideration of levels of congestion higher
than currently observed, with large changes in perceived travel costs. In particular, in estimating
conditions in the base year in the absence of restraint policies, it has been necessary to assume that
travel behaviour observed in fairly uncongested conditions will be maintained, implying that
travellers are largely unresponsive to deteriorating travel conditions. This almost certainly overestimates the degree of congestion that would actually apply in such conditions, and exaggerates
the potential benefits that restraint policies could effect. These difficulties of predicting in conditions
which extend significantly beyond curre'nt experience imply that the model results should be
interpreted as no more than broad indications of the traffic impact of restraint policies, and not as
reliable forecasts.

2.1.2.

Features of Coventry land-use and travel forecasts

Some features of the forecasts of population, employment and car ownership made in the Coventry
Transportation Study produce a particularly high growth of peak vehicular traffic.
The growth in population and employment forecast to take place by 1981 is unusual (Table 1 ).
Population is forecast to rise by 8%, which contrasts with the declines in population forecast for
instance, for the northern conurbations and London. The growth in employment is even more
marked, and is based on a continuation of the favourable trends in the area during the period of the
rapid expansion of the motor industry. This rapid and unusual employment growth includes a
forecast increase in central area office jobs from some 10 to 23 thousand by 1981. This is unusually
high, and has an obvious potential to generate increased traffic flows to and from the area within the
inner ring road.

6

Car ownership in Coventry is also high. Evidence from the 1971 Census indicates th t car ownership levels in Coventry were, at 0.2 cars per head of population, nearly half as high ag~i as those for
provincial conurbation centres, and were some 15 to 20% above the average rat~r in the larger
free-standing towns. The Coventry Transportation Study forecast a car ownershi rate of 0.36
cars per head in 1981, a level approaching current estimates of saturation car ownr ship in large
towns, (just under 0.4 cars per head).
,
1

.

High car ownership is reflected in the choice of travel mode. In peak hours, the ratip of passenger
trips by car to those by bus in Coventry as a whole is about 1.6 to 1; for trips with () e end in the
railway triangle, the area chosen for the application of restraint policies (see subsec~i n 2.2.2), the
ratio is somewhat lower-about 1 to 1 .
:

"
Table 1 POPULATION. EMPLOYMENT ANO CAR OWNERSHIP DATA (iom

Population
Households
Employment
Car owned
Cars per household
Cars per head

1967

1976

1981

334000
109 000
185000
59000
0.54
0.18

354000
121 000
210000
104000
0.86
0.29

360000
126 000
219 000
128000
1.01
0.36

CTS)

7.8
15.2
18.2
116.9
87.0
100.0

The salient features of the predicted changes in trips are that peak person trips by : hicle within,
what is termed a "natural demand" position. Briefly, this assumes that base ye~ relationships
between such variables as car ownership and peak car use remain broadly the same s in the past,
modified where relevant by changes in population and employment locations and th : ravel characteristics of "new" car owning households. It therefore assumes that any "restraints 'upon car use,
such as parking availability and charges remain broadly as in the base year.
1

..
•

The salient features of the predicted changes in trips are that peak person trips by
Wit
into and from Coventry rise by a half during the fourteen year period 1967-81.
person trips by car nearly double, while trips by bus fall (but only by about 10%).
growth in trips is for purposes other than commuting (2.3 times the 1967 lev
trips by car increase by two-thirds.
Considering both car and bus modes, the
in trips between Coventry and elsewhere is particularly rapid (about 2.3 times t
while internal trips only grow by some 30%.

, hicle within,
n this growth
The greatest
) ; commuter
te of growth
1967 level),

The unusually low decline in the forecast demand for public transport travel should be I iewed against
the rapid growth in total travel. The decline relative to all travel by vehicle is somej % a year, and
would be greater but for the forecast increases in bus travel by schoolchildren reflecting the
particular age structure of Coventry's population and a local trend to large Seconda. schools with
wide catchment areas. A further point of particular relevance to bus costs is that h If of evening
peak bus trips are forecast to originate in the railway triangle area, with half of t ese from the
central office area. In fact as many bus trips as car trips are forecast to be made ft m the central
area. Therefore, the idea of a "residual" role for public transport in conditions of very high car
ownership is not borne out by these forecasts; over 20% of peak period person trips are still made
I
by bus.
;
To summarise, the main features of the basic "planning" forecasts incorporated in: he study are:

.

ih employment,

1

A moderate growth of population coupled with a considerable increase
especially in the central business district .

2

A near saturation level of car ownership.

3

A 50% increase in the volume of peak person trips by all types of vehicle, and rl near doubling
in the volume of peak person trips by car, compared to 1967.

4

A comparatively small decrease in the volume of travel by public transport, ith a greater
concentration of trips to and from the central area.
,
I
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In the course of the study, however, it has become clear that the levels of peak travel demand, and
hence of the base congestion forecast by the CTS for 1981 will not occur by that date. Local
and national developments in employment and car ownership since the CTS forecasts were made
strongly indicate that the level of peak demand for car travel implied by these forecasts is unlikely
to occur before 1990.
Therefore that part of the modelling and evaluation work undertaken for this restraint study which
was directly based on CTS data must be interpreted as referring to conditions not expected to occur
in Coventry before the early 1990s. For the reasons given in subsection 2.1.1, even for this date the
degree of congestion is probably overestimated. But to provide insight into the impact of restraint
policies in the medium term, further analysis has been carried out using a modified set of travel
forecasts obtained by scaling down the CTS "natural demand" peak car travel projections to
represent conditions around 1980.

2.1.3

Transport policies implied by the base forecasts

In order to study the possible impact of restraint policies in some future year, it is necessaryto define
not only the traffic demand in the absence of restraint, but the transport policies that would be
consistent with such a demand (the base policies). It is not difficult to make reasonable assumptions about "low expenditure" policies for highway investment, but it is not so clear what base
policies should be assumed for traffic management, parking and public transport which are
consistent both with the accommodation of all future demands for car travel and with a low level
of public expenditure.
For instance, car use forecasts are based upon current levels of service in parking availability and
charges. To satisfy this "natural demand" in the future would, in the case of Coventry; require
a considerable investment in new car parks which would run at a loss. In contrast, a "do minimum"
parking policy defined in resource expenditure, or in financial break-even terms can imply either
not providing for increased demand where expensive new facilities would be needed, and/or
levying "commercial" parking charges. Such a policy would act as a strong restraint to the future
demand for car travel.
Similarly if public transport policy is taken to mean holding real fares and service frequencies at
roughly the current level (taking due account of any fall in the demand for bus travel), this would
mean escalating operating deficits due to increasing congestion.
In the case of Coventry, the accommodation of the future potential growth in peak car use, with
its resulting congestion problems, implies that the local authority would. provide expensive parking
spaces at charges which would be well below economic cost and such subsidised provision would
encourage the development of the full potential demand for car-use. In addition, the authority
would by implication accept severe deteriorations in both the quality of service and financial
position of local bus operations. By 1980 peak bus capacity would need to increase by some
40%, while carrying less passengers, due almost entirely to deteriorating operating conditions.
To summarise, in order not to pre-judge the case for traffic restraint the study has incorporated the
following hypothetical local authority policies, consistent with accommodating increased car use
without positive attempts to mitigate congestion effects through high-cost road building solutions
or comprehensive traffic management.
1

Highway investment-CTS

low investment option 3 (1976 network).

2

Traffic management-no
time in the study.

3

Parking: full provision for "natural demand" peak car use, including new (i.e. "avoidable")
capital expenditure where required.

4

Public transport: current service levels per unit of demand and real fares broadly maintained,
(with service levels adapting to decreased demand).

comprehensive programme.

8

Link capacities are not increased over

2.2

TRAFFIC MODEL

The traffic model used in this study computes the relevant aspects of travel and road system
behaviour following from the application of a restraint policy, and hence provides ttr' basis for an
assessment of the physical, economic, distributional and environmental consequ~ ces of these
behaviour changes.
The model is concerned with such quantities as traffic flows, speeds, and travel costs;
arises from two interacting series of relationships. In the first place the amounts oft
various pairs of places and the modes and routes used, depend on travel costs. Ho :
of travel depends, through the level of congestion, on the numbers and types of journ~
Thus costs influence traffic volumes, and traffic volumes influence costs and the mo
the equilibrium condition.
Hence the model shows the flows, speeds and costs resul
of a variety of restraint measures. The main problems arise in establishing a model t
describes the initial situation, and in assessing the strengths of various responses
·
and the system would make to restraint policies.

Complexity
vel between
ver, the cost
being made.
I determines
ng from each
t adequately
hat travellers

The results of a traffic model as outlined above need to be used in an evaluation proc~ s; we distinguish four kinds of evaluation, physical, economic, distributional and environment I. The first
deals with operating and time costs, journey speeds and so on, the second with the e anomic costs
and benefits of these changes in travel behaviour, the third with the relative impab on different
pies such as
sections of the community, while the last evaluation considers less easily quantified
noise and pollution.
The modelling techniques used in this study were developed t TRRL, and
have already been applied in many different situations and are discussed elsewhere, articularly in
references 1, 2 and 3.
1

1

tl

1

2.2.1

Basis and operation of the model

The model relates throughout to an evening weekday peak period. In relating overf. I peak period
effects to evening peak model results, morning traffic patterns are taken for simplicity~ be a "mirror
image" of evening conditions.
1

I

The model is first set up for the no restraint ("base") situations which requires the bas~ oad network,
traffic volumes and costs, and various relationships governed by local conditions td>be specified.
Three kinds of traffic are distinguished: cars (excluding business use), goods (incl ding cars on
business) and bus passengers. The road network used is the full CTS Option 3 urba~\network with
an additional notional representation of the highway network surrounding Coventry I y means of a
high capacity "ring route" 3 miles from the edge of the Coventry city road system.
1

p

The basic network is illustrated in Figure 2.1; it has 1448 one-way links, ninety two
ints (zones)
at which trips start and finish and fourteen link types. The zoning system employ~ is shown in
Figure 2.2 and is broadly that used by the CTS. Within the external boundary sevenI three zones
have been used and nineteen zones represent trips to and from the sub-region, linked t the notional
"ring road".
!
The model basically assumes that in the base situations the volume and pattern of tra' el by mode is
"fixed", (i.e. insensitive to the level of congestion produced) and that car and co mercial trips
between pairs of zones use routes which minimise their "generalised" (time and mane, ) travel costs.
Iterative procedures establish consistency between routes chosen and the resulti~ travel costs
I
produced on a link by link basis.
The impact of restraint policies is modelled by assuming that car users respond toj ost changes
produced by restraint, with a proportion of trips being deterred by generalised q1st increases;
(some rerouteing to "avoid" charges can also occur). The volume of car travel bet een pairs of
zones was assumed to vary inversely with the generalised cost, i.e. a price elastici of -1 was
adopted. (The sensitivity of results to varying elasticity assumptions is considered in ction 2.6.)

J

For simplicity, the volume and routeing of goods vehicle and bus passengers trips werefl ssumed to be
unresponsive to restraint. Again, iterative techniques established consistency
etween the
restrained volumes and routes of car trips (taking account of the "base-load"
commercial
vehicles), the price elasticity assumed and the behavioural and link cost functions
derlying the
II
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model. It should be noted that the model automatically makes allowance for the effect of improvements in travel speeds on cost changes and therefore motorists are modelled as responding to the
net cost changes produced by restraint charges and their consequent congestion relieving effects.
Iterative calculations were performed until the change in consumer surplus for car trips between
successive iterations became sufficiently small. Such a criterion provides a consistent framework
for economic assessments. Some inconsistencies tended to occur on short heavily overloaded
links, where there was a high degree of traffic switching between iterations of the model. Such
links were, however, in the minority and viewed over the total network the results were acceptably
stable, both in the base situation and after application of restraint policies. After the iterative
calculations had been completed and acceptably stable restrained results obtained for a range of
charges for each policy tested, net economic benefits were calculated and an "optimum" charge
maximising net economic benefits for each policy was identified. The model also produced
outputs enabling the :physical, environmental and distributional aspects of each policy to be analysed.

2.2.2

Modelling of restraint options

This section discusses the main characteristics of each policy tested, in terms of areas of coverage,
broad impacts on different trip types and practical limitations.
At the outset of the study the layout of the city was examined with a view to defining a restraint area
which would permit control of traffic congestion without involving the entire transport network. The
area should have boundaries with a limited number of crossings by the road network and should
contain the central business district and a proportion of the surrounding traffic-generating zones.
The area surrounded by the triangle of railway lines shown in Figure 2.3 was identified as a suitable
choice on practical grounds and approximate tests of the effect of restraint measures applied over
this area showed this to be suitable for most options. As the study developed it was shown that
parking control over the central area only was worth studying and that electronic road pricing would
produce the best results if spread over the majority of the road network, albeit at a marked increase
in the cost of installation of the road equipment. However, it will be noted that most of the restraint
options discussed in this report use the railway triangle as the area of application thus providing a
means of comparison.
If it is assumed that most of the traffic in the peak hour consists of commuters and that these
commuters make only a pair of one-way trips within the two peak periods, then the charge modelled
represents the average charge for the one-way journey. Consequently the model does not
adequately represent a daily licence system for other users, but by showing the effect on commuters
the main peak hour effects will be covered reasonably satisfactorily.
(Charges shown later in this
chapter refer to the average daily charge faced by the majority of peak period trips.)

2.2.3

Supplementary licensing

Under supplementary licensing all trips using roads within the railway triangle control area are
faced with a charge· this is simulated by a combination of zone and cordon "tolls".
The important
features of supplementary licensing are the comprehensiveness of its coverage-all trips in ·the
control area are affected, coupled with an absence of discrimination by distance travelled or relative
"contribution" to congestion.

2.2.4

Parking control

The parking control options tested are confined to the central area of Coventry (Figure 2.4). This
area approximates to the central commercial and office area within and bordering the inner ring
road, -and was selected in preference to the wider railway triangle area used in testing other policies
in order to examine the restraint potential of parking policies in the limited area where parking powers
available under existing legislation could be expected to have a considerable impact. In Coventry
the extention of parking restraint to the rest of the railway triangle and to the zones of high parking
demand outside this triangle would require new powers, since there is sufficient existing on-street
and private off-street parking space to serve the needs of likely future traffic. As the time period under
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consideration is the evening peak hour and most trips are work-based and going a
central area, only the outbound trips are charged in the model. Although it is assumed
that users of private car parks "pay" the standard parking charge, in reality trips could I
by a combination of pricing and physical restriction of spaces. Parking charges are [
to affect goods vehicle movements.

2.2.5

ay from the
n the model
e restrained
ssumed not

Road pricing

The theoretically ideal road pricing system uses charges to persuade traffic to make I he best use
of the road system available, measured in terms of overall user-benefit by means of se ing restraint
charges directly related to the congestion potential of links. It therefore has the potential to
provide the maximum benefit with the least constraint on trips. However, the work one on this
practical example has revealed that departure from ideal conditions greatly influenc, the results
0

Tbhtafi~ed.1·
· ·
·1s·in t he area over w h"1ch pricing
· · 1s
· app 1·
1ed . IdeaIIy t he w ho Ie ne I. or k shou Id
e 1rst 1m1tat1on
be covered but this would imply a very large installation cost. Variation of benefit ith restraint
area was modelled over the range of the central parking control area, the railway triJ gle, an area
of approximately twice the triangle and for the whole network. The results obtaine 1 are subject
to reservations on the pricing patterns used and on the levels of congestion pre~, nt, but the
indications were that a reasonable compromise between benefits obtained and instai lation costs
I
was provided by the railway triangle.

ii

The selection of a pricing pattern over a finite area imposes a further departure from the eal system.
If pricing extends over the whole network, a formula can be derived to define the , ptimum toll
levels for each link, but when control is applied over a limited area surrounded by n unpriced
network there is no simple solution to optimum link prices. After trying a variety . alternative
pricing schemes, including a constant rate of charge per mile and a fixed charge f~ entering or
leaving the control area, it was decided to employ a pricing pattern for the railway tfi ngle based
upon the optimum toll formula for the complete network but multiplied throughout l:i> a constant
I
factor, this factor being varied until the maximum net user benefit was obtained.
1
'

I

It became clear in the course of this investigation that the problem of setting the com~ t link prices
was extremely difficult, it being easy to incorrectly price sufficient links to reduce the erall benefit
drastically. As will be seen, the benefits obtained were similar to those obtained b~ the cordon
pricing solution and it is clear, therefore, that a better area road pricing pattern almost c ·.ainly exists.
The difficulty lies in trying to choose link prices which satisfactorily control both jo r eys wholly
within the restraint area and those with a considerable component on the unrestrai ed network
outside. The scheme used avoids the low benefits caused by incorrect tuning but i~ short of the
ideal due to the presence of discontinuities at the boundary of the restraint area. 11e effect has
been found to be less important in studies of a simplified model of London (referencej ) with road
pricing applied over a central area (radius 3tkm), but in that case the level of bene f s from road
pricing was also of the same order as those obtained from simpler systems of fiscal 1·straint. The
practical considerations (see Chapter 3) suggest that some 10% of vehicles present on any one
day would not be fitted with a Vehicle Identification Unit, and would require to be rest ained by an
alternative measure such as a supplementary licensing system. Allowance for this hj 1 been made
in the cos! estimates but the small effect on the traffic model has been ignored.
,
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2.2.6

Cordon pricing

I

Restraint by charges applied at a cordon bounding the railway triangle was test~. to provide
evidence on an intermediate policy between supplementary licence, which has no di crimination
between trip types within the control area, and road pricing, with its potential for closed~; crimination.
The strong "directionality" of congestion modelled in the base situations indicated
case for a
one-way cordon (inbound in the morning and outbound in the evening peak) affecti
the bulk of
I
"congestion causing" trips but not acting upon journeys in the "non-peak" direc~i n, or those
wholly within the railway triangle. Possible methods of operating such a polil
(electronic
metering, tollgates, or pre-purchased licences) are considered in Chapter 3.
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2.3 BACKGROUND
TIME
2.3.1

TO RESTRAINT: THE DEVELOPMENT

OF CONGESTION OVER

Setting the scene

Before turning to the results of the restraint policy modelling exercise this section attempts to place
in perspective the possible or potential physical and economic effects of restraint policies as applied
to the 1980 and 1990 Coventry base positions. (Environmental and distributional factors are
considered separately in Chapters 4 and 5.) Viewed in isolation, indicators such as net economic
benefits and average peak period speeds on urban roads do not enable one to gain a feel for the
"real" impact of traffic restraint upon travel conditions.
For this a series of reference points are
needed against which to compare the physical and economic effects of traffic restraint policies.
Clearly one set of indicators are the potential effects of restraint policies on travel conditions
experienced by unrestrained trips. By comparing base travel conditions with a variety of possible
"uncongested" states it is possible to gain a broad order of magnitude feel for the speed and time
savings to unrestrained traffic. Taking account of the base year distributions of traffic volumes on
different types of roads, it is estimated that feasible elimination of delays would produce average
speeds in the range 15 to 20mph, which would indicate the great majority of links operating at
flows below the point where noticeable traffic congestion in the form of queues would occur.
As a corollary, a small proportion of links modelled as operating at low speeds (say, 5mph or
below) would be expected.
As will be seen from Tables 2 and 3, traffic speeds and numbers of congested links forecast for the
base situations indicate a good case for restraint on physical or operational grounds, and in so far
as economic benefits follow speed improvements. a good economic case also. However, the
potentially achievable improvements in both speeds and economic benefits are subject to three
important qualifications, two of which are a general result of the economic evaluation approach
used, and the third of which stems from the specific nature of the congestion pattern "predicted"
for the future year base situations in Coventry.
First, the optimum charge for each restraint policy has been defined as the one which produces
the greatest net economic benefit-Le. the greatest difference between the direct and indirect
benefits to unrestrained traffic, and the loss of benefit to restrained traffic. It is theoretically
possible for any restraint policy to reduce demand sufficiently to raise speeds to uncongested
levels. However, the loss of benefit to those trips which must be deterred to achieve the required
speed improvements increases with the numbers deterred and the charge needed to deter them.
Therefore the "economic" (rather than "social" or "environmental") optimum charge for a policy
may be lower than the one needed to remove congestion as viewed in the physical sense. It will
be seen from the evaluation results presented and discussed in the following section that this
tends to apply particularly to policies tested for 1990.
A further point is that "broad-brush" restraint policies must operate without fine discrimination
between trip types within the control area and cannot, by their nature, be expected to relieve all
congestion in a cost-effective way, due to the existence of localised bottlenecks in any road
system. Further reductions in car trips can decongest such links, but broad-brush policies will be
unable to efficiently "concentrate" fiscal disincentives on to the minority of congestion-causing
trips using these links. So, many low-social-cost trips will be deterred for every trip eliminated
which does benefit other traffic, with a consequent probable net loss of overall community benefit.
(Only link-by-link road pricing operating on congested links over the whole town has the theoretical
potential for removing all bottleneck congestion.)
Another type of congestion which is unlikely to be affected by the restraint policies tested arises
from a considerable over-loading of "peripheral" or "circumferential" parts of the Coventry network
outside the restraint area. This type of congestion is not observable to any significant degree
in urban areas at the present day, and its emergence in Coventry by 1980, with further intensification
by 1990, is a new phenomenon. It is due to the general increase in car trips without central area
origins or destinations overloading "bottleneck" links on circumferential routes. The sorts of
restraint policies examined in the study, which concentrate restraint on car trips with origins and/or
destinations in the railway triangle area, will have little effect on this last type of congestion.
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2.3.2

The development of congestion over time

The potential for congestion relief through restraint policies (the "apparent" case for i' 1straint) wil
clearly depend crucially on the level of congestion predicted for the two future year ba$1 conditions
This section briefly considers the forecast development of congestion, in terms of changes in
speeds for a sample of journeys and in the number of severely congested links. It is a feature of
the relationship between traffic volumes and costs that costs rise disproportionately
flow when
the road system passes a point of "pervasive" overloading. Table 2 illustrates thl! feature for
Coventry, giving changes in average speeds for a sample of journeys originating fro,ti the railway
triangle chosen to illustrate the development of congestion over time in the absence of any form
of traffic restraint. An index of approximate traffic volumes is shown for comparisoni

tc

I

Table 2

"PEAK DIRECTION"

SPEEDS (mph) AND TRAFFIC VOLUMES

j

I

Average speeds

i

Approximate
traffic volume (index)

I

15

100

i

1980 base

7

135

1990 base

3

170

1967

'

In the survey year, 1967, there was very little congestion in Coventry but by 1980 the alarage speed
of peak direction radial journeys is predicted to fall by about 60%, with some outbo~hd journeys
having modelled speeds below 5mph, indicating a high level of congestion. Thf 1990 base
position shows a further drop of around 50% in average speeds although the average traffic load
only increases by a quarter; average speeds of all sampled journeys from the centre f : I below the
5mphlevel.
If the average length of a journey from the central area to the city boundary is taken t9 pe 2i miles,
these speeds indicate that journeys in the evening peak which took about 10 min~es in 1967
could, on average, take between 20 to 25 minutes in 1980 and over half an hour by r~90 if there
is no restraint of traffic, and no "natural" response of trip making to congestion.
,

•
2.3.3

I

Congested links

In addition to sample journey speeds changes in the number of severely congested li~I shave also
been considered. Clearly, any definition of "severe congestion" in terms of speed ~ r degree of
overload is somewhat arbitrary, but Table 3 shows the geographical incidence of the li,riks causing
the bulk of delay. In realistic terms, these links can be expected to be traffic jams inl1he sense of
queueing delays of several minutes at least. (Modelled speeds on these links are b' ow 5mph.)
I

Table 3

i

SEVERELY CONGESTED LINKS

1967
Railway triangle
Radials outside triangle
Other urban links
Total

4
4

8

1980

1990

35

59

19

35

13

37

67

131

Approx/fl ,ate total
numbe~· of__links

260
160 I

700

r120
-

In 1967 the Coventry highway system clearly had adequate capacity to accommodan peak travel
demands without significant congestion, with less than 1% of urban links falling in 1• e "severely
congested" category. But by 1980 even with some important additions to capacity such as the
17

completion of the inner ring road, considerable congestion is evident within the railway triangle and
on peak direction radials in the rest of Coventry, with respectively 13 and 12% of links overloaded.
By 1990, more widespread congestion is forecast for the unrestrained situation. Besides over
20% of railway triangle and other radial links being severely congested, 5% of other links are overloaded, with one link in eight congested for the town asa whole.

2.4

EVALUATION

OF RESTRAINT

POLICIES

This section examines the basis of the indicators of the effects of fiscal restraint policies presented
and discussed in the next two sections. The environmental and distributional aspects of restraint
policies are considered in Chapters 4 and 5, with this chapter covering the physical, operational and
economic evaluation of restraint policies.

2.4.1

Physical and operational evaluation

Three aspects are considered under the heading physical and operational evaluations:
1

Changes in peak traffic flows and car trip volumes, with flows classified by changes in traffic
volumes across the railway triangle cordon, and trip volumes classified by changes in origins
and destinations by broad zone types.

2

Changes in sample journey speeds using the format presented in subsection 2.3.2.

3

Changes in the number of severely congested links, as in subsection 2.3.3.

These indicators enable broad views to be taken on such features as the "severity" of a restraint
policy, in terms of its proportion of car trips of a particular type deterred, and the impact on traffic
conditions in terms of average speeds and journey times.

2.4.2

Economic evaluation

The background to the evaluation of the net economic benefits of restraint policies tested against
the 1980 and 1990 bases is discussed below. The aim of the economic analysis is to express the
results of the modelled physical changes in travel behaviour and conditions in resource terms, where
this is possible, in order to enable estimates to be made of the net economic gains resulting from the
application of restraint policies. Changes in economic costs and benefits can be expressed in two
ways, by type of net benefit and by the effects on different classes of road-user. When presented
by "user class" the results also provide an important input into the consideration of the distributional
effects of the policies tested ( Chapter 5).
The first presentation by benefit class identifies three classes of net effect, as follows.
First, changes
in "tangible" resource costs other than time savings for journeys made in traveller's own (rather than
employers') time. These effects include changes in:
1

Private and public transport vehicle operating costs.

2

Commercial vehicle and public transport crew costs through journey time reductions.

3

The resource costs of parking space provision.

4

The resource costs of operating and enforcing restraint policies.

Second, the money valuation of time savings to car and bus travellers making journeys in their own
rather than their employers' time. Although not a "resource gain" in national product terms (since
it is not directly bought and sold}, it is treated as a real benefit to the community.
Third, other net benefit changes to consumers and producers of private and public transport services.
This includes losses of consumer surplus to deterred car users and gains in producer surplus to bus
operators through increased fare revenue. It should be noted that tolls paid by those road users
not deterred by the restraint charges are not in themselves a net economic cost or benefit, being
"transfer payments" between one section of the community (road users) and another (the toll
collecting authority).
18

The complementary presentation is by broad "user class", including in these grou ings not only
road users but other organisations associated with urban transport provision such a& us operators
and the restraint policy administration (presumably the local authority). Six "benefi iary" classes
are identified:

1

Travellers using car in the base situation.

2

Commercial vehicle operators-including
business in the peak period.

3

Travellers using bus in the base.

4

Public transport (bus) operators.

5

Car parking operators-including

6

Local and central government-including
enforcement costs and changes i
taxation) and fuel tax revenue changes ( national taxation).

the small proportion of cars used I n employers'

both private and public sector.
tolls {local

It should be noted that analysis of these "beneficiary" classes helps indicate thJ "first round"
impact of restraint policies; the final incidence of benefits is likely to differ throug the possible
transfer of travel condition improvements into property and land prices, and the~ 'passing on"
of some or all of the "producer surplus" gains or losses to bus operators, central and lo I government
and commercial vehicle operators to consumers, ratepayers and taxpayers. The
aspects are
examined in Chapter 5.
!
I

An additional point on the classification of benefits by "user class" is that transfer p~ ments (tolls)
do appear in the tabulations, unlike the net benefit class presentation. For exampl: , tolls appear
as losses to "consumers" (road users) and as equivalent cancelling gains to "produ¢ rs" (the tollraising authority).

2.4.3

Charges imposed

Behaviour changes in the evening peak are modelled by estimating the response of I otorists to a
charge viewed against the evening (normally home-bound) leg of what will in most ca~ s be a roundtrip journey. Strictly interpreted, restraint charges would therefore be levied in bot~ the morning
and evening peaks, and the daily charge faced by most travellers would be twice! he one way
~~

.

However, three features will result in practical modifications to the modelled cha[ es faced by
motorists. First, not all road users would travel in the control area in both the mornin · and evening
peaks-for
example, shoppers and other "short-stay" travellers and some shift! orkers and
through trips. Second, supplementary licence and cordon might sensibly operate ih the morning
peak only. Third, although the pricing aspect of parking controls could be oper~ ed solely by
peak period arrival and departure premia for offstreet (but not meter) parking, a ore feasible
policy might involve hourly rates or premia for long-stay parking.

1
i

The modelling results are considered to be sufficiently robust to be consistent wit a number of
reasonable variations in effective charges for different trip types ranging around th values for a
"both peak period" round trip quoted later in this chapter. In particular, it should ~ noted that:

1

Parking charges quoted approximate to an all-day (commuter) stay and ass me all trips
I
are charged.

2

Road pricing charges will clearly vary widely depending on the number of c1 rging points
crossed, and average charges are quoted.

The modelling analysis has assumed for simplicity that all affected users are charg
be noted that in terms of degrees of restraint achieved or economic benefit obtained!
are not very sensitive to this assumption. Where restraint would, in practice, be pa~
by restricting private parking space provision it is reasonable to assume that employe
spaces in some manner approximating to price control without tolls being charged.
new powers the local authority could, if it wished, levy charges for revenue raising ore
(Public spaces, however, would be expected to be allocated by price.)
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Further points considered later in the chapter in presentation and discussion of the main body of
results are the sensitivity of the physical and economic evaluations to the value of price elasticity
assumed and the effect of introducing more complex "mixed" policies in the 1990 situation.

2.5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS FOR 1980

Results for the four "optimum" fiscal restraint policies tested are discussed in this section, under
four main headings:
1

Changes in trip volumes and flows (Table 4).

2

Changes in congested links and journey speeds (Tables 5 and 6).

3

Economic benefits by benefit type (Tables 7 and 8).

4

Economic benefits by user class (Tables 9 and 10).

Table 4

PHYSICAL EFFECT OF RESTRAINT ON TRIPS (1980)
Private Vehicle trips

Starting
in
railway
triangle

Ending
in
railway
triangle

Starting
in
central
area

Ending
in
central
area

Starting
in rest
of
railway
triangle

Ending
in rest
of
railway
triangle

Private Vehicle
trips
across the
railway
triangle
boundary
Outbound Inbound

Base trips per peak hour

18 640

7880

9080

2520

9560

5360

19280

9650

Supplementary licence

-25
-29
-28
-19

-45

-31
-35

-41

-22
-43
- 9
-23

-43
-38
+18
-30

Policy

% changes

Cordon pricing

Parking
Road pricing

+ 5
-13
-19

-19
-24
-66
-24

-51
+ 2
-14
-17

+8
-15

+ 8
-11
-19

It is of interest to examine the variations in the "efficiency" with which each of the policies achieves
its result, in terms of the degree of restraint required and the relative discrimination against "congestion-causing" trips. An "efficient" policy achieves its results by deterring mostly congestioncausing trips (those which involve less private benefit than they do social cost). In Coventry in
the evening peak most of these trips would be those made in the "outbound" direction in the
central area and the rest of the railway triangle; some of these will be through trips but most of
them will be trips originating at work places in the central area and railway triangle with destinations
outside the control area. The last column of Table 4 shows that the supplementary licence and
road pricing policies have much the same effect on trips outbound across the railway triangle
boundary. Both policies will affect through and local trips but supplementary licence, being a
"broad-brush" policy is necessarily less efficient than road pricing. It deters a higher proportion
of trips terminating in the central area and railway triangle than it does of those originating, although
these terminating trips are mostly in the non-peak direction and cause little congestion. Cordon
pricing restrains many more outbound trips particularly through trips but generates trips terminating
in railway triangle zones.
Another feature of policies other than parking is the relatively low rate of restraint in the central
area, the area of Coventry where "congestion-causing" trips are concentrated. This is because the
net cost increase for trips from these zones is lower than for other railway-triangle trips due to the
particularly large time savings accruing. In contrast, the parking policy, whose direct impact is
only in central area zones, deters two-thirds of originating car trips (resulting in car trip origins
being held around the 1967 levels), while generating trips in adjacent railway triangle zones and
producing only a small (9%) reduction in outbound flows across the railway triangle cordon.
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The practical problem of "tuning" road pricing effectively means that in 1980 it is not particularly
successful in discriminating against "congesticm-causing" trips-it only deters a
rter of central
area origins (no better than cordon pricing) and it achieves its effects with a 231~ reduction in
outbound trips across the railway triangle boundary (similar to supplementary icensing and
cordon pricing) in contrast to parking's 9% reduction.

qJ~

To summarise, similar physical and economic effects are achieved by a net redJction over the
network of about 4000 trips for parking, 5000 for road pricing, 6000 for cordon pri~ing and 7000
to 8000 for supplementary licence. In 1980, parking control confined to the cen rel area seems
to the most "efficient" policy in terms of impacting with discrimination on cong13~tion-causing
.
I
t np&
I
i

Table5

HIGHLY CONGESTED LINKS 1980
Supplement.I ·y Cordon
pricing
licensing

Base

Parking

Road pricing

Railway triangle

35

17

13

9

Other radials

19

10

9

6

8

Circumferential

13

9

16

12

15

Total

67

36

38

27

25

i

2

I

I

Table 5 shows the effect of optimum charges on the number and distribution of c ngested links
compared with the 1980 base situation. It can be seen that the policies tested reicuce the total
numbers of severely congested links by between half and two-thirds, with cordon pricing being
particularly successful in "freeing" railway triangle and other radial bottlenecks. ~s expected,
congestion on circumferential routes is broadly unaffected, though parking (which 1,erforms least
well for "radial" routes) achieves a slight improvement by "attracting back" through th:e uncontrolled
part of the railway triangle traffic which took circuitous routes in the base situatioh, Again, it is
somewhat surprising that road pricing frees fewer severely congested links than ~pplementary
licensing and cordon pricing.

1

Table 6

SAMPLE JOURNEY SPEEDS 1980
I

Parking

Road pricing

Supplement~,y Cordon
I pricing
licensing

7

11

12

13

16

16

16

17

13

16

12

13

Base

Radial routes
Outbound
Inbound
Circumferential routes

15
17
:

12

I

I

Table 6 shows the complementary changes in average journey speeds for a saJ Jle of "peak
direction" trips from the control area. For comparison sample speeds on unconges :1d "inbound"
radial and inner and outer circumferential routes are shown. Taking average 111,eeds in the
15 to 20mph range to represent reasonably uncongested travel conditions, the potenti,t time savings
for a radial journey from the central area to the County boundary are around 10 tp 15 minutes.
The average speeds shown in Table 6 indicate that all policies achieve the bulk of tnese potential
savings, with journey times broadly halved for trips experiencing severe delays in the >asesituation.
It can therefore be noted that in 1980 options which maximise economic net benefit f r each policy
also remove the bulk of avoidable congestion.
1
1
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2.6

ECONOMIC

EVALUATION

The presentation of results follows the format outlined and explained in section 2.4 of this chapter,
with economic benefits classified and examined first by broad benefit classes and then in terms of
beneficiary-user groups. It is useful to examine the size of charges required for economically
optimum results for each policy. It was seen in the previous part of this section (Table 4) that
the degrees of restraint on car trips required for cordon pricing, supplementary licensing and road
pricing were moderate, whereas parking control produced a much higher degree of restraint and
hence charge on the smaller number of central area trips directly affected. These results are
reflected in the moderate levels of approximate "daily" (e.g. commuter) charges required for
policies other than parking. Charges (1973 prices) for all vehicles are:
Supplementary licence
Cordon pricing
Parking (central area only)
Road pricing

15 to 20 pence
30 to 40 pence
80 pence to £1 (except goods vehicles)
10 to 20 pence

As noted earlier, for road pricing the charges faced by individual users will vary widely about the
average figure, since the costs imposed on trips will vary closely with the number of congested
links traversed. By their nature, the other policies levy the same charge on all affected trips.

Table 7

1980: SUMMARISED

BENEFITS. BY BENEFIT CLASS, £'000/YEAR
Parking

Supplementary
licence

Road pricing

Cordon
pricing

Other benefit items

2500
1580
-500

1710
1370
370

1900
1170
190

2520
1510
180

Total

3580

3450

3260

4210

Resource savings
Own time time savings

·-

Although in Table 7 and subsequently single figure economic benefit totals and components are
shown, these estimates are subject to a considerable range for a number of reasons, and should
therefore be viewed as indicators of the order of magnitude of economic benefits, rather than as
firm estimates. Given the particular behavioural assumptions adopted in the modelling exercise,
alternative assumptions on the values of individual cost and benefit items such as policy operation,
public transport provision and parking space savings produce net benefit ranges around the quoted
figures by plus or minus 20 to 30%. In addition, results are clearly sensitive to the behavioural
assumptions incorporated, in particular to the value of the generalised cost elasticity assumed for
car travel. Sensitivity tests indicate that in 1980 a price elasticity of -0.5, rather than -1, for
car travel would reduce the benefits of the parking option by 10 to 20%, and the benefits of other
policies by 5 to 10%.
Another behavioural aspect which needs to be mentioned is that of evasion of payment. No
allowance has been made for this in the estimation of economic benefits. The frequency of
evasion is of course bound up with the method of enforcement, but in the case of parking control,
a number of "terminating" trips would not involve payment--quite legitimately; for example, trips
which set down a passenger in the parking control zone, or trips which terminate in a private
(non residential) park. Sensitivity calculations indicate that the effect on the benefits of a parking
system would not be drastic; if parking charges were not paid in 25% of trips, the charge to give
maximum economic benefit would increase by about 20% (up to say £1.10 a day), with the overall
economic benefit would reduce by about 10%.
Table 7 shows that all policies produce broadly similar overall net benefits of £3 to £4 million a year,
but with considerable variation in the components. (Detailed results are given in Table 8).
Considering resource savings (which take account of policy operation and enforcement costs) all
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components of this benefit class are positive (a resource gain) for each policy. C<insidering the
"gain" items, while the relative importance of time savings to commercial vehicles (2~ ~o 30% of the
total) and reduced bus fleet size (10 to 15%) are similar for all policies tested, parking $1paceresource
savings are relatively more important for the parking policy (20%) than for cordon ands µpplementary
licensing (5%). This is because parking restraint is confined to the central area, whee we assume
that a considerable proportion of deterred trips produce savings in the provision, of expensive
multi-storey and underground parking facilities. On the other hand, the somewhat gr~~ter improve
ments in speeds produced by cordon, and the large number of trips deterred by $1µpplementary
licensing mean that private vehicle operating costs contribute proportionately
re (30%) to
resource savings for these policies than for parking (15%). ( It should be borne in minf that deterred
trips produce some resource gain through reductions in real expenditure on running cart,

rnc
'

Table 8

1980 DETAILED BENEFITS BY BENEFIT CLASS, £'000/YEAR

See page 24 for an explanation of the figures in parentheses.
Policy

Parking

Supplementary
licence

Road pricing

ci<rdon pricing

Resource savings
Car operating costs

600

920

640

1210

Goods operating costs

100

170

130

Goods time savings

800

900

1000

250
1150

Bus operating costs

300

400

450

450

Parking provision savings

820

140

150

160

Restraint operating costs

-120

-820

-470

Sub-total

2500 (1900)

1710

1900

,

-700
!

2520

I

Own time savings
Car

1130

820

520

810

Bus

450

550

650

700

1370

1170

1510

-30

-40

400

230

370

190

3450

3260

Sub-total
Net change to deterred car users
Increased bus revenue

1580 (1250)
-800
300

Sub-total

-500 ( -50)

Total

3580 (3100)

I

!

-110
350
180
4210

A significant feature of the net resource gain results is that the resource costs of operatintJ supplementary licensing, cordon and road pricing policies are large compared to the resource gair s produced,
with mean cost estimates in the range ff to £1 million a year. These costs are larg~ enough to
significantly reduce the net gain from cordon and supplementary licensing. In contrast, the resource
costs of parking policies are very low, so that smaller "gain" items without significant operating
I
cost offsets leave parking with the largest net resource gain.
Time savings to undeterred car and bus users are similar for each policy, their net benefit effect being
between half and two-thirds of resource saving gain items.
,
Other benefit items vary widely between policies and produces a net loss for pl 11king. Two
components are distinguished; first, revenue gains to bus operators due to additional 1'3respaid by
deterred car users who switch to bus. This item is positive and is similar for each p licy tested at
around £0.3 to £0.4 million a year.
1

'I
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The second element is the consumer surplus loss to deterred car users, taking account of the increased
perceived cost of car travel together with an improvement in travel costs on their new mode (e.g. bus).
The size of this disbenefit varies with the numbers restrained and size of charge levied; (these two
factors are interrelated). The low level of optimum charge for cordon, road pricing and supplementary licensing means that the net loss to deterred car trips is "second order" for these policies in
1980, at around £0.1 to £0.2 million (compared to £3 to £4 million overall benefit).
In contrast
the higher levels of restraint needed to produce optimum benefits for parking controls operating
upon the smaller number of trips originating in the central area produces a quite large disbenefit for
this component of around £0.8 million a year. Even so, a "gain per unit loss" calculation shows
that the benefits to other road users and to associated organisations (bus operators etc) still outweigh these consumer surplus losses by a factor of 4 to 5.
As stated above, parking control was modelled as operating only over the central area of the railway
triangle. If it were practicable to operate such a policy over the whole of the railway triangle-which
would imply that the large majority of trips terminating in this area could be charged-it is estimated
that the maximum benefits obtainable would be as shown in the brackets in Table 8. These are
somewhat below those for the central area system, but the daily charge would be much lower
(30pto40p).

Table 9

1980: SUMMARISED

Policy

BENEFITS BY USER CLASS, £'000/YEAR
Parking

Supplementary
licence

Road pricing

Cordon pricing

Car users

-80

580

Commercial vehicles

940

560

640

660

Bus users

450

550

650

700

Bus operators

600

800

680

800

330

600

Parking provision

820

140

150

160

Local and central government

830

830

800

1280

3580

3450

3250

4210

Total

Briefly considering "first round" benefits by user class, the first point to note, as mentioned above,
is that restraint tolls are included in Table 9 as losses to car users and commercial vehicle operators,
and as offsetting gains to the local authority (detailed results are given in Table 10).
At first sight the absence of net disbenefits to car users taken as a whole seems paradoxical, given
that perceived costs must rise for those trips affected by charging for restraint to be produced. This
result occurs for two reasons. First, since motorists are assumed to respond only to changes in
some elements of travel costs (journey time and tolls) perceived disbenefits to those facing restraint
will be offset to some extent by unperceived savings in vehicle operating costs. Second, the
benefit presentation in Table 9 also includes time and operating cost savings to motorists not facing
restraint charges who nevertheless benefit from congestion relief outside the control area.
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Table 10

1980: DETAILED BENEFITS BY USER CLASS
Parking

Supplementary
licence

Road pricing

Ccrdon pricing
I

Car users
Operating costs

890
1130
Net change to deterred car users -800
Restraint charges
-1300

"

1390
820
-30
-1600

950
520
-40
-1100

1810
810
-170
-1850

260
900
-600

190
1000

-550

360
1150
-850

450

560

650

700

300
300

400
400

450
230

450
350

820

140

150

160

-120
1300

-820
2200

-470
1650

-700
2700

-350

-550

-380

-720

3580

3450

3260

4210

Time savings

~

Commercial vehicles
Vehicle operating costs
Time savings

140
800

Restraint charges
Bus users
Time savings
Bus operators
Operating costs
Increased revenue

Parking provision
Resource cost
Local government
Enforcement and operation
Restraint revenue
Central government
Tax revenue

•/

.

Total

Commercial vehicle operators receive a first round net gain under all policies, indica1ing that the
high value of in-work-time savings coupled with operating cost economies exceeds ,e fairly low
charges paid for cordon pricing, supplementary licensing and road pricing; (no charq11sare levied
on CVs under parking controls).
I

f

With regard to public transport, both users and operators gain compared with the "~o minimum"
policy in which buses would not be protected from the effects of congestion. Thos, making bus
trips in the base gain through reduced journey times (reductions in waiting times thr1~ugh higher
frequencies or greater reliability were not evaluated). In 1980 public transport ope~~ors make a
"double" gain from restraint.
I
First, deterred car users switching to bus generate additional revenues. Second, the n iductions in
congestion on centrally orientated routes would be sufficiently large for operators to a commodate
the larger "restrained" demand with less capacity than was required to carry the smaller t ase number
of passengers. (Demands and costs on non-radial routes are only marginally affected .ty restraint.)
In broad terms, the effect of restraint on bus operations in 1980 is to enable the current Jti>sitionto be
held by preventing significant deteriorations in operating conditions. It should be not.: d that these
conclusions result from the assumption that public transport is not protected from c1cngestion in
the base situations by bus priorities. If effective bus priorities could be introduced an H enforced in
severely congested conditions, benefits to bus operators and passengers from fiscal re~!raint would
be less than those shown above. In addition, the realisation of public transport bene ts would to
some extent depend on operators' ability to re-schedule services to take advantage 1~fimproved
operating conditions.
1
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Local and national government appears in the group of "beneficiaries" through the net effect of gains
in toll revenue to the local authority (presumed to be the restraint policy "operator") less operating
and enforcement costs and losses of tax revenue to central government through reduced car use and
reduced fuel consumption by undeterred traffic. Clearly, as with increased net revenue to bus
operators, government will not be the final beneficiary of what can be viewed as increased tax
revenue, which would be passed on to some sections of local or national consumers. (See Chapter 5
for further discussion.)

2.6.1

Conclusions

1980 results indicate that considerable economic benefits would be gained by pursuing policies
aimed at limiting the growth of peak car use in Coventry. Coincidentally, policies which broadly
maximise economic net benefit also maintain fairly uncongested travel conditions, with peak speeds
around the levels currently observed in large towns. However, there seems no strong case on
economic grounds either for radically new types of restraint policy such as cordon and supplementary licence, or for extending the area in which positive restraint operates into the "inner suburbs"
(the rai Iway triangle area).
Bearing in mind the qualifications that a mixed policy (e.g. differentiating parking restraint by finer
zone groups) is likely to produce somewhat greater benefits, tight parking controls in and around the
central area of Coventry would be adequate at least until the early 1980s. In practice, such a policy
in Coventry would be a combination of:
1

Pricing and time of stay regulations at existing public spaces.

2

Limited, if any, construction of new public spaces.

3

Tight planning controls on private non-residential (PNR) provisions at new developments.

Generalising, the first two policy aspects are within the capacity of any local authority under existing
legislation, and in addition, where required, public space provision may be reduced through extension of on-street controls and conversion of off-street parking to other uses. However, control of
PNR where an excessive supply is already in existence would require new powers, though the
resource (rather than possible compensation) costs of a parking control policy might still be
comparatively low.

2.7

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS FOR 1990

Following from the evidence of forecast levels of base congestion presented in this chapter, it could
be expected that the case for restraint would be very much stronger in 1990. Higher charges and
higher degrees of restraint will almost certainly be justified on economic grounds, and higher net
benefits would be expected. As will be seen, this turns out to be the case.
In addition to the broad case for an intensification of restraint policies in longer term scenarios of
near-saturation car ownership levels, attention is also focused in this section on whether other
significant differences, outlined below, also emerge as between 1980 and 1990. Such features
include:
1

Whether restraint policies confined in and around the central area are still adequate.

2

Whether the relative performance of different fiscal restraint policies varies.

3

Whether optimum policies defined in economic cost-benefit terms continue to broadly
eliminate "physical" congestion.

4

Whether there seemsto be a case for more complex "mixed policies."

Considering the size of charge required for policies in 1990, as anticipated optimum charges are
considerably higher than 1980 for policies other than parking. In "round trip" or "car commuter"
terms, they are approximately as follows:
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Cordon pricing:
Supplementary licence
Parking:
Road pricing:

80 pence to £1
50 pence
70 pence
20 to 25 pence

I
The paradoxical result for parking where the optimum charge (and hence the degr~:l of restraint)
is less than for 1980, is discussed further in section 2.7 .2.
I

Table 11

PHYSICAL EFFECT OF RESTRAINT ON TRIPS (1990)

p~+

!

Private Vehicle trips

te Vehicle

tr,pf
Starting
in
railway
triangle

Ending
in
railway
triangle

Starting
in
central
area

Ending
in
central
area

Base vehicles per peak hour

24740

10 710

12090

3860

Supplementary licence

-39
-39
-21
-21

-67

-35
-36
-52
-26

-71

of

of

railway
triangle

railway
triangle

~s the
ac~t
rail ay
triat 7le
bo 11dary
Outb9i nd Inbound

12 640

6850

25410

-65

-43
-58

Starting
in rest

Ending
in rest

i

12 500

% changes
Cordon pricing

Parking
Road pricing

+14
-13
-19

+ 7
-12
-31

-45
-43

+19
-13
-13

+ 8
-15

-27

-72
-38

+

8
•

5

-38

Table 11 shows that, as expected, more severe restraint is economically justified in 1 90, with the
"broad-brush" supplementary licence and cordon pricing policies restraining aroun half of trips
within the railway triangle. Again, within this broad picture different policies have v1 ying impacts
on different trip types depending on their inclusion or exclusion from charging. For e1<ample,as in
1980 supplementary licence applies the highest restraint to low-social-cost "in boun "trips, while
cordon pricing generates trips benefiting from congestion relief but not facing charges.
..

Unlike 1980, the low rate of trip deterrence of parking does not indicate "efficiency··~ since as will
be seen in Tables 16 and 17, parking performs poorly and cannot produce a high lev1il of restraint
cost-effectively.
The inherent "efficiency" of well-tuned road pricing is more appJ1ent in 1990,
with road pricing producing journey speed and economic benefit gains similar to
pplementary
licensing and cordon pricing while deterring about half as many trips.
I

Jt
I

Table 12

HIGHLY CONGESTED LINKS: 1990
i

Base

Parking

Supplementary Road
Licence
pricing

cb•don
I ••
Pllf~mg
I

Railway triangle

59

45

20

23

1J

Other radials

35

31

34

21

Circumferential

37

34

29
33

41

31

131

110

82

98

71

Total

I

!
I

I

Ranking the restraint options in terms of the total number of overloaded links, parki~ilI is the least
effective and cordon pricing the most effective policy, a similar result to the 1980 si :1~ation. Low
speed circumferential links are in general unaffected by restraint in the railway trian .1~, even with
the high charges applied. Only the cordon pricing policy reduces the total number c:f congested
links to the 1980 base level, but improvements are confined to railway triangle and radial I nks.
1
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Again considering typical radial journeys in the 1990 base situation radial routes out to the edge of
Coventry would generally include four or five highly congested links. Under parking this situation
is hardly improved at all; under supplementary licence, cordon and road pricing policies typical
radial routes would have three low speed links; it should be noted that this would still be worse
than 1980 base conditions.

Table 13 AVERAGE JOURNEY SPEEDS FROM SAMPLE OF TRIPS: M/H:

Radial routes
Outbound
Inbound
Circumferential
routes

1990

Base

Parking

Supplementary Road
licence
pricing

Cordon
pricing

3
12

4
12

7
17

7
15

15

9

9

8

9

9

8

Turning to the complementary evidence of speed changes, Table 13 shows 1990 changes for the
same journey sample used in 1980. Again, as might be expected, the patterns of journey speed
and congested link changes are similar. Considering peak direction trips from the railway triangle,
no policy tested succeeds in raising speeds to the levels achieved by restraint policies in 1980; only
cordon pricing raises speeds above the 1980 base level, and the central area parking policy has
little effect. As in 1980, speeds on "circumferential" routes are broadly unchanged, while travel
costs on inbound radials, where little base congestion existed, are improved under most policies.
To summarise, the "physical" changes in travel behaviour and conditions achieved by economically
optimum restraint charges in 1990 do not succeed in eliminating congestion. However, although
speeds remain low, considerable benefits are obtained-for example, policies other than parking
roughly halve modelled journey times from the control area.

2.7.1

Economic benefits

Turning to the analysis of the net economic benefits produced by the restraint policies tested,
Tables 14 and 16 show summarised benefits by benefit type and user class respectively; detailed
results are shown in Tables 15 and 17. Although net benefits for 1990 are shown as single figure
estimates, uncertainties over cost estimates and behavioural assumptions imply a considerable
range of net benefits around the "central" estimates quoted. As in 1980, costing estimates place a
range of plus and minus 20 to 30% on the net benefit estimates. In addition, the adoption of l<;>wer
price elasticity assumptions would reduce net benefits by up to 20%.
As expected, total benefits produced are higher than in 1980, at around £8 to £9 million annually for
cordon and supplementary licence. It should be noted that the slightly lower road pricing benefit
(£7 million) does not necessarily indicate an inherently poorer performance; the difficulties of
simulating optimum road pricing discussed earlier in this chapter mean that the results obtained
might be considerably improved by more accurate "tuning."
In contrast, the poor performance of
central area parking is to a large extent a "genuine" result though, as discussed later on in this
section, is more likely to be a reflection of the areaof coverage than of the policy itself.

Table 14

SUMMARISED

BENEFITS BY BENEFIT CLASS, £'000/YEAR

Policy

Parking

Supplementary
licence

Road pricing

Cordon pricing

Resource savings
"Own time" time savings
Other benefit items

1800
1730
-490

5520
3200
-20

4010
2390
300

5740
3320
-450

Total

3040

8700

6700

8610
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Table 14 (detailed in Table 15) shows that when net benefits are classified by benefit type, "tangible"
resource gains contribute more than half of total net benefit. Unlike 1980 results, enf~ cement costs
(similar to 1980) no longer reduce resource savings significantly, due to the generalh much higher
values of private vehicle operating cost and commercial vehicle time savings. Par~ing resources
saved are broadly similar to those of 1980 since the larger number of trips deterred are in the railway
triangle outside the central area, where parking spaces saved are assumed to have:,.,omparatively
low value alternative uses. In contrast to 1980 results, in 1990 the impact of resttlaint on public
transport operations tends to be less clear-cut. Although net revenue positions i~oprove, under
some policies increased capacity would be required if the bulk of deterred car users ~1rere
to switch
to travelling by bus. This outcome is basically a result of the failure of the policies teso~ to simultaneously maximise economic benefits while removing congestion. In the 1990 restra11oed
situations
operating conditions for both radial and non-radial peak bus services are considera b y worse than
those currently faced. (It should be borne in mind that the fiscal restraint optiom ested do not
include measures such as bus priorities specifically aimed at improving bus operati'1!bconditions.)

!

Table 15

1990: DETAILED BENEFITS BY BENEFIT CLASS, £'000/YEA~
I

Policy

Parking

Supplementary
licence

Road pricing

!

Resource savings
Car operating costs
Goods operating costs
Goods time savings
Bus operating costs
Parking provision
savings
Restraint operating
costs

•

820
100
550
-400

3180
620
2250
- 50

1370
270
2400
200

850

340

240

2d10

Elm
2fl! 0

~:<
0

-120

-820

-470

1800

5520

4010

Car

1280

450

1140
1250

20~0

Bus

2050
1150

Sub-'otal

1730

3200

2390

33 0

Increased bus revenue

-890
400

-920
900

-150
450

Sub-total

-490

-

Total

3040

Sub-total
Own time savings

12~0

Net change to deterred car
users

20

8700

300
6700

-410

85Ho

"Own time" savings are generally about twice as high in 1990 as in 1980, reflectiq1 greater time
improvements, (which nevertheless, as noted above, still result in lower journey spee¥~ than 1980).
Other benefit items broadly cancel, with consumer surplus losses to deterred car usen ending to be
offset by the resultant increases in public transport revenue from mode switching.
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Table 16

SUMMARISED

BENEFITS BY USER CLASS, £'000/YEAR
Supplementary
licence

Road pricing

Cordon pricing

850

1320
1380
1150
850
340

340
1710
1250
650
240

600
1190
1250
900
350

1580

3680

2510

4320

3040

8720

6700

8610

Parking

Policy

Car Users
Commercial Vehicles
Bus users
Bus operators
Parking Provision
Local and central
government

-540
700
450

}

Total

~

Considering net benefits by user class (Table 16 detailed in Table 17), the following points can be
noted. As in 1980, with the exception of parking, car users gain as a whole; again this apparent
paradox is due to the distinction between perceived and unperceived costs and to decongestion
benefits to car users not facing restraint. Commercial vehicles operators gain except under parking,
indicating that highly valued time savings more than offset tolls. Base bus users, as expected,
gain under all policies although benefits to bus operators are more equivocal than in 1980. Revenues
increase, but as noted above, in some circumstances the size of peak bus fleet required increases.
Net revenue improvements tend to be smaller than those obtained in 1980, and the parking policy
tested produces no gain at all. Parking provision savings are similar to the 1980 results and the
government sector makes considerably larger gains, through higher local authority toll revenues
(over £6 million a year for cordon and supplementary licence) considerably exceeding central
governmenttax revenue reductions.

Table 17

1990: DETAILED BENEFITS BY USER CLASS, £'000/YEAR
Parking

Car users
Vehicle operating costs
Time savings
Net change to deterred car
users
Restraint charges

Supplementary
licence

Road pricing

Cordon pricing

1220
1280

4780
2050

2050
1140

- 890
-2150

- 920
-4600

- 150
-2700

-1150
-4550

150
550

930
2250
-1800

410
2400
-1100

800
2550
-2150

Bus users
Time savings

450

1150

1250

1250

Bus operators
Operating costs
Increased revenue

400
400

50
900

200
450

200
700

Parking provision
Resource cost

850

340

240

350

120
2150

820
6400

470
3800

700
6700

Commercial vehicles
Vehicle operating costs
Time savings
Restraint charges

Local government
Enforcement and operation
Restraint revenue
Central government
Tax revenue
Total

-

450
3040

-1900

8720

30

-

820
6700

4220
2070

-1680
8610

•

2.7.2

Conclusions

The following results contrasting with the 1980 results are obtained for 1990:

,

1

The considerably higher levels of net benefit produced, and tolls levied, by pol if es other than
•
parking controls.

2

Controls confined to the central area are unable to significantly reduce congeS•ion, with the
consequent poor economic performance of the parking option.

3

For the policies tested the charges which maximise economic net benefit f . the relevant
policy still leave a considerable degree of congestion.

1

Considering each point in turn, the higher charges levied and levels of net benefi
supplementary licence, cordon and road pricing in 1990 are as expected, given th
level of congestion predicted for the base situation. In contrast under the centra
policy, the 1990 optimum charge is no greater than that justified in 1980 and the ec
obtained is lower.

'

produced by
much higher
area parking
omic benefit

6

This apparently paradoxical result is largely because an insufficient proportion
congestion
causing trips can be efficiently deterred by a policy confined to the central area in a sit ation where,
(unlike 1980) trips other than central area trips are major contributors to congestior costs. This
important conclusion is more a reflection of the limited area covered by the parking
tion than an
inherent weakness of control by parking.
,

I
i

The third conclusion, the emergence in 1990 of situations where policies which maxi~ise economic
benefits fail to raise traffic speeds to uncongested levels can be explained as follo
. First, the
assumption built into the 1990 base model that motorists will "accept" very se/ ere levels of
congestion implies that they place very high value on car-use; hence deterring thr
in order to
reflected by
gain social benefits is achieved at a comparatively high cost in private disbenefits
the high charges required). If motorists responded less stoically to increased co1· gestion than
has been assumed, the long-term level of congestion would be less and restraint j' uld be more
difficult to justify; but little can be said about this in the absence of empirical ev dence about
behaviour in severely congested conditions.
I

(1.

•

I
The second influence is the changing pattern of congestion in Coventry between 19 0 and 1990,
with the emergence of significant congestion on suburban non-radial links where it[ ould not be
expected that restraint policies basically aimed at centrally originating, radially orienta~ d trips would
have much impact. This type of congestion, although localised, occurs sufficiently frequently to
make a significant contribution to the total, indicating the potential for very hig~ levels of car
ownership and use to produce congestion in locations where there is currently probp ly little case
for restraint, and where policies other than wide-spread parking control and road pre ing can have
little impact.
Bearing these points in mind-that in 1990 the model may somewhat overstate the
congestion relief to those restrained, and that some congestion would not be affected
tested-an
important question still remains. That is, whether model results for
interpreted as indicating that in the long term "economic" levels of congestion will
than those existing in large towns at the present day. If so, the implication is that in
the maintenance of reasonably uncongested travel conditions would involve some
compared to economically "optimum," (but highly congested) alternatives.

t

isbenefits of
y the policies
990 can be
e far greater
he long term
onomic cost

1

The restraint study has only been able to reach a partial conclusion. lnvestigati n of higher
degrees of restraint for the policies tested indicated that further traffic speed "i provements"
could be obtained by very high charges, at varying losses of benefit compared it "optimum"
charges. For example, doubling the charge for cordon pricing raised speed to near 1180 restrained
rking control
levels for a slight loss in benefit, but high charges for supplementary licensing and
were less successful. In particular the limited proportion of congestion causing tri s affected by
parking controls confined to the central area means that even the complete removl'I of all central
area car trips would not decongest railway triangle roads.

J
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Although higher charges for the policies covering the whole railway triangle would have some effect
(at a cost), more fruitful long term restraint policies could include extension of the control area and
the application of "mixed" or "two-tier" fiscal restraint options. Although the study has not
examined such developments of restraint policies in detail, the 1990 model results indicate a strong
casefor:
1

Amending the railway triangle control area to include a number of large employment centres
on its periphery.

2

Policies introducing more discrimination in the degrees of restraint imposed on different
trip types within the railway triangle than the policies tested can impose. In particular, by
1990 there would be a case for higher restraint in and around the central area than in the
rest of the railway triangle.

While two-tier cordon pricing and supplementary licence policies would probably be ruled out on
operating cost grounds, a considerable number of mixed policy options are available. · For example,
parking controls have considerable flexibility, and within reason are not confined to contiguous
geographical areas. Alternatively, cordon pricing or supplementary licence plus central area
parking charges would produce a two-tier pricing system. Finally, the effectiveness of road
pricing could be greatly improved by extending the areaover which it operated.
The study has therefore concluded that although the fiscal restraint policies tested do not reduce
congestion particularly cost-effectively in 1990, it can be expected that mixed or two-tier policies
and amendments to the area of control would achieve satisfactory results. This conclusion points
to the need for an awareness that more straightforward restraint policies giving good results in the
medium term may need extension and modification if restraint is to be effective in longer term
situations of high car ownership.

2.8
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3
DESIGN AND COSTING
i

This part of the study was carried out to design, cost and assess the practicability ofj mplementing
the different traffic restraint systems. While the overall study was theoretical, using~· ventry as an
example, the designs and costs for the restraint systems are particularly related t the physical,
geographical and practical features of Coventry. Comments on the applicability of he system to
other places have been included where appropriate. The restraint techniques have b en examined
in only sufficient detail to assess their practicability and to estimate their costs wit~ an accuracy
that is compatible with the rest of the study.
[
The traffic data used for this assessment were provided by the traffic model describedt in Chapter 2.
Where this was unable to provide the information required, additional data from Cov~ try and other
towns with similar traffic characteristics were used. Officials of the City of d ventry (now
Coventry District Council) gave every assistance in providing traffic and planningl tatistics, but
were not involved in the development of the system designs set out in this chapter.
.
I

Costs were calculated for each base condition (1980 and 1990) for peak and all day c ntrol periods,
for five days each week. Because the design and operating costs for both base cq ditions were
found to be very similar, only 1980 costs are included here. All costs are at 1973 prices
I

Enforcement is a critical issue. The successful operation of a traffic restraint pJicy would be
governed by the degree of enforcement and the level of penalties imposed, which if o low would
offer an encouragement of evasion of the regulations. It is impossible to predic he effect on
traffic of various levels of enforcement and therefore estimating enforcement costf to achieve a
given level of traffic restraint is not easy. Enforcement costs have been calcula d for a 10%
non-compliance rate coupled with a 20% level of enforcement (i.e. 2% of all vehicle give rise to a
prosecution) as it is thought these figures would give reasonable estimates of costs. ther levels of
non-compliance have been considered in certain cases. ("Level of non-comp,i nee" is the
proportion of vehicles not complying with the regulations: "Level of enforcement" is~ e proportion
of vehicles not complying with the regulations that are stopped within a single periodj f operation.)
1

'

The needs and problems of traffic enforcement were discussed informally with the Ho e Office and
Police. Particular points which should be mentioned at this stage are that the p~I ce would be
reluctant to have new powers of entry to private property for enforcement of traffic ffences; that
checks on moving vehicles {e.g. for supplementary licensing and road pricing) enta I the stopping
of vehicles to interview the driver, for which traffic wardens would require ne""I powers; that
recruitment of additional manpower is a difficult problem; that the enforcement of affic signals,
designed purely to restrict traffic flow, would be difficult; and that the maximurp red time on
any phase should not exceed two minutes and should preferably be less. So far I s is possible
all these general points have been taken into account, but it must be stressed that th police have
not been formally consulted at either national or local level on these proposals.
I

It

Two periods of control were investigated for supplementary licensing and electroni¢I road pricing:
Working day
Morning peak only

(07 30 to 18 30 hours, say)
(07 30 to 10 30 hours, say)

It

s considered
There would be considerable difference in the enforcement of these alternatives.
impracticable for the enforcement of a morning peak policy to be based primarilf on checking
parked vehicles because vehicles which are parked before the control period could n9t be identified.
To extend the supplementary licensing regulations to such vehicles would be inequ1t ble and also
would remove the incentive to travel outside the peak. Similar problems, although n1ch smaller in
scale would arise with all-day control but could probably be overcome. With I, orning peak
control there would also be the added difficulty of employing enforcement staff for short period
each morning. For parking restraint, it is thought unlikely that there could be an~ period in the
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I

working day when parking was free and unlimited. Enforcement has therefore to be an all day
operation. Cordon restraint applied electronically could operate like electronic road pricing but if
toll booths are used morning peak period control is the preferred alternative. Physical restraint is
not designed for any particular periods of operation, but comes into effect automatically whenever
the traffic flows make it necessary.
All the estimates for enforcement manpower made in the study disregard the traffic wardens
employed at present. It is uncertain how many of the present establishment, which is thirty-five in
Coventry, could be releasedfrom their present duties of enforcing regulations and controlling traffic
if one of the restraint systems were in force, but the contribution would probably be small. There is
a grave shortage of traffic wardens. In September 1974 the numbers in England and Wales were
34% below establishment. The requirements for the different forms of restraint are estimated in the
respective sections. It should be noted that regardless of how enforcement is executed there will
be a minimum number of enforcement officers required to make it evident to motorists that enforcement measures are operating. This number is unlikely to be substantially less than the numbers
necessary to carry out the enforcement for any particular option. None of the systems should be
regarded as practical unless it is known to be feasible to engage the required numbers of enforcement
officers. The manpower and other implications for the courts have not been investigated.

3.1

SUPPLEMENTARY LICENSING

Supplementary licensing, as defined for the purposes of the study, would require a licence to be
bought and displayed both for internal trips within the restraint area and for trips entering or leaving
the area. The practical features of such a system and its costs are dominated by the form of, and
issuing procedures for, the licences and by the problems of enforcement. The latter in fact would
inevitably dictate some of the operational features of the systems and of the legislation required to
implement it.

3.1.1.

The licence

It is proposed that two basic categories of licence be available-daily and monthly. Since the aim
of the system is to discourage the use of private transport, there would be little point in offering
monthly licences which made the cost of daily travel substantially less than by the purchase of a
daily licence. There would however be an optimum reduction albeit a small one, which encouraged
people to purchase monthly licences without increasing the demand to travel. Reduced rate
licences could be issued to special categories of user such as residents and doctors etc, but the
issue of too many special licences could undermine the system. Our costs allow for the issue of
reduced charge licences.
Easy identification of licences would be essential for enforcement. A single colour theme for
each month would help. Monthly licences would be stamped with the month, and daily licences
with the date and month. Security printing would reduce the risk of forgery. It would probably
be desirable that all licences should apply to an individual vehicle and be non-transferable. Monthly
and reduced charge licences could be stamped with the vehicle registration number, but this would
be impracticable for daily licences particularly if they were to be sold from machines. This limitation, however, would probably not matter because opportunities for the transfer of daily licences
between vehicles, particularly with a morning peak system, would be small. The transfer could be
made more difficult by using adhesive licences with self destructing faces. The buyer could be
required to enter the registration number on the licence.
Monthly and reduced rate licences would be available from the licence centre only. Daily licences
would be purchased from vending machines, retail outlets and the licence centre. Daily licences
would be available in advance. Vending machines would have to be located where short stay
waiting facilities could be provided. There are approximately 150 locations on the approaches to
the railway triangle in Coventry where this could be done without new construction, and allowance
has been made for machines at 100 of these sites. The machines would need regular servicing
and maintenance, a high degree of security, and it would be desirable to be able to endorse the
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I

I

be required
date of licences in an easily visible and unalterable way. At least two machines wjl
handled
by
at each site to ensure continuity of operations. Alternatively distribution could ~
retailers at much the same cost.
•
The profit margin that would have to be allowed to retail outlets is difficult to estimf
would wish to relate it to the face value of the licence, and such factors as the adde
convenience to the public and the advantages conferred on retailers would doubtless
However, the sort of margin common in much retailing practice would add signifi
operating costs faced by the licensing authority. It is considered that a margin o~
the most that would be countenanced and this figure has been used for costing purpos1
1

e. Retailers
security and
considered.
antly to the
bout 10% is
.

p

Since little discount could be allowed on monthly licences, it has been assumed th t only those
vehicles making a journey on most weekdays would use them. For costing purpo~ sit has been
assumed that reduced charge licences would be available to residents .of the rest · int area, and
special categories of visitors such as doctors and district nurses. An estimate of p. vate vehicles
requiring the different categories of licences in the case of Coventry is shown in
ble 1 below.
As no data is available on the distribution of trips by commercial vehicles the c1 ts of issuing
licences for commercial vehicles has been based on daily licences.

1
1

Table 1

CATEGORIES OF LICENCE-PRIVATE

VEHICLES

Monthly
licences
(per month)

Daily
licences
(per day)

Residents
licences

All day control

45000

25000

13 500

Morning peak control

19000

10000

12100

3.1 .2

Enforcement

Enforcement of supplementary licensing raises difficult issues. In principle, checks uld be made
on parked or moving vehicles or both. Licence checking on parked vehicles wou be easier to
carry out, and would need substantially less manpower, but enforcement officers ould require
controversial powers of entry to private property to check vehicles parked off street.
t present the
police do not have such powers, and would regard them as inconsistent with the more I mited powers
they now possess in respect of far more serious matters. Also, enforcement on ~ rked vehicles
cannot, of course, control through traffic, and for this reason alone could not be acce~ ed as the sole
method of enforcement. Moreover as noted on page 33, there is the serious probl m of vehicles
which take up a parking place before the commencement of the control period; this ould seem to
make enforcement on parked vehicles impractical for a peak hour restraint policy.
For the several reasons stated above the main enforcement effort in a supplemep ary licensing
system would probably have to be directed against moving vehicles. And this is esp cially true for
a city such as Coventry, where a peak period rather than an all day restraint syste is all that is
likely to be economically justified (see Chapter 2).
I
1

An essential requirement for moving vehicle enforcement is sufficient sites within he controlled
area where there is space for vehicles to be pulled in to the side of the road so that rivers can be
interviewed without significantly affecting traffic flow or safety. On main roads witf n the railway
triangle there are few places where this could be achieved. It has been assumed, t achieve the
desired level of enforcement, it would be necessary to construct some ten enfor ment laybys,
which could be done within the existing highway boundaries. A limited amount of / oving vehicle
enforcement could also be carried out as vehicles entered and left parking areas.
I/

Table 2 gives the manpower requirements for enforcing supplementary licensin~ by checking
moving vehicles only. Enforcement concentrated on parked vehicles would requilt substantially
less manpower. These figures were estimated by considering the number of vehicl
requiring to
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be checked, the rate at which penalty tickets could be issued, the average length and number of
vehicles on each beat for patrolling wardens, the number of daily shifts required, supporting staff
and staff to cover continquencies.

Table 2

ENFORCEMENT

MANPOWER

All-day control

Morning peak control
10% Non-compliance

20% Non-compliance

10% Non-compliance

20% Non-compliance

20% Level of
enforcement

20% Level of
enforcement

20% Level of
enforcement

20% Level of
enforcement

100

200

140

280

3.1.3

Costs

Daily licences: printing and distribution
Monthly licences: printing and distribution
Reduced charge licences: printing and distribution

Cost summary-Table

5p
£1 per application
£3 per application

3 summarises the costs of introducing and operating supplementary

licensing.

Table 3

COSTS

Morning peak
control

All-day
control

Best estimate

Best estimate

Signing etc for vending machine sites and cost
of vending machines

£400000

£400000

Enforcement laybys

£100 000

£100000

Total

£500000

£500000

Licence issuing

£500000

£1000000

Enforcement

£300000

£700000

Total

£800000

£1700000

£850 000

£1 750000

Capital costs:

Annual costs:

Total costs:
Capital costs spread over 10 years plus
annual costs

1

The figures quoted in the table are best estimates but are subject to considerable error.
The "TOTAL COSTS" are however likely to be in the range:
Morning peak control £650 000 to £1 400 000.
All day control £1 400 000 to £2 700 000.

2

Uncertainties in estimating licence issuing and enforcement costs are the main factors causing
a wide rage or costs.
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3

If enforcement was concentrated on parked vehicles the above costs wou d be slightly
reduced.
j

4

The enforcement costs quoted are for a 10% non-compliance rate with 20% enforcement.
If non-compliance was 20% it is estimated that costs might be doubled.
j

5

Approximately 40% of the annual enforcement costs are ticket processing i ich includes
!
follow-up and prosecution where necessary, but not court costs.

6

The capital costs of enforcement laybys is a tentative estimate, without detailed Ii vestigations.
I

Feasibility-

.

No reason to doubt the feasibility of introducing a system of supplementary licensinJ ith either all
day or morning peak control has been identified. The main problems would be ass~ ated with enforcement and in particular attracting sufficient manpower. Enforcement would have o be primarily
on moving vehicles, and this would cause some traffic congestion and possibl I hazards even
allowing for the use of some enforcement laybys. An all day control system might in pr be enforced
on parked vehicles but this would involve controversial powers of entry into pre ate property.
The problems of inspecting moving vehicles would be the same as in a morning pe, system.

3.2

ELECTRONIC ROAD PRICING

The study was based on the electronic equipment developed by TRRL. It was ass~ ed that road
pricing would be introduced on a general basis, i.e. that there would be a number
towns which
could appropriately adopt it. The cost and complexities of the system would pro ably only be
justified on a large scale. However, it cannot be predicted when this might be apprt1 · riate, or how
many towns might be involved. For the purposes of this exercise a total of twe y-five towns
have been assumed, i.e. roughly those with present populations over 200 000.

°if

I

An assumption about the number of vehicles that would be fitted with Vehicle ldent ication Units
(VI Us) was necessary. Two alternatives were considered:
]
1

That only vehicles regularly visiting a road pricing area would be fitted with V~IUs:a supplementary licensing system would cater for non-equipped vehicles.

2

That all vehicles in the country would be mandatorily fitted with VI Us. The c t of these has
been assigned to the various towns in proportion to their populations.
,
I

Assumption 2, although substantially easier to operate, would cost about twicr as much to
implement. It is therefore not considered further in this chapter.
i
I

3.2.1

Methods of operation

I

Electronic road pricing could be operated in a variety of ways.

The three main alte~ atives are:

a

Cordon charging: Vehicles are charged as they cross the boundary of the ro! pricing area
and there are no charging points within the boundary cordon. The system I pplied to the
railway triangle would require some twenty-three charging points. See Figure, .1.

b

Cell charging is a refinement of cordon charging. In it the controlled area i divided into
sub-areas or cells, and vehicles are charged as they cross each cell bounda . Three main
considerations govern the definition of all boundaries-the degree of refine ent required,
the amount of information drivers can absorb and the practical problems of lod ting charging
ventry which
points. Figure 3.2 shows a cell charging system for the railway triangle in
requires some thirty-eight charging points.

1.

C

Link charging: In link charging a vehicle is charged for every link in the n work it uses.
In Coventry this would require at least two hundred charging points which
uld probably
make it difficult for drivers to understand or to respond to the variations in cha e from link to
link. Link charging appears to involve an unproductive degree of complexi , and has not
bean considered further in this study.
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Thus only cell and cordon charging systems are considered for costing purposes in this study.
It has been assumed for this purpose that with these systems drivers would be informed of tolls by
roadside signs.

3.2.2

Equipment

The five major components of equipment required for electronic road pricing are:
a

Vehicle identification unit (VIU)-These are electronic identifiers and would be attached to
all vehicles regularly visiting the controlled area. VIUs are ready to go into production.
They are almost 100% tamper proof, and very reliable, so that an annual inspection (possibly
included in the MOT test) would be sufficient check. VI Us are expected to have a life of
some five years.

b

Charging point equipment-This consists of loop detectors buried in the road surface and
connected to a roadside data transmission unit. A typical charging point for Coventry would
require eight detectors and a single power loop. The roadside equipment must be near the
detectors but not necessarily beside the kerb, and would be in a box approximately 1000 x 600
x 300mm in size.

c

It would be economic to collect the information from a local group of about fifty charging
points in a unit called a multiplexer, which would reorganise the data for onward transmission
at high speed on a single GPO line.

d

Central small computer-Each installation would require one rented small computer.
In smaller installations, like Coventry, GPO lines from individual charging points would go
directly to this computer; in larger installations the multiplexer units would supply the input
data. The computer's function is to bank the data; to call out maintenance action when
needed; to monitor the location of a strictly limited (e.g. twenty) number of special vehicles
like police cars; to debate all other information about vehicle location; and to aggregate the
data in a form suitable for passing to the national computers.

e

National Accounting Computer-The national accounting computer- would store data
received from local mini computers, prepare and send out accounts at regular intervals.
It was assumed accounts would be issued quarterly.

3.2.3

Operation

For costing purposes it has been assumed that all private vehicles visiting the restraint area at least
once a week would be fitted with VI Us. This represents some 30% of the private vehicles that visit
the area but accounts for over 90% of private trips. It has been assumed that the majority of
commercial vehicle operators would prefer to equip their vehicle with VI Us. On this basis approximately 50 000 vehicles require VI Us for morning peak control and 170 000 for all day control.
The assumption that only regularly visiting vehicles would be fitted with VI Us would require a
back-up system to cater for non-equipped vehicles. As indicated in subsection 3.2.1 this has been
taken to be supplementary licensing; it is assumed that only daily licences would be available and
that their price would be such as to encourage the fitting of VIUs. Since the number of daily
licences required would be small, some 2000 for morning peak control and 6500 for all day control,
a higher issuing cost has been assumedthan in a complete supplementary licensing system.
Incorporated in the legislation for electronic road pricing would have to be a clause making it
mandatory for the owners of vehicles fitted with VI Us to inform the road pricing authority of any
change of ownership of the vehicle. The previous owner of a vehicle would be responsible for the
road pricing bill until such notification had been recorded.
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I
With an electronic road pricing system it would be possible for residents of the contrJt ed area to be
charged a lower rate for journeys made within the area in which they lived. Resi~ mts' vehicles
would be fitted with VIUs in the normal way and adjustments made when their ell counts were
issued. Certain categories of road users such as doctors and invalids could also 63 treated in a
'
similar manner.

3.2.4

!

Enforcement

Enforcement of electronic road pricing could be carried out on either moving or pa1ked vehicles.
Moving vehicles can be checked for VI Us by plugging listening apparatus into the rJ,~dside equipment at charging points, or detector loops may be specifically installed for enforcerr ent at places
where vehicles can be easily identified and stopped. Parked vehicles could be cha<ked for VI Us
by traffic wardens using portable detection meters. Checking parked and stopping moving
vehicles would present similar problems to those discussed under supplementary lic1nsing. Fraud,
such as tampering with a VI U would presumably carry heavy penalties. The design oft ,e equipment
is such that the majority of such frauds would be easily detected by the listening apparc!jt1.1s
mentioned
above and should be further reduced if an annual inspection, possibly included in the MoT vehicle
test, were adopted. (At present only cars over three years old are tested.)
I
The level of non-compliance would depend on the type of system. If all vehicles i11the country
were mandatorily fitted with VIU's non-compliance rates would probably be substant ally less than
5%, but a partial system where non-equipped vehicles were required to display ipplementary
licences could have non-compliance rates in the 5 to 10% range. Costs and manp9wer estimates
were therefore made for a 20% level of enforcement combined with 5 and 10% n91 -compliance
rates. Manpower estimates are given in Table 4 for morning peak and all day control.

f

Table 4

ENFORCEMENT

MANPOWER

Morning peak control
5% non-compliance

(moving vehicles only)
All day control

10% non-compliance

5% non-compliance

10% non-<:1>mpliance

20% level of
enforcement

20% level of
enforcement

20% level of
enforcement

20% level ~
enforf 3ment

65

85

105

140

3.2.5

Costs

Unit costs
VIUs

-£5

plus £1 fitting charge

Charging point

-£3500

Computer

-£50000

Multiplexer Unit

-no

National Computer

-£5m

estimate-not

required for Coventry

hardware and commissioning

N.8.-Cost of national computer is very tentative
A detailed investigation is required

i

I

Billing costs

-25p

per bill

Supplementary licences

-1 Op printing and issuing costs

I

Cost summary-Table 5 summarises the overall cost of implementing a cell systermof electronic
road pricing. Adjustments for a cordon pricing system are given in paragraph 36.
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Table 5

COSTS

Moning Peak control

All day control

Best estimate

Best estimate

Capital costs:
Charging point equipruent

£150000

£150000

VIUs

£320000

£1 000000

National computer (share)

£100000
£50000

£100000

Computer
Test equipment
Total capital costs

£50000
£30000

£30000
£650000

£1 330000

£45000

£45000

Annual costs:
Maintenance and depreciation
Replacement VI Us

£65000

£200000

Billing

£55000

Daily licences

£50000

£170 000
£165000

Miscellaneous
Enforcement

£10000

£15000

£150000

£450000

Total annual costs

£375000

£1045000

£440000

£1 200000

"Total costs"
Capital costs spread over
10 years plus annual costs

Notes on Table 5
1

It is difficult to estimate the costs of implementing electronic road pricing and the figures
quoted above are best estimates. The "Total costs" however are likely to be in the range:
Morning peak control £400 000 to £600 000.
All day control £1 000 000 to £1 400 000.

2

From Table 5 it can be seen that the costs of VIUs are the major proportion of the capital
costs. The range of costs in note 1 does not allow for a variation in price of VI Us.

3

The estimates for enforcement costs are for a 5% non-compliance rate and a 20% level of
enforcement. For a 10% non-compliance rate and a 20% level of enforcement, it is estimated
the enforcement costs would increase by about 50%--to about £220 000 for peak period
control.

4

The same size national computer has been assumed for both options and its costs have been
distributed between the largest twenty-five towns in proportion to their populations.

3.2.6

Feasibility

The design study gives no reasonto suppose that an electronic road pricing system, in which vehicles
are charged as they cross the boundaries of a small number of cells sub-dividing the main restraint
area, would prove impracticable. Of the two alternatives studied, by far the cheapest would be
the system which limited VIU fitment to regular travellers, with a back-up supplementary licensing
system. Such a system would also be cheaper than a full supplementary licensing system, because
most of the costs of licence issuing would be avoided. Road pricing would involve the production
of a large amount of purpose built equipment, and the fitting to the existing stock of vehicles would
probably have to be spread over several years.
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3.3

CORDON PRICING

For this system vehicles would be charged as they crossed the boundary of the restf int area but
once in the area would not be subject to additional restraint measures. Two basii methods of
collecting tolls have been considered, electronic and tollbooth.
!
I

3.3.1

Electronic cordon pricing

The concept and working of electronic road pricing is covered in section 3.2. In co~
as with other systems of electronic road pricing, all regular visitors to the restraint
encouraged to fit VIUs. Non-equipped vehicles would be required to display a
entry permit only valid on a specific day. The issue of these permits could be si
daily supplementary licences (sub section 3.1.1) and they would not be sold at the re

I!

on charging,
ea would be
repurchased
lar to that of
raint cordon.

The enforcement of electronic cordon pricing would be similar to that discussed i subsection
3.2.4 except that it would have to be carried out at or near the restraint area bounda . On some
roads entering the railway triangle it would be difficult to stop vehicles safely unless ecific laybys
were constructed for enforcement purposes. These laybys have not been consider I in detail but
in some locations could be difficult to construct. The manpower requirements or enforcing
electronic cordon pricing would be similar to those in Table 4.
1

3.3.2

Cost summary

t

The costs for implementing and operating electronic cordon pricing would be similar
those given
in Table 5 except that an extra capital expenditure of some £100 000 may be ne I ssary for the
construction of some enforcement laybys.

3.3.3

Feasibility

Similar considerations apply to those discussed in subsection 3.2.6. Indeed the fi. t application
of electronic road pricing would be likely to be in~ single, or perhaps a double cordo I system.

3.3.4

Toll booth control

Two methods of operating tollbooths were considered; first a cash only system and se ond the use
of pre-purchased tickets for regular travellers with cash payment by occasional visitq s. Because
of restrictions on road space, tollbooth control is best suited to one-way operatio: for a single
peak period each day.
i
I

•.

Investigations of examples of existing tollbooth systems indicated that a reasona le maximum
design flow for a cash system is 500 PCUs per booth per hour. There is little exp · ience in this
country with tollbooths operating with pre-purchased tickets, but it has been as med that a
50% increase (750 PCUs per hour) in maximum flow rate could be achieved.
,
Allocating space for the number of tollbooths necessary to handle the volume qf (restrained)
traffic would not be easy. With the cash only system, about half of the twenty-fo41 radial roads
crossing the cordon in Coventry would need to be widened outside the highway b<i, ndary, even
assuming that limited queueing in peak periods would be acceptable. This widenin' could mean
the demolition of some property and the acquisition of public open space. The c? struction of
tollbooths around any town would also impose considerable traffic management ~r blems; side
roads entering main roads near tollbooths_would have to be closed and traffic manage ent schemes
developed to stop motorists avoiding the tollbooths. It would also be necessary t • provide bus
lanes on the approach to some tollbooths to avoid delay to buses during peak perio~ ; this would
probably be necessary on six of the radial routes into Coventry. The implementatio~ of bus lanes
would again be difficult, requiring widening of the existing carriageway and makl g access to
adjacent property awkward. Although these problems may not be insuperable a11 depend on
local detail, it is considered that the cash only cordon system is of doubtful practi . bility and is
. not considered further in this chapter.
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The use of pre-purchase tickets however would demand fewer tollbooths to accommodate the
predicted flows and could be implemented with less disruption. The system could operate in a
similar way to customs control; that is a green channel for vehicles with entry permits and a red
channel for cash payment. In Coventry only five of the main radials would require widening
outside the existing highway boundary, and this number might further be reduced if the conservative
estimates of the hand Iing capacity of tollbooths with pre-purchased tickets were exceeded,.

3.3.5

Enforcement

One of the main advantages of cordon charging by tollbooths is the ease of enforcement. All the
enforcement would be by staff on the tollbooths of which approximately fifty would be required to
man the thirty-five tollbooths estimated for the restraint area.

3.3.6

Costs

Broad estimates of costs have been made for tollbooth control with pre-purchased tickets only.
Reliable estimates for the capital costs (road widening, tollbooth construction, bus lane implementation) are difficult to determine without detailed study but could be in the range £2 to £5m. Annual
costs (issuing of entry permits, enforcement, wages) are likely to be less than for a full supplementary
licence system, and would probably be in the range £400 000 to £800 000. Thus a likely range for
the "Total Costs" (capital costs over ten years plus annual costs) is £600 000 to £1 300 000.

3.3.7

Feasibility

It might be possible to operate a cordon restraint system by tollbooths with pre-purchased tickets
in Coventry provided the traffic flows are relatively low (restrained traffic flows as estimated by the
traffic model are likely to be the maximum that could be accepted), but a detailed study would be
required before its cost and viability could be ascertained. The enforcement by tollbooths would
be simpler than for all other restraint systems studied but land acquisition problems could be overriding.

3.4

PARKING CONTROL

As indicated in Chapter 2 it has been assumed that parking control would be concentrated on a small
part of the railway triangle comprising the central area and certain adjacent zones (Figure 3.3).
Parking provision in the.central area required to meet unrestrained demand in 1980 will be approximately 75% greater than that currently provided; for 1990 provision would have to be doubled. In
the rest of the railway triangle substantial provision already exists and unrestrained demand could
be met until 1990. However, the resultant traffic levels would be intrusive in a mainly residential
area. "Optimal" central area parking control would enable 1980 levels of demand to be accommodated readily within current parking provision and relatively little extra provision would be
required even by 1990. But such a policy would increase pressures on the rest of the railway
triangle and it is possible that a more acceptable policy would be to extend control over a wider area
despite the added enforcement problems. However, in order to be consistent with the modelling
analysis, costs have been estimated for the central area system.
The implementation of a central area system in the conditions that the study assumes would have
developed by 1980 and 1990 would imply the closure or underutilisation of some of the parking
spaces needed to meet the unrestrained demand. This would involve compensation and probably
new legislation. Clearly it would be most desirable to reach an early decision on the implementation
of such a policy and to avoid providing facilities that subsequently would not be needed. Such an
approach would also be likely to be more acceptable to the public and easier to enforce. In the
cost summary below no allowance for compensation payment has been estimated, nor has allowance
been made for the benefit accruing from land and building freed from use as car parks.
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3.4.1

Enforcement

Enforcement of parking controls would be by traffic wardens in the traditional manner. Any
central area parking policy, such as the one tested, would cause a considerable increase in parking
demand in adjacent areas. Additional parking regulations would have to be introduced and
enforced to control this fringe effect. For effective enforcement of parking restraint, it might be
necessaryfor officers to inspect private car parks.

3.4.2

Period of control

Parking controls would need to operate for at least the working day. It would be necessary to
differentiate between commuters and shoppers by adjusting parking charges and by not opening
some car parks until after most people start work.

3.4.3

Cost summary

The costs of applying the parking policy to Coventry would be:
Capital costs
Yellow lines, signs and a limited number of parking meters

£35 000

Annual costs
Enforcement manpower
Enforcement administration 10% non-compliance level 20% enforcement
Maintenance

£60 000
£40 000
£20 000

Total

£120 000

'Total costs"

£125 000

Capital costs spread over 10 years plus annual costs
The above costs assume an enforcement manpower of twenty in and around the central area. They
also assume a non-compliance rate of 10%; if this was 20% it is estimated that the enforcement costs
would increase by around 70%, giving "Total Costs" of £190 000.

3.4.4

Feasibility

The parking restraint option could probably be applied in Coventry without the introduction of new
legislation provided it was done before traffic conditions approached those of the unrestrained 1980
or 1990 base situation. However, in this respect Coventry may be untypical, arid for traffic restraint
based on the control of parking to operate satisfactorily in many towns, legislation might be needed
to control private parking. · Given the possibility of legislation, a wider area of control would
probably have been chosen for Coventry in the Study and might well have proved mo1eeffective.

3.5
3.5.1

PHYSICAL RESTRAINT
General characteristics

Physical restraint has a wide range of interpretations. The sense in which it is considered in this
section is the physical limitation of the rate at which traffic can cross a cordon surrounding the
restraint area; an essential feature of a system achieving such physical limitation would be the inclusion of facilities for buses to avoid the restraint measures. Other interpretations of physical
restraint (e.g. bus lanes distributed through the restraint area or environmental management
measures) could doubtless effect some reduction in traffic volumes, but the resulting effect on
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traffic volumes would be difficult to adjust to the desired level. However, to strike I n appropriate
balance between the several objectives transport policies seek to meet, a more flexiblJ ystem which
achieves restraint in a more direct manner, seems desirable. With present technol ; y the form of
physical restraint considered in this section is a practical way of achieving this.
1

3.5.2

"

The system studied

In order to provide a general indication of the costs and practicability of physical restrai t, the system
defined above has been examined in detail. A number of special practical consid rations affect
the design of such a system. In the first place there is a limit to the length of que that can be
accommodated at any one point, if it is not to block junctions and to have other und
Thus the flow control would need to be distributed over lengths of say 1 to 2km a
roads rather than at single points. In addition, it would be desirable to have rapi
control over the degree of the restriction imposed, partly so that the system could re ond to short
term variations in congestion, and partly to allow the level of restriction to be adjus d in the light
of experience gained in operating the system. It is considered that an effective metH d of meeting
these needs would be the use of linked traffic signals associated with queue detector~lj hich would
respond to the traffic conditions of the moment. Over the length of the flow con r I zone, such
signals would be installed at all major and minor junctions, but preferably would not
used purely
for restraint purposes without a junction control function. Such a system would ap ar to be well
suited for integration with a comprehensive urban traffic control system.
.
The difficulties of predicting behavioural response and the limitations of the modelli g techniques
which were considered in Chapter 2, are particularly relevant to the case of ph ical restraint.
Accordingly, the economic effects and the changes in flow volumes resulting
this form of
restraint have not been modelled. It seems likely, however, that entry volumes coul be restricted
to any reasonable level by the type of system considered, although as has been note in respect of
parking policies, it would be very desirable to introduce such restraint before very hight ffic volumes
have become established. One advantageous feature of the type of physical restr~ nt studied is
that it restrains to the degree appropriate to the congestion conditions at the ti~ . This is in
contrast to the fiscal system which must operate at a fixed level for pre-determined Piriods. Physical restraint would reimpose, rather more effectively than fiscal systems, the existin pressure on
drivers to adjust their journey time to avoid the extreme peaks of congestion.
I

froT,

I
!

3.5.3

Enforcement

I

Physical restraint would require the enforcement of additional sets of traffic signal
priority measures: also of the associated traffic management measures which would
the side roads approaching the restraint area. It would be particularly important tha{
be well enforced, as their use for physical restraint must not reduce the present res
Nevertheless the problems of enforcement of a physical restraint system seem to
familiar and less difficult nature than those associated with the other restraint syste
in this study.

3.5.4

, and of bus
e needed on
raffic signals
ct for them.
e of a more
s considered

Costs

Table 6 below gives estimates of the costs of installing and operating a system fotI linked traffic
lights with associated bus lane and traffic management measures on the radial routes i to Coventry.
An indication of the location for signals and bus lanes, and of the extent of the r$ ulting traffic
queues is given in Figure 3.4: the necessary traffic management measures are detailed r one sector
of the collar in Figure 3.5. The number of signals and the scale of traffic manage ent required
depends on the traffic capacity of the inner areas, the queueing capacity of the appro h roads, and
the volume of traffic to be handled. In the absence of reliable predictions of tH behavioural
response to these measures (including the extent of transfer from car to bus), the d ign must be
regarded as somewhat arbitrary. Nevertheless the figures are believed to indicate the order of
expenditure involved in implementing such a system.
1
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Table 6

COSTS
£

Capital costs
Traffic signals

200000

Bus facilities

340000

Traffic management

220000

Total

760000
£

Annual costs
Maintenance

120000

Enforcement

80000

"

200000

Total

280000

"Total Costs"
Capital costs spread over 10 years plus annual costs

3.5.5

Pros and cons

The main advantages of physical restraint are:
1

Its running and implementation costs are likely to be moderate.

2

Ability to pay plays no part in the concept, and it may therefore be regarded as more equitable
and more acceptable to the public than other methods of restraint.

3

It is relatively simple and familiar: it need not be regarded as a major departure from present
policies.

4

It can be made sensitive to the level of congestion of the moment: it will not restrain at times
when the road capacity is adequate.

5

In the system described it tends to lower traffic peaks and redistribute traffic more uniformly.

6

It is easy to adjust, and can be imposed gradually.

7

It probably has potential for integration with a comprehensive system of urban traffic control
which combined with bus priorities might offer substantial benefits. (Further research>is
·
indicated).

The main disadvantages appear to be:
1

The deterrent penalty (time) is a resource cost and not a transfer of money from individuals
to public funds.

2

There is no direct incentive as in fiscal restraint to make better use of vehicles by sharing.

3

It would be difficult to exempt special types of vehicles other than buses and emergency
vehicles.

4

The degree of restraint is limited by the queue lengths that can be accommodated.
queues themselves may be environmentally undesirable.
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4
ENVIRONMENTAL

EFFECTS

Two main approaches to the study of environmental effects have been employed. I he first made
use of the PANIC suite of computer programs to determine the exposure of the p6 ulation living
near the main transport network to noise and air pollution levels caused by traffid. The second
made a practical assessment of conditions in local areas which were chosen a1 representative
·
samples which are repeated in many cities.

"

Considerable difficulties arose in estimating changes in environmental factors by t
approximate
methods available as the changes were often not marked; the more extreme condi ions for 1990
were therefore mainly used as the basis of this work.
.

1

4.1 THE ENVIRONMENTAL
NETWORK

EFFECTS RELATED TO THE MAIN TRANJ

ORT

I

I
i
PANIC is a suite of programs that calculates from the output of a run of the RRU P model the
levels of noise and atmospheric pollution estimated from the flows of vehicles. FJ the purposes
of the Coventry Study the PANIC programs have been calibrated against survey resul sin Coventry.
The estimation of the noise and pollution levels is necessarily done link-by-link and en assembled
into a total for the network. As the impact on the population is of prime concern, e model was
designed to weight the results according to the population resident on every link.
4.1.1

The PANIC program

by applying
LTAP model,

The initial calculation of the noise and pollution levels on each link was undertak
a series of empirical equations to the traffic flow on that link, as estimated by the
combining the effects of traffic in each direction.

The noise index used in the study was the L10 index which is the A weighted noise I vel exceeded
for 10% of a period of time. This has been shown to correlate well with the diss tisfaction experienced by those subject to traffic noise. Tests using L50 and L90 criteria showed hat the effect
of restraint on the distribution of these values of noise level agreed well with the
esults.
I
Atmospheric pollution from motor vehicles arises from the functioning of the inter1 I combustion
engine and from the gradual wearing away of vehicle components such as tyres anti brake linings.
The pollutants associated with the operation of the engine are carbon monoxide.I ydrocarbons,
oxides of nitrogen, lead {from petrol-engines only) and smoke. The kerbside concen~r tions of these
pollutants have been related to traffic in urban areas and the relationships devJI ped in these
studies have been used to estimate the pollution arising from motor vehicles. [ he predicted
values indicate the contribution to atmospheric pollution made by traffic and usef~ ly predict the
effect of changes in traffic intensity on the levels of atmospheric pollution. The arlc lysis does not
take into account the effects of industrial activities at a particular site but does give a~ od indication
of the effects of traffic.
I

L,d

..

Neither the noise equations nor the air pollution equations allow for the very local I ects such as
will occur at particular industrial sites or on steep roads. Hence the effects of tra c changes on
noise and pollution levels are more reliable than the absolute values .
However as general indicators of the distribution of traffic noise on the Covent
the proportions of population exposed to various noise levels for alternative situati
in Figure 4.1. The network used represents only a part of the streets of Coventry.
!though only
a fifth of the city's population live by these streets, a very high proportion of all trafti is carried on
them. Hence it is this part of the resident population that is most exposed to t e unpleasant

I
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side-effects of road traffic and it is this population that is used in the weighting of noise exposure.
It will be noted that it is the resident population which has been used for these calculations. An
alternative assessment could be made on the basis of the pedestrian population and it would be
argued that they are more intensely affected by fumes and noise. However, pedestrians are
exposed for comparatively brief periods and do have some freedom in their choice of route. There
is also considerable difficulty in defining an appropriate measure of pedestrian density which tends
to change sharply with time-a very detailed survey would be necessary to provide the necessary
data. It has therefore been considered more indicative to base results on residential population
in spite of the difficulty that many of the people concerned spend the working day away from home.
A better assessment would clearly be provided if the location of population could be provided for
the period modelled.
The study assumed goods traffic is insensitive to restraint. As goods vehicles are much noisier
than cars (and this was reflected in the noise equations used) the noise reductions due to restraint
are considerably less than the reduction in overall traffic volumes might suggest. The pollution
concentration equations on thei other hand only differentiate between private and goods vehicles
in the case of lead, so that apart from this pollutant the predicted air pollution changes are in keeping
with the changes in overall traffic volumes.

4.1.2

Noise results

The overall noise results can be described with reference to Figure 4.1 which indicates that noise
levels outside the houses of that part of the population resident on the traffic network. Figure 4.1
reveals the insensitivity of these results to general traffic conditions, the base conditions for
1980 and 1990 giving almost indentical results. However it can be noted that two-thirds of the
population experienced a slight reduction in noise levels as compared with the 1967 situation
due to the construction of new roads and improvement of existing roads. The exposure curves
for the fiscal restraint measures have not been plotted in Figure 4.1-they are also very close to the
base condition result.
Added insight into the changed noise environment is obtained by examining the noise patterns
on a geographical basis. Figures 4.2a, 4.2b depict the noise levels on the main traffic roads in
Coventry in 1967 and 1990. These figures give no indication of the numbers of people subject
to the noise levels indicated or more importantly the numbers exposed to a given change in noise
level as a result of different policies. Hence a more detailed analysis of the change experienced
by the population has been undertaken.

Table 1

Group

1
2
3
4
5

POPULATION

GROUPS
Rang,e of L 10 values experienced
by members of group ( dBA)

Number of people
in group (1990)

<70
70 to 75
75 to 77
77 to 79
>79

22660
42120
7 220
2360

3350

77 710
The analysis has been undertaken by grouping the affected population into five groups according
to the L10 values experienced, as indicated in Table 1, and calculating the average net reduction
(or increase) of noise per person experienced by people in that group following a change of policy.
Alternative arguments can be made for weighting each change in noise level, but in view of the
relatively narrow ranges of L10 levels under consideration and the absence of clear evidence on
which to construct the weighting, this has not been attempted. They are of course average
results and do not show the extent of change affecting individuals.
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In some groups, despite fairly significant reductions and increases in different locations, the gains
and losses almost cancel and algebraic average change obscures the actual changes that have
taken place. An alternative figure has therefore been produced which averages the changes
regardless of whether they are reductions or increases. These two sets of figures are presented in
Table 2.

Table 2

CHANGE IN NOISE EXPOSURE DUE TO APPLICATION

OF RESTRAINT

"
Change per person ( dBA)

Reduction per person (dBA)

Restraint measures

(1990)
77-79

75-77

70-75

<70

>79

77-79

75-77

70-75

<70

0.256 0.351
0.266 0.271
0.246 0.184
0.344 0.233

0.133
0.117
0.046
0.035

-0.224
-0.337

-0.175
0.256

0.531
0.575
0.365
0.482

1.210
1.030

0.072
-0.375

0.370
0.292
0.273
0.262

0.340
0.291

-0.136
-0.273

0.277
0.298
0.252
0.360

>79
Supplementary licence
Cordon pricing
Parking
Road pricing

77-79

75-77

70-75

0.030 0.113
0.120 0.147
-0.003 0.098

0.086
0.089
0.046

-0.255
-0.306
-0.255

>79
Supplementary licence
Cordon pricing
Parking

0.825
1.675

Change per person ( dBA)

Reduction per person (dBA)

Restraint measures
(1980)

0.273
0.336

<70

>79

77-79

75-77

70-75

<70

0.212
0.232
0.273

0.128
0.162
0.128

0.167
0.184
0.193

0.251
0.260
0.240

0.381
0.453
0.477

0.597
0.584
0.552

Table 2 presents figures on a per capita basis to cancel the differences in the sizes of the selected
groups. Table 3 presents the same information on an in toto basis, giving figures which reflect
the different group sizes and thus corresponds to the data shown in Figure 4.1.

Table 3 TOTAL CHANGE IN NOISE EXPOSURE DUE TO APPLICATION
RESTRAINT
Total reduction (people. dBA)

Restraint measures

OF

Total change (people. dBA)

(1980)

Supplementary licence
Cordon pricing
Parking

>79

77-9

75-7

70-5

71
283
-7

816
1060
710

3620
3750
1940

-5780
-6930
5780

<70
710
780
920

>79

77-9

75-7

70-5

<70

300
380
300

1200
1340
1390

10570
10950
10110

8630
10260
10810

2010
1960
1850

Total reduction (people. dBA)

Restraint measures

Total change (people. dBA)

(1990)

Supplementary licence
Cordon pricing
Parking
Road pricing

>79

77-9

75-7

70-5

<70

>79

77-9

75-7

70-5

<70

604
628
581
812

2530
1960
1330
1680

5600
4930
1940
1470

-5080
-7640
-3080
-6190

588
860
242
-1260

654
703
595
850

2670
2110
1970
1890

14320
12260
11 500
14150

12 030
13 030
8270
10 920

4070
3460
2770
5630

It should be noted that increasing the restraint charge does not necessarily give greater reductions
in noise exposure. Indeed, in the case of road pricing an increase in charge was found to lead to
an increase in noise exposure. The reason for this and for the fact that several restraint options
increase noise either for certain groups of the population or for the complete population is probably
that traffic is being diverted from areas of lower population into areas of greater population.
When the 1990 financial restraint options are considered in detail a marked uniformity in the
distribution of reduction occurs. For the economic optimum charge policies considered, all
policies offer reductions in noise to those exposed to at least 75dB (approximately two-thirds of
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the population studied) and increases in noise to those whose original noise lev~I lay between
70 and 75dB (nearly one-third of the population studied). The distribution of t~~ changes is
remarkably uniform; only one group, those originally exposed to at most 70dBA in 19~P, experience
mean changes near or above one decibel. Although mean values obscure the :cetails of the
distribution of noise changes, analysis of individual links indicated that the change or a populated
link never exceeds 4dB and on links exposed to more than 75dBA the change never e~teeds 1.5dB.
Thus it may be concluded that the fiscal restraint options considered here produce only 18smal I mean
reduction in the traffic-noise, although changes on particular parts ofthe network may ~E appreciable.
The recognition that the reduction of overall traffic volumes would not of itself (u~ ess taken to
I
extreme limits) significantly reduce perceived noise levels, prompts the question of~ hether some
redistribution of traffic could lead to more satisfactory results; and in particular, whet~er redistributions that would be effective in their environmental impact would need to be acQi mpanied by
restraint of traffic volumes, in order to avoid generating unacceptable congestion in ~-ther parts of
the network. Two approaches to this question were adopted in this study. Firs1, the detailed
environment analysis of the local areas, which is considered in section 4.2; second, all,rief study of
the noise and pollution effects of channelling lorries along a limited network of outes. The
is importa.~t to note that
conclusions on noise are prese_ntedin the fo!lowing two parag~a~hs.
no attempt was made to examine the operational costs of confmmg lorries to certain routes, or to
consider other implications of such a policy. Certain case studies of practical urban llprry routeing
I
schemes have shown that economic disbenefits depend upon the detailed design an9 an be large.
A full economic analysis of such schemes is a major task and could not be undertaken n this study,
so the results cannot provide a basis for judging the overall case for or against lorry rout, ing policies;
it does, however, provide a feel for the environmental effects that might be expected.
I

1!

It was assumed that all goods traffic could be confined to a minimum network all~ wing goods
vehicles to have access to every zone within the city boundary. Where possibl~ major high
capacity roads were chosen. A practical design would pay special attention to k~ieping traffic
away from shopping streets although such detailed design has not been attempted in l1inisexample.
This network was pre-loaded with goods vehicles and then private vehicles were re-rasigned over
the total network.
•.

Two lorry routeing options were used. One did not price off any of the car trips w~1psecost had
risen due to the prior allocation of the goods traffic, whereas the other did reduce t~je number of
such trips. The former option, designated the LR 1 model, is less realistic than the ,atter (LR 2),
but both sets of results are included. It was found that lorry routeing had little effect ~1nthe volume
of total traffic-only
2500 private trips were lost in 1990 due to higher costs comp~ ed with the
original base. Changes in noise exposure of selected groups with the simplified co I pept of lorry
routeing are shown in Tables 4 and 5.
!

Table 4

CHANGES IN NOISE EXPOSURE-LORRY

ROUTEING

Reduction per person (dBA)

Change per persoo ( dBA)

>79

77-9

75-7

70-5

< 70

>79

77-9

75-7

70-5

<70

Lorry route 1

-1.77

0.14

0.86

1.13

1.38

2.05

2.01

-1.75

0.19

0.94

1.25

0
-0.06

2.15

Lorry route 2

2.13

1.41

2.12

2.07

2.18
2.13

Table 5

TOTAL CHANGE IN EXPOSURE-LORRY

ROUTEING

Total reduction (people. dBA)

Q

Total change (peopld dBA)

>79

77-9

75-7

70-5

<70

>79

77-9

75-7

,,0-5

<70

Lorry route 1

-4170

Lorry route 2

-4170

996
1370

36350
39680

25650
28230

- 20
-192

5060
5020

9940
10220

86300
89 210

f/15500
f/16950

7320
7150

.,.
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It is clear from comparison with Tables 2 and 3 that for all groups the mean change from lorry
routeing would be considerably greater than for fiscal restraint unaccompanied by planned changes
in traffic distribution.
There is little difference in the results between the two methods of modelling
lorry routeing; in both cases there would on average be an increase in noise level in noisy streets
originally above 79dBA, a slight reduction for those originally exposed to 77 to 79dBA and considerable reductions for the people, the greater majority, originally exposed to 70 to 77dBA. It is
probable, however, that only on individual links would the improvement be marked. It should also
be noted that this analysis, based only on the resident population, may exaggerate the environmental
benefits of lorry routeing, since pedestrians will tend to concentrate on the main roads used for
lorry rou ·es.
There is no conclusive evidence from this analysis to show whether lorry routeing would have to
be complemented by a direct restraint policy. Certainly, the imposition of lorry routeing would be
likely to worsen congestion, and therefore add to the economic case for restraint. But the fact
that the modelling results for the two lorry routeing cases considered indicate only a small effect
on the distribution and volume of private traffic, suggests that lorry routeing could be implemented
in the conditions considered without effects on traffic flow which would demand the simultaneous
implementation of a restraint policy.

4.1.3

Air Pollution Results

The prediction of atmospheric pollution from traffic is less developed than for traffic noise. However,
the general public have been found to react in a similar way to fumes from traffic as to traffic noise.
As the predictive methods are less certain for atmospheric pollution a less detailed analysis than with
noise was carried out; in particular, results were derived for the entire population rather than for
subgroups.
Three equations for predicting carbon monoxide concentration (C7, C8, C4) were used; there is
also one equation (01 a) for "total oxides of nitrogen" and one equation (02) for nitrous oxide.
The reason for using several equations for carbon monoxide is uncertainty about which is best
suited to local conditions. Three single equations, estimating "total hydrocarbons", smoke and
lead complete the set of eight equations used.
The predicted exposure of the population to the five pollutants in the 1990 unrestrained base is
presented in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. In Figure 4.3 the three exposure curves for the three carbon
monoxide equations are plotted; equations C7 and C8 derived from the same set of observations
made in Coventry (reference 1) are in reasonable agreement whereas C4 predicts levels approximately three times greater. Acceptable limits have not been established for kerbside levels but
they are often referred to the industrial criteria (for example, Watkins, reference 2) of "maximum
allowable concentration" (MAC) which set out the average concentrations to which healthy adults
could be exposed for eight hours. The more accurate predictions for the Coventry site obtained
under local conditions using equations C7 and C8 indicate that the MAC is not exceeded by traffic
generated carbon monoxide, indeed, for most of the time it is far below the MAC level of 50ppm.
Using the predictions obtained by equation C4 the levels are generally well below the MAC level.
Thus the levels of carbon monoxide forecast for these areas are not expected to reach unacceptable
levels.
In Figure 4.4 the exposure of the population to nitrogen oxides is presented. There is a considerable
disparity between the two predictions; as the equation 01 a was derived from local observations
it is preferred. The oxides of nitrogen were shown to be principally nitric oxide, which has an
MAC of 25ppm, well above the levels predicted by the model. There are no alternative equations
for lead, smoke and hydrocarbons (see Figure 4.5). The predicted levels are well below the
MACs for lead, smoke and hydrocarbons of 150ug/m 3 , 3500ug/m 3 and about 50ppm respectively.
A precise MAC cannot be given for hydrocarbons because the composition will affect the tolerance
levels.·
Table 6 indicates the predicted variations in pollutant concentration when the "optimum charge"
restraint measures are applied in 1990. Both reductions and changes for the whole population
are described and expressed as a percentage ofthe original exposure.
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Table 6 MEAN REDUCTION AND CHANGE IN EXPOSURE TO AIR POLLUTION
(a) % REDUCTION
(b) % CHANGE
·Results given for equations C7 and CB respectively.

I

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Nitrous
oxide
I {a)
(b)

11

19

18

29

I

9

19

16

29

Carbon Monoxide"

Sup/Lie
Cordon pricing

5

22

12

34

Parking

4

15

11

24

i

19

34

8

13

16

33

7

13

9

40

4

15

7

26

4

10

I
Road pricing

I Smoke
Total
hydrocarbon
(a)
{b)
(a)
(b)

I

Lead
(a)

(b)

21

13

23

20

11

22

6

24

6

27

4

16

5

17

0

17

4

22

0

23

I 12
i

I 10
I
I

I

I

Lorry route 1
Lorry route 2

15

0
-3

16

0
-5

23
24

I
I
I

-1

27

-7

29

j_:
I

i

I

10

i

11

II
I

-3

18

I

An immediate conclusion to be drawn from this table is that the fiscal restraint options produce
reductions of all pollutants and as might be expected it has also been found that as the level of
charge for a particular policy is increased so the exposure to all pollutants is reduced. It is apparent
that lorry routeing produces no overall improvements except for total lead emission.

4.2
4.2.1

ASSESSMENT

OF ENVIRONMENTAL

CONDITIONS

IN LOCAL AREAS

Local area analysis

The preceding results deal with those roads included in the CTS transport network and it was felt
that important environmental questions arose on the many small roads which are not included in this.
Since 80% of the population live in such roads and environmental protection schemes are much more
likely to be applied to such areas, it was clearly important to include protection schemes in an
examination of the effect of traffic restraint on environmental factors. Initially four local analysis
areas were selected in which local conditions were studied. However, it became clear from the
initial measurements that areas 1 and 2 did not provide suitable bases for this type of work since
very low traffic levels in area 1 and environmentally protected re-building in area 2 left little to be
learned regarding the effects of restraint on local conditions. Attention was therefore concentrated
on areas 3 and 4. (see Figure 4.6). It should be emphasised that the economic disbenefits due to
the limitation on the use of some roads stemming from environmental protection measures are not
included in this assessment.

Area descriptions
Area 3: Foleshi/1Road-Area

3 is a roughly triangular area to the north of the City Centre located
in the northernmost tip of the "railway triangle" (Figure 4.7) between the main radial routes
Lockhurst Lane and Foleshill Road. The area contains some 1400 dwellings, almost entirely
"between-the-wars," two storey terraced houses which are generally well maintained (Figure 4.8).
Few dwellings have garages or off-street parking provision. Pockets of industry, mainly related to
the motor trade, are interspersed in the housing areas and gain access along the residential streets.

Area 4: Wa/sgrave Road-Area

4 is a rectangular area to the east of the City Centre, straddling the
main radial route, A46 Walsgrave Road, and just outside the "railway triangle" (Figure 4.9). The
area is predominantly residential, containing some 1700 dwellings, but also includes some shopping.
The housing is generally pre-war two storey terraced dwellings (Figure 4.10), but in the south
east corner of the area there are large pre-war and post-war detached dwellings. The area also
has a small amount of industrial activity.
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Surveys
Plans were prepared defining the land use in each local area (Figures 4.11 and 4.12), ~nd site
surveys undertaken to provide some indications of the parking provision within the industrial
areas. Traffic counts were undertaken in July 1974 for the peak and off-peak periods to supplement
information already available from the Coventry City Engineer on traffic flows within each area.
The peak hour traffic flows were taken as one half of the flow for the 2! hours peak period from
1530 to 1800 hours.
In addition, parking surveys were carried out to determine the level of on-street parking. To
demonstrate the effect of shopping on the pattern of parking in Area 4, surveys were undertaken on
two week days, one of which was "early-closing".
In order to gain some impression of the problems of pedestrian-vehicular conflict in the areas,
pedestrian accident statistics for 1971-73 were abstracted from the records of the City Engineer.

Traffic analysis
The level of traffic generation from the industrial sites was recorded in the surveys for the evening
peak period, and, based on the level of car ownership for each area, the work trip attraction to the
residential areas was predicted for the evening peak. Thus it was possible to analyse the traffic
flows for each local area and to determine the level of "through movement".
The Study has assumed that there will be a growth of some 50% in local traffic movements between
1974 and 1990, representing an approximate annual increase of 3%. It is thought that this is an
underestimate in respect of the "through movement", as the overloaded network may bring about a
disproportionate increase in the use of the local road system.
At an early stage in the analysis, it was found that the town-scale transportation model did not
provide an adequate basis for assessment at the detailed local level. But it also became apparent
that the environmental impact on the local area was not very sensitive to the level of restraint
assumed. It was therefore decided to adopt a single indicative level of restraint of 25% for the
internally generated and attracted trips in the traffic predictions for the restrained condition for
both local areas.
For the purpose of the Study it has also been assumed that local environmental management
measures would accompany the implementation of each restraint option. Thus traffic predictions
have been undertaken for:
a

Design year 1990, unrestrained base.

b

Design year 1990 with restraint, together with environmental management.

Environmental analysis
The environmental analysis has concentrated mainly on the quantification of the impact on the two
local areas of the change in traffic noise between the base and restrained conditions. In addition
an indication of the problems of pedestrian severance and the influence of restraint on them has
also been established on the basis of the pedestrian accident statistics for the two areas.
The assessment of noise impact has considered only the local roads within both local areas [but
the links of the main highway network have been included in the PANIC Assessment.] The noise
evaluation calculated the peak hour level for each link of each local network based on the traffic
flows predicted for the base condition and for the restraint option, and expressed the impact for
each option in terms of the number of dwellings affected, multiplied by degree of effect. The
impacts have been compared by plotting the cumulative distribution of dwellings affected, in 2dBA
noise bands. The distribution of noise difference relative to the base condition has also been
plotted for each local area.
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4.2.2

Analysis of Area 3
I

Existing situation in Area 3

I
During the off-peak period there is only limited traffic intrusion into the area, (Figure 4.13). At
the evening peak period however, there are heavy traffic flows along the radial rouf'. s, Foleshill
Road and Lockhurst Lane (Figure 4.14) and significant traffic intrusion was recorded n the local
network, both in movements through the area and in workers leaving the industria sites. The
"end-of-day" exodus from the factories produces a dramatic increase in traffic, when or a period
of a quarter of an hour a continuous line of cars passes along some residential streets. n particular
the heaviest flow was recorded on Station Street West which has become part of e highway
network.

•

Although there is little off-street residential parking provision in the area the parking su ey showed
a low level of on-street parking with the exception of the roads adjacent to the shoppin in Foleshill
Road (Figure4.15).

Future situation in Area 3
The environmental management proposals for the restrained option for Area 3 are bas' d upon the
scheme prepared by the City of Coventry for widening and realigning Lockhurst L1. e with the
intention of diverting most of the traffic that would otherwise use Foleshill Road. 0th secondary
alterations are proposed to enhance this intention (see Figure 4.16).
The first environmental management proposa.l investigated consisted of the closingj f two key
access roads to the area from the improved Lockhurst Lane. Some extra loading ~f alternative
links will occur and vehicles seeking access to the industrial sites within the area will rerp in, but the
relief from much of the unrestrained through traffic is clearly shown in Figure 4.17.
:
A second proposal was investigated which attempted to provide the maximum e1 ironmental
protection for the area short of the exclusion of all vehicular traffic. This was seen .s requiring
alternative access to the main industrial site in the area, the works in the northern e~ · e. It was
found that no practical alternative access route could be found for the other industrial sit in the area
but even with this limited scheme the reduction in traffic intrusion is quite striking as igure 4.18
illustrates.

Area 3: environmental assessment-noise
Figure 4.19, the cumulative frequency distribution for noise impact to dwellings, show hat for the
base condition approximately a quarter of the houses in the local area experience a peak our facade
level of 71 dBA or greater; a few streets have a peak hour Lio of about 75dBA.
Restraint with the first environmental management proposal shows a reduction in thj number of
dwellings experiencing the higher noise levels. Although a few dwellings would still~ subjected
to higher levels, and in some cases an increased level, most houses in the upper quaryi e of noise
level will reflect the greatest benefit from the management proposal. The few hous!i subject to
. us despite
increased noise (see Figure 4.19b) arise from the redistribution of industrial traffic.
the environmental protection measure the continuing requirement for access to the in strial sites
I
remains intrusive.
I

The restructuring of access to the industrial sites in the second proposal shows a v
change in the noise climate within the local area, with some three quarters of the di,
periencing peak hour L10 noise level of less than 63dBA. Significant noise intrusio~
be recorded in some streets but it is considered that this proposal is sufficient to improve~
ment in the area as much as is reasonable, albeit at the considerable cost of building th
means of access to the main industrial site.
l\

Area 3: environmental assessment-severance

"

ry marked
llings exwould still
e environadditional

and safety

The plot of pedestrian accident statistics for the last three years (Figure 4.20) demo · trates the
problem of severance and pedestrian/vehicular conflict along Foleshill Road, where
er half of
the total accidents are recorded. Most other accidents occur either on roads carrying significant
proportion of through traffic or on the residential streets leading to the factory entrance ·
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In spite of the proposed reduction in status of Foleshill Road in the highway network, there would
continue to be significant traffic flows along this route. Also Station Street West and one or two
other roads will continue to carry heavy traffic flows and on these roads conflicts between traffic
and pedestrians would not be expected to diminish.

4.2.3

Analysis of Area 4

Existing situation in Area 4
Binley Road and Walsgrave Road are major radial routes carrying heavy traffic flows. Swan Lane/
Kingsway and Clay Lane/Bray's Lane are orbital routes within the main highway network carrying
significant traffic movement. Little generation or attraction of industrial traffic is recorded
within the analysis area.
Residential roads carry a limited amount of traffic during the off-peak period (Figure 4.13) but it
was during the peak period that significant traffic intrusion was recorded (Figure 4.14). Minor
roads feeding the railway crossings were particularly subject to peak hour through traffic. The
survey identified significant traffic making detours to avoid the queues which occur at the signalcontrolled junctions.
In the southern half of the area, through movement was recorded along
Marlborough Road.
On-street parking is a cause for some concern in the local area, particularly adjacent to the Waisgrave road shopping centre. The extent to which the parking is affected by the shops is demonstrated by comparing the parking surveys undertaken when the shops are open (Figure 4.21) and on
early-closing day ( Figure 4.22).

Future situation in Area 4
The environmental management scheme for area 4 follows the City of Coventry proposals for the
construction of a new highway along Binley Road. As shown in Figure 4.16 selective stopping
of roads between the two main radial routes impinging on the southern half of the area effectively
isolates this area from through movement; similar steps are proposed to protect the northern half
of the area from through movement.
There is considerable conflict between pedestrians and traffic in the shopping area along Walsgrave
Road. In considering environmental management schemes, it would be desirable to eliminate the
traffic intrusion along this road, but such a proposal, redistributing traffic on the main road network,
was considered to be outside the scope of the present study. The restraint scheme considered has
thus retained Walsgrave Road as a main traffic route.
The predicted traffic flows for the base condition and for the restrained conditions together with
environmental management measures to eliminate through movement are shown in Figure 4.23.
The considerable reduction in the overall volume of traffic in the area is apparent. It should perhaps
be noted that these management measures would probably not reduce the demand for on-street
parking serving the shopping centre along Walsgrave Road which would have a predicted car parking
demand in 1990 of 300 car spaces.

Area 4: environmental assessment-noise
The cumulative frequency distribution for noise impact on dwellings in Area 4 (Figure 4.24) shows
for the base condition a similar pattern to Area 3, with about a quarter of the houses in the area
experiencing a facade peak hour L10 noise level of 71 dBA or greater, the highest noise level-a
peak hour L10 of about 76dBA-being marginally higher than Area 3.
In Area 4, in contrast to Area 3, there is no significant industrial attraction and generation, and
thus the environmental management measures effectively reduce the noise impact. The cumulative
distribution of noise impact for the restraint plus management option shows a marked improvement
relative to the base, with no dwelling experiencing a facade peak hour L10 in excess of about 63dBA.
The distribution of noise difference indicates improvements of up to 14dBA, by comparison with
the base.
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and safety

There is a high accident risk along Walsgrave Road and Clay Lane (see Figure 4.20)r oth of which
will continue as links in the main highway network, within the restraint and environ~ ntal management measuresproposed. Thus considerable traffic flow will be expected on those!.inks but stopping minor road traffic at a number of junctions which have shown marked accident ~i k should lead
to a reduction in conflicts at these junctions. The severance effects of the main Ii 1. s will become
more marked with increasing traffic flows. Few accidents are registered within he local area,
but this accident risk would be expected to diminish with the introduction of t'1. management
measures.
I

4.2.4

Main network traffic capacity

The extent to which traffic restraint released main network capacity which could t en be used to
accept traffic kept out of residential areas,was checked for the supplementary Iicenc nd the central
area parking options in 1990.
For area 3 environmental management would channel some 400 vehicles onto th djacent main
network in a peak hour. Supplementary licensing would release network capaci of 2000pcu/h
whereas parking restraint would only provide for an additional 150pcu/h. Thu nvironmental
control would only be applicable with the more effective restraint options.
In Area 4 the proposed environmental measures would rechannel some 600 veh · les/hour onto
radial roads and 400 vehicles/hour onto orbital roads. Supplementary licensing r I ases capacity
for 1500pcu/h ( orbital and radial) and parking restraint releases capacity for 100 ;pcu/h. Thus
either form of restraint would appear to accommodate the proposed environm1 tal measures,
though it is likely that parking restraint would be barely adequate. Broadly spea ing the more
effective restraint options would be necessaryto permit traffic management measur s for environmental protection in local areas in 1990. It is likely that such measures could be plied in 1980
with any of the complementary fiscal restraint policies studied.

r·

It should be noted, however, that if traffic were to be channelled onto the main ~ ads to secure
environmental benefits, there would be some reduction in the traffic benefits associat with restraint
policies, which were quoted in Chapter 2. New estimates of traffic volumes a
distribution,
together with re-calculation of benefit would be required for any large scale apph ation of such
environmental management policies.

4.3

~

CONCLUSIONS

The direct effects of fiscal traffic restraint measuresin terms of the exposure of the p . ulation on the
road transport network to traffic noise have been shown to be small. Increasing th egree of such
restraint does not necessarilyreduce the overall noise exposure.
A lorry routeing scheme which confines goods traffic to main road links achiev 1. a noticeable
reduction in overall noise exposure albeit at the cost of an increasein noise along thes
Fiscal traffic restraint produces a worthwhile reduction in atmospheric pollution.
Lorry routeing does very little to improve atmospheric pollution.
The study indicates that there are positive environmental benefits to be gained on th local network
from a policy of restraint applied together with environmental management. The ork suggests
that the gains are likely to be far more significant in wholly residential areas than i reas of mixed
land use, where access to industrial sites is likely to remain a problem unless speci arrangements
are made.
In analysing the environmental benefits derived from restraint it is found that it is here environmental management prevents through movement that the major environmental im . rovements are
achieved, rather than through the restraint itself. It is thus important to recog'.L e the role of
environmental management for each restraint option and each local area. In the el mples studied
it has been possible to define simple traffic management measures which, togethelr with restraint,
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reduce noise in residential areas to acceptabl~ levels (e.g. 77% of houses in Area 3 and all houses
in Area 4 would have peak hour L10 of 63 dBA or less). It is unlikely that severe measures to
reduce noise exposure further would be worth pursuing.
In general, with the application of restraint there is a reduction of traffic movement within the
restraint area, and thus the pressure to use the local road network will not be as great as for the
unrestrained condition. The reduction of flow on the main road network offers the opportunity
to channel traffic from the local to the main roads, to achieve environmental benefits. But if this
were applied on a large scale, traffic benefits would of course be reduced.
The application of restraint provides little relief to orbital movement outside the restraint cordon,
where traffic is seeking to travel around the restraint area. Thus the need to protect environmental
areas outside the restraint boundary may be greater than for areaswithin it although the opportunity
may be less. Similarly the areas outside the restraint boundary are likely to be under greater
pressurefrom parking intrusion

4.4
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5
DISTRIBUTIONAL ISSUES

I

I
In addition to the economic and environmental impacts of traffic restraint polici1 discussed in
Chapters 2 and 4, a comprehensive examination of the effects of restraint requires , consideration
of distributional and equity effects. Although it is unlikely that traffic restraint po~ ies would be
implemented with the specific aim of redistributing income, it is clear that the act ptability of a
policy justified on economic or environmental grounds will depend to some exti
both on the
"equitability" of the means employed to achieve those policy aims, and on its c : sistency with
governmental income redistribution objectives.

It must be recognised that study of the equity and income distribution effects of tr~ sport policies
is a new field, and therefore particularly subject to data limitation and forecast, g difficulties.
Furthermore the kind of comparatively well developed conceptual framework
ich underlies
economic evaluations is also lacking. There is no obvious correct measure of the 1·fairness" of a
policy, and similarly, although many attempts have been made to construct numer cal indicators
representing the income redistribution effects of policies, again the idea of one c rrect measure
is not too helpful. Therefore this chapter includes some discussion of possible u ful indicators,
the qualitative as well as quantitative problems involved in their use, and an exa111
nation of the
limited evidence available from the restraint study and other sources.

vJ

1

5.1

!

GENERAL BACKGROUND

:
I

1'

Before turning to the particular features of traffic restraint policies which are relevant distributional
issues, this section considers a number of distributional indicators covering various spects of this
complex area of interest.
First, it may be the consideration of the fairly straight-forward fairness of a particul1 policy that is
of interest, in terms of whether road users making similar contributions to the pro lem to which
the policy is addressed are treated similarly. If "fairness" were defined very strict( and required
charges or time penalties to be proportionate to the amounts of congestion attribut~: le to different
types of road user, then only extremely complicated and costly forms of electroni road pricing
would be "fair."
But any policy which is both cost-effective and comprehensi~I to travellers
must be comparatively simple, and hence to some extent, inequitable. However, i m considering
licy such as
practical policies, there are some points to be borne in mind. For example, a
parking control which does not affect commercial vehicles or through traffic mighJ' be held to be
inequitable compared to, say, supplementary licencing affecting all traffic.

p

A second aspect is the effect of a policy on the distribution of income between
adly defined
groups, measured in various ways such as the relative impact per unit of incomei r in the case
of a policy such as restraint, containing a high "transfer charge" element, the net r istribution of
income between income groups allowing for both the incidence of direct costs a
benefits and
the destinations of any resultant tax revenues. In such analyses, individuals and
useholds are
treated en-masse, with impacts being expressed in terms of group averages. T
approach is
reasonably satisfactory if policy changes are likely to affect most people in an
similarly, (e.g. income tax or VAT), or where differential impacts are due to variation
consumption patterns not closely linked to income, (e.g. drink and tobacco duti
However,
where, as in the case of traffic restraint policies, income-group averages may mask , ide variations
in impact within groups, the practical value of such "global" indicators is reduced.
A variation on this "broad group" approachi often adopted through the lack of reliab income data,
and one which has merit in itself, is to identify groups of "affected parties," incl , ing travellers,
other road users and "third party" groups who are likely to be indirectly affected by r traint policies.
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Sometimes groupings such as "pensioners" can be used to draw income distribution inferences
indirectly, but it is also useful to identify groupings where any connection with relative incomes is
incidental, but to whom particular consideration might be given. Three obvious examples are
people living in a restraint control area, the disabled, and other "priority" car users such as doctors.
Such classifications of "affected parties" may still mask wide variations of impact within groups.
Such variations may be of legitimate concern in cases where, particularly in the case of lower
income groups, small gains by a large majority mask considerable hardship to a small minority.
As shown below, this could be an effect of some types of fiscal restraint policies applied in the short
and medium term.
Finally, the incidence of the effects of restraint policies between geographical or administrative
areas requires some consideration, particularly in terms of revenues accruing to local authorities.
It is likely that some of the net revenue from restraint would be offset by lower eligibility for rate
support and transport supplementary grants, and to this extent national taxpayers would benefit.
Whether the balance of the additional income would accrue to districts or counties will depend on
the type of restraint measure and the precise legislative provision. Broadly, it is likely that parking
revenues would fall primarily to districts, as owners of most public car parks, while the income from
other measures would accrue to counties-who would be responsible for their implementationunless there was specific provision to the contrary. In addition, where revenue falls to districts
a considerable part would typically be raised from commuters resident outside the area of the
revenue raising authority who hence will not benefit from any redistribution of charges to local
ratepayers etc. But if counties were to administer restraint policies, the argument would be
reversed, with typically a net outflow of funds from larger urban districts to other parts of counties.
Before turning to the more specific impacts of restraint policies and the evidence produced by the
study, three further general points should be borne in mind. First, as discussed above, any
analyses of equity and distributional effects must by their nature be broad-brush, and cannot be
expected to directly identify the impacts of policies on particular small "minority groups." In
addition, local circumstances will significantly influence the particular result in individual towns.
Second, the introduction of restraint policies will alter a whole series of relative costs and prices,
and the effects of these changes may well appear outside the transport sector. In particular,
changes in relative accessibility may alter both the "attractiveness" of the town as a whole, and of
particular locations within and outside it, with possible effects in the longer term on the distribution
of population and other land use activities and on land prices.
Third, the distribution effects of restraint policies do not solely flow from the type and scale of the
policy itself, but are also subject to separate pricing, revenue-distribution and administrative
decisions on the part of the local authority, particularly in respect of the use to which restraint
revenues and any improvement in public transport finances are put, and the number and type of
"special cases" and exemptions permitted.

5.2

EVIDENCE FROM RESTRAINT STUDY

Three classes of private individuals and households likely to experience economic effects of
restraint have been identified (the classes are not necessarily mutually exclusive). First, those
using cars on whom restraint charges directly impinge-travellers using restraint area roads or
central area parking spaces, depending on the particular policy considered. It is in this group
that any significant disbenefits will be found.
Second, those indirectly affected by the changes in travel conditions brought about by restraint
policies, in particular people travelling by public transport in the restraint area in the base situations.
Third, while these two groups are affected through their travel behaviour, other groups may be
affected not by restraint policies themselves but by the use which the local authority, acting both
as toll-raising agency and public transport operator, makes of increases in revenue. Since
alternative expenditure patterns by which such transfers are used can have widely differing
distributional effects, it should be noted that the final distributional effect of a restraint policy
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iI

I
depends on the revenue raising authority {county or district), the use to which net I cal authority
revenuesare put, and on any adjustments to the relative contributions of national and cal taxpayers
to local authority transport expenditure.
·

In addition, changes in commercial vehicle operating costs and central governme1
will also impinge upon consumers, but such effects will tend to be diffused acr
economy. Similarly the impact of what may be termed "third-round" effects on pr
prices and the general "attractiveness" of the town, besides being difficult to esti
subject to local authority intervention through planning controls, land purcha
Therefore the distributional impacts of any such "accessibility" changes are unclear

tax revenues
s the whole
erty and land
te, are again
policy etc.

Direct evidence from the restraint study is limited, chiefly because following normal . ransportation
modelling and evaluation practice, travellers are classified by mode and journey p , pose but not
specifically by income; hence any distributional inferences must be drawn indire y. This is a
particular problem in interpreting results obtained from CTS data, since the high let Is of average
income forecast for the original study year {interpreted as 1990 by the restraint stuq ) means that
car ownership is widely spread across the income groups, and hence the reasona , le correlation
between income and car use identified on present day data {section 5.6) no long holds. For
example, car ownership in z~nes in the lowest "social indicator" group {see page ) is forecast
to be above the current national average. The characteristics of peak bus use also change
significantly compared to the present, with the bulk of travellers being second wor rs {especially
working wives) and schoolchildren, rather than lower-income heads of households ( ost of whom
are forecast to own cars).
Two approaches have therefore been adopted. First, those components of co1 changes to
motorists and bus users which it was possible to satisfactorily analyse by zone have en expressed
as per-household averages for zones grouped by a series of social indicators. I ofar as those
social indicators link with income, this indicator, although partial, gives some i ight into the
relative impact of different restraint policies. Secondly, illustrative estimates ar made of the
range of impact on individual households directly and indirectly affected by restrain varying with
households' location, travel patterns and the policy under consideration.
Since neither of these indicators explicitly identify the relative incidence of costs a d benefits by
income group, and since anyway the forecast 1980-1990 travel patterns and car o ership levels
vary so much from the current picture, additional evidence from the 1972/73 Nation . ravel Survey
is presented.
To put these analyses in perspective, Table 1 below shows approximate estimates o
proportions of Coventry households likely to be directly affected as peak car us
policies, on any particular day. (The proportions making regular trips five days a w
than these estimates, particularly for the central area parking policy.)

Table 1 PROPORTION OF COVENTRY HOUSEHOLDS DIRECTLY
BY RESTRAINT (%)

Supplementary licensing and road pricing
Cordon pricing
Parking

he maximum
by restraint
k will be less

AFF.J
TED

1

1980

1990

30-5
20-5
10

40-5

!
I

25-30
15

Table 1 shows that for supplementary licensing and road pricing where all trips made i the restraint
area are affected, even in 1990 under half of households are likely to be affected as eak car users
(up to one-third would be regular travellers). The more differentiated impact of
rdon pricing
and central area parking mean that under these policies at least three quarters of
useholds are
unlikely to be directly affected. Considering those households living in restraint are zones (these
zones fall in the lowest social indicator and car ownership group) the contrast between pplementary
licensing and road pricing and the other policies will be very marked. Direct data i •not available,
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but all car owning households making car trips in the peak period will be affected by supplementary
licensing and road pricing. In contrast under cordon pricing their main peak period flows (outbound in the morning, inbound in the evening, and internal trips) will not be affected. Similarly
under parking controls the proportion of restraint area residents' car trips originating in the central
area is likely to be less than the 10 to 15% average for Coventry as a whole.

/

As shown in Table 2 these variations in impact between policies are confirmed when some components of cost changes to car trips are analysed by zones of residence of trip-makers. The cost
changes included are charges paid, time savings gained, and the major part of losses in consumer
surplus to those deterred from using cars; trips finishing and starting at residences (in the pm peak)
are included. Zones are classified into five groups representing variations in a series of social
indicators covering such factors as age, whether employed, car availability, household amenities,
household occupancy, density etc, with group 1, which happens to closely coincide with the
restraint area zones, being the (relatively) most "socially deprived" group of zones. Average cost
changes are expressed on a per household per year basis, and refer to 1990 only.
Table 2

CONSUMER SURPLUS CHANGES TO CAR USERS BY ZONE GROUP
£ per household per year (1990)
Zone group

Supplementary licensing
Cordon pricing
Parking
Road pricing

1

-43
- 4
- 9
-13

2

3

4

5

-15
-19
- 6
-10

-15
-21
- 5
-10

-10
-15
-16
-12

-17
-23
-10
-12

Average

-18
-18
-

7

-11

Four main points of interest shown are by Table 2.
a

The very heavy impact of supplementary licensing within the restraint area, with average
disbenefits per household three times those of other "less deprived" zones, even though car
ownership and use rates are less.

b

In contrast, road pricing, which also in theory affects all peak trips made by restraint area
(group 1) residents, does not show the same effect, indicating the concentration of pricing
points on peak direction routes little used by residents, who will tend to travel "against the
stream".

c

The contrast between cordon pricing and supplementary licensing; cordon pricing concentrates its effect on peak direction trips with progressively increasing impacts on "richer"
zones outside the control area, and little net loss to railway triangle residents.

d

The lower disbenefits from parking in all zones follows from the small number of trips affected
by any policy confined to the central area.

It can be concluded that taking "average consumer surplus loss per household" for car users as a
rough proxy for initial income distribution effects, cordon pricing is progressive, supplementary
licensing highly regressiveand road pricing and parking restraint are bro.adlyneutral. The contrasting
impact on base public transport users is shown in Table 3, where benefits from bus passengertime
savings have been similarly grouped by zone type.
Table 3

TIME SAVINGS TO BASE BUS PASSENGERS BY ZONE GROUP
£ per household per year (1990)
Zone group

1

2

3

4

5

Average

Supplementary licensing
Cordon pricing
Parking
Road pricing

7
6
2
7

6
6
2
6

8
9
3
9

7
10
3
9

8
9
3
8

7
8
3
8
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Table 3 shows that at least in 1990 the idea that benefits to bus passengers would ~ early be progressive is not borne out by the evidence. On average, households in "better paced" zones
prived areas,
benefit more from improvements in bus journey times than do those in relatively qE
again highlighting the changing patterns of peak bus usage forecast for the long-terr, future.

5.3

IMPACT ON INDIVIDUALS

i
The indicators referred to above besides being partial, may mask wide variations in itne impact on
individual households. Table 1 indicated that for some policies less than 10 to 20% lef households
would regularly face restraint charges. Turning to the restraint on those travellers dir1 ctly affected,
and considering car users first, restraint will produce the following cost changes: I

1

For those still choosing to travel-restraint charges, time savings and unpercelwed operating
j
cost savings; (the latter could outweigh a perceived net disbenefit).

2

For those deterred, the consumer surplus losses associated with mode cha!l~es, and unperceived operating cost savings; (again, the net effect may be a gain).
I

Clearly the net sum of these effects will vary widely between individual zone to zo~E movements.
At one end of this wide spectrum would be any undeterred trips paying tolls but no gaining any
time or vehicle operating cost savings, and with a car occupancy rate of only one; th~r,e are shown
as maximum losses in Tables 4 and 5 (but it is extremely unlikely that many trips i<Puld in reality
be affected as severely as this).
1

At the opposite end of the spectrum are those trips "most easily deterred," i.e. thd! e placing no
surplus value on car travel, who might in fact gain from restraint, in that their consumer surplus loss
would be zero, and they would save vehicle operating costs. However, model o tputs do not
enable the benefits to such travellers, and to those benefiting from congestion 11~1iefwithout
facing charges, to be reliably identified.
1

Table 4

RANGE OF IMPACT
£ per head per year

ON CAR USERS 1980

Average
Policy

Supplementary lice:,sing
Cordon pricing
Parking
Road pricing

Toll

Time
savings

Operating
costs

-30
-60
-75
-15

10
20
20
15

20
30
25
15

Maximum
losses

Total

-40
-80
-100

-10
-30
15

n/a

i

Table 4 shows that on average, in 1980 users paying restraint charges do not suff~r significant
disbenefits. This would be so even ignoring operating cost savings, with a greates~ average loss
per person at about £1 a week for parking. In fact, the highest possible loss (unlik~lv to be faced
by anyone) is £2 a week.
I
The broad conclusion for 1980 is therefore that considering car users directly affectef by restraint,
(the group on whom potentially unacceptable disbenefits would fall) the moderate levf.js of restraint
charges needed, coupled with the quite significant time and other savings producec means that
taken as a whole, car users will experience only moderate disbenefits. Certainly fl~e maximum
net loss experienced by a small minority would not exceed the equivalent of £1 a wT1~k.
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Table 5

RANGE OF IMPACTS
£ per head per year

ON CAR USERS 1990

Average
Policy

Supplementary licensing
Cordon pricing
Parking
. Road pricing

Toll

Time
savings

Operating
costs

-100
-170
~150
-50

50
60
20
20

50
70
5
25

Total

0
-40
-125
-5

Maximum
loss

-120
-200
-180
n/a

Again, 1990 results indicate that while the maximum losses to any undeterred car users not experiencing time savings would be large (up to £4 a week), the average loss to those directly affected
would be moderate (up to £1 a week), except for central area parking, where the slight congestion
benefits achieved do little to offset the impact of charges. Disbenefits to those deterred are
smaller than the averages shown in Tables 4 and 5, since if a car user is deterred this implies that
his "surplus benefit" from using his car is low compared to those prepared to pay restraint charges.
Differences in the types of trips affected by each policy mean that the range of impact among those
affected will vary considerably. Taking the maximum and average disbenefits to motorists facing
restraint charges as reference points, under supplementary licensing a considerable proportion
of trips would face net losses near the maximum. This is because supplementary licensing affects
"non peak direction" trips which gain little in terms of congestion relief. Under cordon pricing,
which affects "peak direction" trips only, few charged trips would fail to gain sizeable time savings,
while trips between one restraint area zone and another would benefit without being charged.
Similarly, central area parking controls would benefit large numbers of trips using congested
restraint area roads. Finally, since road pricing charges only those trips using congested parts of
the ro,;id svstem. time savinas will be broadlv oroportionate to charges.

5.4

EFFECTS ON OTHER GROUPS

This section briefly considers average impacts on bus users and on Coventry residents as ratepayers;
(the impact on consumers of any "passing on" of benefits to commercial vehicle operators are
likely to be very diffuse).
Bus users can benefit in two ways; firstly as direct recipients of time
savings, and secondly through the "passing on"' of improvements in bus operators' finances.
About one household in five or six will benefit through time savings to peak bus trips made on
congested routes relieved by restraint. Such time savings would be of the order of £20 to £25
per passenger per year for regular travellers, and equivalent savings in 1990 for policies other than
parking are around £50 a year. All bus passengers, including the great majority not directly
benefitting, would gain from reductions (or deferred increases) in bus fares and/or from service
level improvements if improvements to bus operators' finances were retained within the industry.
Coventry residents could gain as ratepayers if restraint revenues were used as a substitute for rates
income. Assuming contributions from domestic rates were half of the total, in 1980 the "average"
Coventry ratepaying household could make a small gain of up to £10 a household a year. In 1990,
the much larger restraint revenues could raise ratepayers' gains to a range £15 to £25 per household
per year. However, it should be noted that in practice these benefits are likely to be offset to some
degree by reductions in government grants.

5.5

LAND USE AND OTHER SECONDARY

EFFECTS

So far the distributional impact of restraint policies have been considered in terms of the direct
costs and benefits falling upon trip-making households, and the indirect benefits which may
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accrue to bus travellers, ratepayers, etc from the redistribution or restraint cha r es and other
"producer surpluses" to households.
The discussion, although moving outsid e the transport
sector to some extent, is still basically dealing with the incidence of changes im transport and
travel costs on the presumption that there are no further transfers of benefit thro g h the market
mechanism to other groups.

r

This may well not be the case, since, as mentioned in section 5.1, the changes in t vel and other
costs produced by the introduction of restraint may affect both the general att ractiven ss of Coventry
as a town to both employers and residents, and the relative accessibility of particular I cations within
and outside the town.
Such "relative price effects" may work through to changes i t he level and
distribution of economic activity and into house and land prices. As is discussed i the land use
chapter of this report , the interaction of transport costs with land uses and pri ces is at well understood, and any estimate s of possible changes would be purely speculative . Howe ,v r, it should be
recognised that from the distributional point of view, the final incidence of the be efits obtained
from restraint is open to considerable influence by a local authority through the OJDration of land
use allocation and development control procedures .

5.6

RESTRAINT

IN CONTEXT;

EVIDENCE

FROM

NATIONAL

TRA VEL SURVEY

Consideration of the distributional impact of fiscal restraint has inevitably been partial. The restraint
study did not model variations in the response to restraint wi t h income, nor wer e an>{ irect analyses
of the variations in impact by income group produced.
The latter, at least, is no QI eat drawback,
since one of the main features of the restraint policies tested is the concent ration of ny disbenefits
on a fairly small minority of the population . Hence average-incidence data a of little use.
Nevertheless, it will clearly be useful to identify whether a significant minority oft e less well-off
would suffer large disbenefits even though the majority of lower income househol t:I would either
be broadly unaffected or would receive benefits .

1

Evidence from the model (section 5.2 and 5.3) indicates that on a zonal basis, reside ts in the "relatively deprived" restraint area zones are severely affected by supplementary licensi1 , pointing to a
possible ·case for exemption or reduced charges for residents; (residents as an ' i terest group"
might merit special consideration anyway) . For the other policies the impact n households
chiefly depends on travel patterns, rather than where they live , and any less well ff households
badly affected would be widely spread through Coventry and its surrounding area.
ables 4 and 5
showed that although the average unfavourable impacts on car users facin g restrai m charges were
not large, a minority, not benefitting from time savings, could be severely affected ~I sing up to £4
a week in 1990). The important questio ~ is whether a significant proportion of t ese would be
from lower income households.
Some insight can be gained from the National ravel Survey.
CTS data does not throw much light on the question since only mode choice or zonal average
income data is g iven; in addition it is clearly more relevant to consider current trave patterns rather
than the greatly changed picture forecast in Coventry for 1990, when assessing the impact of
restraint in the short and medium term.
Tables 6 and 7 show 1972-73 NTS data on travel to and from town centres by ive household
income groups containing equal numbers of househo lds. Table 6 shows the pr portion of all
such trips made by each income group, on a Jwo by two mode-trip purpose breakdow n

Table 6

TOWN

CENTRE TRIPS BY HOUSEHOLDS

1972:....73

Income group percentage shares by mode and purpose

Gross household income, % averag1
Trip purpose and mode

0-40
-:ar: travel
ar: other
us, train:
JS, train:

to work
purposes
travel to work
other purposes

40-75

75- 100

100-15 6)

over 150

10
14
20
21

22
19
17
19

24
26
27
24

43
37
30
22

4
6

15
93

The main point of interest in Table 6 is that households with incomes less than three quarters of the
average make only 10% of town centre car commuter trips, which are heavily concentrated in above
average income households. This low proportion is partly, but not solely, a reflection of comparatively small numbers of workers (due to pensioners etc) in these groups and of low trip making in
general, for a quarter of town centre work trips by bus and train, and over a third of other trips by
these modes are made by lower income groups.

Table 7

MODE

CHOICE FOR TRAVEL TO WORK TO TOWN CENTRES (%)

Household income, % average
Mode choice: car
bus and train

0-40
4

96

40-75

75-100

100-150

150+

24
76

36

36

64

64

48
52

If the mode-split of town centre travel to work trips by income group is examined as shown in
Table 7, it is seen that while higher income groups make nearly half such trips by car, bus and train
(chiefly bus) outweighs car for lower income groups by over 3 to 1.
Bearing in mind that this data covers car passengers as well as drivers, (many lower income car
users can be expected to be passengers) it is concluded that although the spread of car ownership
in the long term may mean that restraint would affect a moderate proportion of lower income group
households in the future, current evidence from the National Travel Survey strongly indicates that:

1

About 70% of car users directly affected by restraint wil I be from above average income groups.

2

For every below average income household affected as a car user, at least two to three will
benefit indirectly as bus users.

3

With the exceptions of a supplementary licence policy without special treatment for control area
residents, the combination of 2 with the small proportion of all car using households directly
facing restraint implies that as few as 2% of poorer households wi II be directly affected.

It is therefore concluded that with the exception of supplementary licence without residents'
exemptions or rebates, there is no evidence that in the Coventry case the fiscal restraint policies
examined would be regressive. On balance, lower income groups would gain, though it is not
possible to reliably say whether their gains would absolutely or proportionately exceed those of the
better off.

5.7

PHYSICAL RESTRAINT

Although physical restraint policies have not been comprehensively tested in this study it is worth
examining the commonly made distributional "comparison" of fiscal and physical restraint in the
.light of this chapter's conclusions. Physical restraint in usually held to be preferable to fiscal
policies on distributional grounds not because physical restraint is a particularly effective income
redistribution policy in itself (no money "changes hands") but because fiscal policies are thought
to be regressive, and physical policies are held to be neutral or progressive. The evidence discussed
in this chapter indicates that although restraint charges will impinge proportionately more on less
well off car users, in the short and medium term they will be a very small minority of poorer households
and in addition average losses would be fairly low. Once consideration is given to those who
benefit indirectly from restraint, on balance the less well off gain. In addition fiscal restraint can
affect other inequities such as the existence of private parking spaces for a privileged few which
on-street. physical restraint cannot affect. Therefore the "neutrality" of physical restraint (in that
all motorists. affec~ed have the sa~e "time budget", and better off motorists are unable to "buy"
preference), 1sof little advantage since on balance fiscal policies, if not progressive in a strict sense
will almost certainly benefitthe great majority of less well off households.
'
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6
LAND-USE EFFECTS
There has been little study of the impact of restraint measures on land use activitie . To add to
knowledge in this area consultants were commissioned to obtain information on ~. w a selected
sample of uses in central Coventry might respond to the different traffic restraint SY.Stems. Three
pieces of supporting work were carried out to assist the assessment. The first of thWsewas a land
use analysis of the study area intended to provide a quantitative classification of Ian~ uses by type,
amount, location, linkage and physical condition, as well as giving details of employment, parking
facilities etc. This analysis provides a context for the case studies allowing some! ~eneralisation
to be made for the whole area. A supplementary postal survey of land use type~ gave a wider
coverage of land uses. Some additional specialised attention was given to the sup ect of freight
distribution, for which purpose a consultancy with experience in this field was invo1~ed.
Certain standard aggregations of land uses and locations have been used throug~c ut the study.
Seven standard land use groups were originally defined, but for many tables these ~ ere shortened
to four as shown in Table 1. For some purposes services were divided into two cat gories-retail
services and industrial services. As defined for the study retail services included su( h activities as
I

Table 1

LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS

Land use categories used
in topic file analysis

~

1
2
3
14

Commercial offices
Profes.sionaloffices
Other offices including
local authority offices
Public uses other than offices

7

Food shops

8

Non-food shops

4

Food and drink manufacturing
Motor vehicle manufacturing
Other manufacturing

USED IN THE STUDY
Standard study groups
discussed in main
report

Shortlirroupings
used
postal
surve'( analysis

{cir

Offices

Public services
!

Shops

5
6

9

Wholesale distribution of food
and drink

10

Other wholesale distribution

11

Industrial services

12

Retail services

13
15

Cafes and restaurants
Hotels and Public Houses

16

Other social activities (clubs etc)

Manufacturing
lndu~rv
Warehousing and
Wholesaling*

I

Services**
MiscJI aneous
I

Hotels, cafes and
entertainment

!

* This category includes retail and cash and carry warehouses
J:
**Industrial services and retail services have very different land-use characteristir/ and for this
reason were used separately in some parts of the main report
1
1

I
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hairdressers, dry cleaners, travel agents and betting shops, and are usually located in shop-type
premises within shopping areas. Industrial services included transport and communications
facilities, construction enterprises and public utilities. Land in residential use was not included
in the case studies; it was recognised that the restrictions imposed by planning controls would limit
the opportunities for alternative land use, even accepting that restraint measures were likely to be
sufficiently severe to lead to such pressures. Restraint would bear differently according to the
needs and resources of individual households rather than to locational factors and economic
distributional effects have been considered separately in Chapter 5.
The area for analysis, the Railway Triangle of Coventry, is an area with an estimated employment
of 85 400 in 1972; some 48% of the 179 000 people employed in Coventry as a whole in that year.
A distinction is made in the land use analysis between those uses in the Central Area and those in
the remainder of the restraint area. Of those employed within the Railway Triangle, 28 400 (33%)
were within the Central Area and 57 000 (67%) were located throughout the remainder of the study
area.
The approach in this chapter, drawing on the consultants' work, is to consider the distribution of
land uses, the trip generation of the broad land use categories and their operational requirements,
and finally to analyse their susceptibility to restraint.

6.1
6.1.1

LAND USE IN THE RESTRAINT AREA
Distribution of land uses

Table 2 shows the percentage distribution of land uses within the Railway Triangle as derived
from the Draft Town Map, 1966. From this it can be seen that the seven standard study groups
listed in Table 1 comprise 45% of the total land area. This is a comparatively low percentage by the
standards of most towns and reflects the concentrated nature of industrial and commercial activity
in the Triangle.

Table 2

DISTRIBUTION
COVENTRY

OF LAND USES IN THE RAILWAY TRIANGLE AREA OF

Land use

% of total area

Residential
Industry
Shopping
Offices
Storage/warehousing}
Service industry*
Public services
Open space
Railways
}
Major roads

34%
24%
4%
2%
4%
11%
10%

11%

Total

100%

Source-Estimated from Draft Town Map, 1966
* Mainly "industrial" type services

The distribution of land uses within the Railway Triangle is shown in Figure 6.1. At the core of
the Central Area is the main shopping centre with district and local shopping centres along the main
radial roads leading from the centre and local shops scattered through the residential areas. The
distribution of retail services follows the same pattern.
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Offices are concentrated within the Central Area and outside it to the south around the railway
station. Large industrial firms are located outside the Central Area around the periphery of the
Railway Triangle with at least one side adjacent to a primary road. Small firms are scattered more
randomly throughout the Triangle and are completely mixed in with residential uses. Within the
Central Area the industrial premises which remain are located around the western edge close to the
ring road.
Inside the centre warehouses are also concentrated on the west by the ring road, or to the north
along the main radial roads. Industrial services have a similar distribution pattern to warehouses.
Public services which serve Coventry and which have more regional functions are located either
within or close to the centre. Local services, such as schools and clinics are distributed throughout
the study area in relation to the distribution of residential population. The hotels/cafes/entertainment land use group tends to have similar locations to public services. Those which serve
the whole city and beyond are located within and around the Central Area, but those which serve
the local residential population are distributed throughout the Railway Triangle.
The division of employment between the eight land uses within the Central Area and remainder
of the Railway Triangle in 1972 is summarised in Table 3. The size (expressed in terms of employment) of the land use activities gives an idea of relative magnitude of each type likely to be affected
by restraint. Within the Central Area the predominant uses are shops and offices which between
them account for over 50% of employment in the Central Area. Industry forms a much lower
proportion of Central Area employment. Outside the Central Area the distribution between land
use groups is substantially different. Industry is the dominant employment group followed, a long
way behind, by industrial services. Both shops and offices are much less significant in employment
terms than they are in the Central Area.

Table 3

CENTRAL AREA AND REMAINDER OF RAILWAY TRIANGLE
ESTIMATED EMPLOYMENT BY LAND USE GROUP-1972
Employment by land use group

Land use
Central area
employment

Shops
Offices
Manufacturing industry
Warehousing
Retail services
Industrial services
Hotels/cafes/entertainment
Miscellaneous public services

6.1.2

23
29
14
1
6
13
6
8

6800
8300
4100
300
1 600
3 700
1 800
2400

100

29000

Total

%

Remainder of railway
triangle employment

2000
2800
37 200
900
1 000
7800
1 300
4100
57000

%
3
5
65
2
2
14
2
7
100

Rateable value

A partial indicator of the economic significance of land uses-allowing for considerable variations
in assessment-is provided by their rateable value. In Table 4 the rateable value of each main
land use type examined in the Railway Triangle for 1973 is shown. A few miscellaneous uses are
excluded from the totals, but the figures account for the great bulk of non-residential property in
the Triangle. In terms of rateable value it can be seen that shops, including a services element,
(estimated to be only 8% of the rateable value of retail premises in the Railway Triangle) are the
most significant land use group closely followed by industry. The "central" commercial uses of
shops, retail services, offices and hotels/cafes and entertainment, which together account for 30%
of total employment, formed 53% of total (non-residential) rateable value. A rateable value
analysis reflects, as expected, the greater importance of shops within the Central Area, although
the concentration of office values is less marked. Industry accounts for a very low proportion of
total rateable value in the centre, but industry, warehousing and industrial services account for a
much larger proportion of rateable value in the rest of the Railway Triangle.
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Table 4

CENTRAL AREA AND REMAINDER OF RAILWAY TRIANGLE+
RATEABLE VALUE BY LAND USE GROUP-1973
.
I

Rateable value by land use grqi 1p
Land use

Central area

Total £M

Remainde~ of
railway tri~J>gle
Total £M,

%

Shops*
Offices
Industry
Warehousing
Services**
Hotels/ cafes/ entertainment

1.90
0.54
0.14
0.03
0.12
0.36

62

11

0.27
0.29
1.89
0.10
0.30
0.64

Total

3.09

100

3.49

17
5

1
4

%
7
8

54
3

9
18
100

*Includes the "retail services" of laundrettes and dry cleaners, hairdressers,travel ,1gents and off
licences
**Mainly "industrial services"

6.1.3

Land use change to 1981

The Structure Plan for Coventry, published in 1973, covers the administrative area kf the previous
county borough. It spans the period 1971-83, gives objectives for developmen~ of the Central
Area and, as related issues, policies for office development, industrial developmen~ ~nd shopping.
The general intention is to foster Coventry as the regional, commercial and shoppiri~ centre. The
policies thus propose the continuing encouragement of office development in th~ Central Area,
together with a desire to extend and provide a greater variety of shopping. These pi;, icies envisage
no dramatic changes-they do no more than provide for the protection of the e1conomyof the
Central Area, which has commanded much investment since the last war.
The changes in employment forecast for 1981 are fairly distinctive. Overall a 9% ,crease within
the Railway Triangle is anticipated, confined largely to offices. A slight declirnt is forecast in
industrial employment and other groups are expected to remain fairly static. Most/ >f the increase
in office employment and all the increase in retail employment is expected to
ur within the
Central Area. The slight decline in industrial service employment will be split betw~ en the Central
Area and remainder of Railway Triangle. Table 5 shows the division of change !i 1 employment
forecast to 1981 by area.
i

Of

Table 5

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT

CHANGE BY LAND USE GROU~ 1972-81'
Remainder
railway triangle-81

I''hange

+4
+83
0
0
+11
+ 3
+11
+ 13

2000
3 500
36 700
700
1 200
7 500
1 400
3 700

i

+28

56700

ii

Central
area-81

Change
1972-81

%

Shops
Offices
Industry
Warehousing
Retail services
Industrial services
Hotels/cafes/entertainment
Miscellaneous public services

7100
15 200
4 1 00
300
1 800
3 800
2000
2 700

+300
+6900
0
0
+ 200
+ 100
+ 200
+ 300

Total

37000

+8000

Land use

%

11972-81
0

0

i•+-700
I•

500
,...100
~200
-300
+-100
0
300

25

- 1
- 1
+17
-

+

4
8
0

- 1

(Source-Coventry Transportation Study 1967}
l
·To be consistent with the modelling of restraint policies these projections are based on Coven~[y Transportation
Study forecasts. They may differ slightly from those used in the Coventry Structure Plan
,
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6.2

TRIP GENERATION

The analysis of trip generation was based on a classification of movement types: movement of
persons, movement of goods and movement related to servicing buildings and other facilities.
Personal movement was sub-divided into four general categories in recognition of some broadly
distinct characteristics and, although not inclusive of every single type of journey, the classification
covers the majority. The movement types distinguished are:
1

Personal movement-employers'

journeys to work.

2

Personal movement-customers'

journeys to shops, banks etc.

3

Personal movement-journeys

made on firms' business.

4

Personal movement-journeys

made by visitors to a business.

5

Goods movement-collection

6

Servicing movement-ambulances,

and delivery of freight.
telephone vans etc.

The last two of these types of movement clearly involve vehicles but personal movement is more
complex being undertaken on foot or by cycle, by private car, or by a variety of types of public
transport.
Table 6 has been compiled from the case studies, and summarised for each of eight land use groups,
gives the percentage distribution of trip types on all vehicles for each land use. The data highlights
several points: shops and retail services in the sample generated a very high degree of movement,
representing 64 and 43% respectively more personal movements per employee than the next
highest category-warehousing.
Industry, industrial services, and public services are at the other
extreme.

6.2.1

Customer

trips

Where customer trips occur they usually dominate the others and often determine access arrangements. The competing commercial activities were thus very sensitive to such arrangements and,
of the eight land uses in Table 6, only industry appeared to be in a position of not having to cater

Table 6

DISTRIBUTION OF TRIPS BY TYPE AND LAND USE 1974 (%)
(FROM CASE STUDIES)
Shops

Personal movement:
journey to work
Personal movement:
customer journeys
Personal movement:
journeys made on firm's
business
Personal movement:
journeys made by
visitors to a business
Goods movement
Servicing movement
Total

Offices

Manufac- Wareturing
housing
industry

Retail
services

Industrial Hotels/
cafes/
services
entertainment

Public
services

5.3

26.2

86.1

8.7

6.0

58.7

11.8

8.4

93.8

38.6

None

80.4

75.6

9.8

86.4

60.2

0.1

30.6

2.9

0.6

18.1

2.0

0.2

30.1

0.2
0.5
0.1

3.1
0.4
1.1

1.2
9.0
0.8

3.6
6.2
0.4

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.8
28.1
0.7

0.9
0.5
0.2

0
0.3
0.9

100

37.7
Trips/employee/day
Number of case studies
6
Total person trips/day 26 132

100

100

100

7.6
7
3447

2.3
4
6593

23.0
2
1542

*includes service depot attached to TV rental showrooms
••excluding offices attached to public utility and bus depot

100

100
33.0
1•
662

100

100

3.4
5••
3481

17.0
2
3611

100
23.7
1
333

for customers. On the other hand public services do not fulfil a commercial role tI be harmed if
access for the general public is poor. Nevertheless where such access is requir d it is clearly
important for such uses to be well located in relation to the population they serve. I: hops typically
rely for access on both public transport and private car. With high turnover goodb such as food,
although car customers may be a significantly smaller percentage of the total than th~ e using buses
they typically spend 3 to 5 times as much. Car access here may therefore be qu\t as important
as bus access, particularly for non-Central Area shops.
I
In contrast to this dual dependency, cash and carry warehousing depends almost1 ntirely on car
and van access and on being able to offer parking facilities. Offices, on the ot 1 er hand, have
varying access requirements-banks, insurance offices and local government depd ments having
similar requirements to shops, whilst for others customer access is not significant.! Hotels/cafes
and entertainment facilities have customer access requirements not dissimilar to; shops, except
that much of their custom arrives in the evening.

6.2.2

Journeys to work

This trip type is obviously common to all land uses, although there are significa' variations in
pattern due to factors such as: the proportion of female workers, location, wage lev~I and necessity
to use a car for work. Only 11 % of women in the consultant's survey of employees~ d the use of a
car for work. Thus activities employing a high percentage of females-shop~, hotels/cafes/
entertainment groups and offices-depend
far more on bus access. lndustriali and industrial
I
service firms were far more sensitive to the need to offer staff parking facilities, ~ rtly prompted
by the problems associated with shift work travel.
I

Car usage for journey to work is found to increase with distance travelled. It is also~ ected by both
the necessity to use the car for work-as for example in many public utilities, o ices and retail
services-and the encouragement to use the car given by some employers by provisip of parkingfor example a factory and garage in the case studies. Mainly outside the Central ea, but within
the Railway Triangle, firms provide a significant amount of private parking; indu~ y providing a
large proportion and allocating 75% of this to employees. On the other hand, of th; office parking
provided, non-essential car users are allocated 25% of the spaces (Table7). The at er employees
who drive to work must either compete for public car parking within the Central , rea or rely on
·
free kerbside parking outside the Central Area.

f

The postal survey provided useful information on the differences between four s; lected sample
land uses-shops, offices, industry and miscellaneous-in
respect of the timing f journeys to
and from work. It was found that despite the fact that the Central Area has a well-d~ ined one-hour
peak for the journey from work (16 30 to 17 30) in which 90% of all firms included ithin the four
land uses finish work, and despite the fact that 87% of the Central Area shops finis~ ithin a single
half-hour (17 00 to 17 30), the peak period for the Railway Triangle as a whole is irl act drawn out
over two hours (15 30 to 17 30), with no more than 31 % of firms finishing in an}1, one half-hour
period. This extended peak period is almost entirely due to the industrial work force 1 the remainder
of the Railway Triangle where 73% finish work between 15 30 and 16 30.
1

6.2.3

Staff and visitors business trips

1

b
i

Business visitor trips form only a small part of total trips and are generally regarded
unimportant.
This attitude is perhaps reflected by the fact that of the total parking spaces pr<i>ided by firms
previously surveyed, only 5% were specifically used by visitors and almost all of ese related to
non-Central Area offices. In contrast, staff trips on business, although also s: all in number
were extremely important to certain activities, such as public utilities, local authority ervices, some
industrial services and certain types of offices. Parking problems associated wii Central Area
professional offices have resulted in some locating on periphery sites where o street parking
may be available. In another instance, insurance agents who should report two or th · e times a week
to their Central Area head office only attempt a once a week visit because of parking/ roblems.
1
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6.2.4

Goods delivery trips

In order to analyse this category of trips, land uses were grouped into four activities. The first
group comprises supermarkets, wholesalers and department stores. They are high generators of
commercial movement comprising mainly large vehicles, but purpose-built premises with good
off-loading facilities usually ensure quick delivery limited to a peak period of 09 30 to 12 00. In
contrast the second group-commercial
offices, local authority offices, and public servicesgenerate negligible freight traffic. The third group-smaller retailers and retail type services-form
the majority of enterprises in the shopping areas and are typified by a lack of off-loading facilities
and space for stock. The latter problem results in frequent trips of retailers to cash and carry
warehouses and of suppliers to retailers. As with the first group the peak period is between 09 30
to 12 00. The fourth group-industry, industrial services, and statutory undertakings-often own
a fleet of vehicles and generate more heavy vehicle traffic than any other group. Loading facilities
are generally adequate and there is much less peaking of movement.

6.25

Servicing

This movement type includes refuse collection, post and milk deliveries, and maintenance and
repair trips. Although common to all land uses, service trips form the smallest proportion of trips
for almost all uses. In most cases they use the same access facilities as commercial vehicles but
few establishments considered servicing access to be important.

6.3

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Susceptibility to restraint obviously reflects how closely the current location of the business concerned meets their operational requirements. Many factors are involved: the size of the firm, the
number of movements generated, the mode of travel for the more important categories of movement,
the availability of alternatives and the extent to which trips are constrained in time. This section
considers the more obvious operational factors: most Central Area uses suggest a need for a "market
place" location. 92% of shops considered that it was very important to stay in the Central Area
close to their present site and a rather lower proportion of offices (80%) also thought it to be very
important. However analysis of the postal survey-which
assessed the attitude of firms rather
than employees-indicated that by far the highest priority for all types of land uses was the ability
of customers and clients to reach the firms' premises and a second priority was that such visitors
should be able to park. Therefore, restraint measures affecting employees might be rather better
received by firms than restraint affecting customers.

6.3.1

Shops

Shops have always been most strongly concentrated in centre of towns because their transactional
function, selling goods to large numbers of customers, dictates a location at the point of greatest
accessibility to the population. Groups of shops reap further external economies through concentration, and the respondents to the surveys confirmed that their main locational determinant
was for access to customers, while Central Area shops stressed the importance of being close
to other shops in order to benefit from the increased power of attraction. Central Area shops draw
between 50 and 100% of their customers from within Coventry and the remainder from within a
ten mile radius. Shops outside the centre draw to a large extent on the local resident population,
although those on the radial roads depend partly on passing trade.
Customers are obviously the life blood of shopping. It is the intention of the Structure Plan that
for the foreseeable future Coventry Central Area will remain by far the most important shopping
centre in the sub-region attracting a very high volume of customers. Small specialist shops will
continue to cluster there as well as department stores. It is recognised that for food and convenience
shopping access by car is normally important, but the Structure Plan considers there is a continuing
function for the Central Area in providing food shopping for those working in the centre, although
food shops account for only 8% of the total retail floor space in the Central Area. The number of
Central Area employees is projected to increase and if this occurs, their additional expenditure will,
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to an extent, counteract other pressures for food shops to move out. A very la ge proportion
of the customers to the Central Area come by bus (78% of all trips made by vehicle reflecting its
ease of access by this mode. Business trip generation by shops in relation to th~ scale of other
vehicle movement is relatively small. Few shops own their own commercial ve icles and are
thus only indirectly affected by congestion bearing on this type of vehicle, altho~ h commercial
vehicles delivering perishable goods are generally obliged to make deliveries befoI e 09 30 and,
therefore, food shops could be adversely affected by restraint measures applied i the morning
peak. Establishments who do own commercial vehicles may benefit from the redudt on in congestion caused by restraint. It should be noted that shops outside the Central Area, ut within the
Railway Triangle, could be badly affected by any form of restraint if alternative local ntres in other
parts of Coventry were not also subject to the same measures.
1

6.3.2

Industry

Out of the land use groups examined in the surveys, two-offices and industry-H ve significant
ties outside Coventry. Of the industrial firms replying to the "location of supplie~ " question in
I
the postal survey 54% replied that they received most materials from all over the U and another
31 % obtained most materials from the whole of the Midlands. Only 16% receive most of their
inputs from within Coventry or the rest ofWarwickshireand a location within Coventr does not seem
essential for many industrial firms. Their general requirement is to have good ace s to a labour
market and access for suppliers and deliveries. Two of the firms in the case stutji s questioned
the need to be in Coventry as labour was in more plentiful supply in other towns.
r firms which
have frequent deliveries to and from other locations within Coventry, a site close tp the ring road
was considered to be important. Industrial firms displayed strong linkages bf h with other
manufacturers and with construction firms, butthese did not appear to affect locational requirements.
The most important means of contact for firms was by post and telephone, buf going to see
nsidered that
customers or clients was ranked almost as highly, while slightly fewer firms
customers coming to see them was very important. Relatively few firms stated t at contact by
messengers or casual trade was very important. Commercial vehicle movement w I important for
some firms who had large fleets of vehicles and some firms with their own vehicl
had distinct
peaks in the timing of their movements, left early in the morning and returned late in he afternoon,
thus coinciding with the times of maximum congestion and likely restraint.
1

f
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1

6.3.3

Warehousing

Industrial, wholesale and retail warehousing are rather different operations althoug all share the
characteristics of bulk storage and transport. Traditionally most warehousing wa$ located close
to central areas and their major concentration of customers, and perhaps more t an any other
commercial land use has been subject to substantial movement pressures. Thr~ gh structural
changes in the industry, land prices and physical or site obsolescence very many ofJt e older more
central warehouses have closed down and new premises have replaced them on c~; aper sites on
industrial estates and more peripheral areas. Their low employment density has Ji ontributed to
their vulnerability to redevelopment. In Coventry, which is increasing in significaf e as a warehousing and distribution centre, the warehouses surveyed basically served an 13ea of which
Coventry was the centre, and they stated that a location within the Railway Triangl , close to the
ring road, was essential.

6.3.4

Offices

I

Types of office use vary widely in size, reliance on customer access and generation o~ usiness trips.
Table 7 is based on the case studies and shows something of this variety. In ge . ral access to
offices by car was considered to be important and many firms considered that good p king facilities
for workers were part of their attraction as a place of employment. Moreover, mf y employees
needed their cars for work (88% of those driving to work at the public utility office ~l e their car for
work).
Certain office uses, such as the public utility and insurance office, had lit I'. interest in a
Central Area location, but placed great importance on easy car access. Offices with ! rge numbers
of customers are in a more sensitive position. Estate agents, solicitors and others all establish103

ments of this nature have considerable linkages with other offices and services and many of their
customers come by car. Much of the movement associated with such uses is personal business
movement, which is to some extent flexible with regard to time. The local government office had
a large number of customers, many coming by bus or calling on the way home from shopping. For
these customers a central location was important. The office also had strong links with estate
agents and other professional services and with other public sector offices, most of which are
located within the Central Area. The public utility offices chose the present site for development
because of good access via the ring road and ample parking. There are substantial numbers of
firms' business trips associated with offices and these journeys have a high value of time. There
might appear to be a growing problem of access for employees in view of the projected increase
of office employment in the Central Area.

Table 7

USE OF CARS BY CASE STUDY OFFICE LAND USES

Office

No. of
staff

% employees
driving to
work

No. of
essential
users

% essential
users

% of employees
driving to
work requiring
their car for work

Insurance company
Estate agent
Local government office
Solicitors
Bank
Public utility office

8
2
115
16
28
173

37.5%
100.0%
53.0%
37.5%
35.0%
77.0%

2
1
44
6
1
117

25%
50%
38%
37.5%
3.5%
68%

67%
50%
72%
100%
10%
88%

Total

342

63.0%

171

50%

6.3.5

80%

Hotels/cafes/entertainment

A central location is also important to most uses in the hotels/cafes and entertainment grouping.
These uses have developed naturally in proximity to places of public assembly, and like shops
require to be easily accessible to customers. Despite a rather different function, therefore, they
have located in similar areas to shops-town
centres, cross roads, transport terminals etc. The
spread of motels and hotels to peripheral areas of towns, adjacent to main roads, parallels the
movement of convenience shopping to locations with good access by car. Access by rail continues
to be important in some cases, however; the new hotel in Coventry was consciously sited with
access to the rail station in mind.
There is a distinction between the needs of resident guests in hotels and the use of entertainment
facilities by customers largely in the evenings. In the case study approximately 70% of the hotel
customers and 25% of the cinema customers were estimated to come by car, but most of these
visits were in the evening. As far as resident guests are concerned, in as much as restraint
encourages business men coming to Coventry to take the train and leave their cars at home, it is
likely to lead to increased use of Central Area facilities provided there is no overall fall in commercial
activity.

6.3.6

Public services

The main locational criterion for public services is access for those sections of the public they serve.
Thus schools and clinics require to be within their local catchment areas. A secondary requirement
is access for staff. Another factor influencing location may be linkages; for example, clinics have
strong linkages with other medical services and with local government offices. Services with a
wide catchment (hospitals, polytechnics and colleges of further education) have traditionally been
located in and around the Central Area, although new hospital services are now being concentrated
in suburban locations. Accessibility for customers is important but even more important, if the
function of these services is not to be seriously affected, is access by car of essential employees.
A restraint policy might incorporate exemptions for such staff.
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6.4
6.4.1

IMPACT

OF RESTRAINT SYSTEMS

General consideration

It is perhaps worth restating the method used to assess the land use effects of tra~i
it both helps an understanding of the problem and underlines the difficulty of drawi
conclusions. The impact of restraint is examined as an alteration in the terms of I
uses, and the method of analysis is to distinguish the different types of movemenf
land uses and identify as far as possible how each type is affected by the restraint mi

restraint, for
g generalised
ccess to land
generated by
sure.

When attempting to predict the land use effects of alternative systems of restraint it i important to
appreciate that firms and individuals will face different sets of choices under a fiscal r,. traint system,
or under a physical restraint, or under a congestion/non-restraint situation. Cert~ n trip makers
will have little choice of alternative mode and their choice is simply whether or not t . ake the trip.
For others the choices are more clear cut; paying a charge or accepting a cons , erable delay,
against using public transport or not making the trip.
1

I

With regard to restraint generally applied, whatever the form, the study has shown ~. at the impact
will be directly felt much more by individuals (as employees or customers) than busj esses. This
implies that most land uses will be subject chiefly to indirect effects, not obviously $ rang enough
to force a change of location or other major transformation. The cost of restraint ] 1 rs chiefly on
individuals for several reasons. Firstly, a restraint charge will be, relatively, a much
re significant
expense to an individual than to a firm. Secondly, the value of time for an individu I will be lower
than for firms, and thirdly, the cost of the charge is (by and large) not going to be o et by savings
from reduced congestion, although these will accrue to the firm. Finally in contrast~ businesses,
:
individuals are not eligible for tax relief on this additional cost.
I

The overall economic impact of restraint measures on land use is difficult to assess. ' t depends on
the type of business and the system of restraint operated. The economic effects will Vry according
to the degree to which the charges or costs can be passed on. Perhaps most imporit nt of all, the
indirect economic effects of restraint may act in a quite different direction to the direct fleets; some
firms, for example, making savings from reduced congestion of much greater value ~~ an the direct
costs of restraint charges. Finally the overall economic effects will depetl
upon the
redistribution of restraint revenues. It is only possible to point out that decisions o~ edistribution
can affect land uses and either run counter to, or align with, the direct effects of restrain,

6.4.2

I

Effect on journeys to work

It is apparent that the work journey will be much more strongly affected by peak our restraint,
whether fiscal or physical, than any other type of movement. Five reasons may be[ istinguished
for this. In the first case, the work journey is responsible for a high proportion of vehidlI movements
to the Coventry Railway Triangle in general and, in particular, those taking place in ~: e peak hour.
By virtue of numbers, therefore, the work journey is most susceptible to restraint. The e is secondly
limited scope for alteration of the timing of work journeys, unlike other types of journ' movement.
Thirdly, the evidence of the surveys suggests that firms may be less concerned with f~, ilities for the
employee journey to wotk; they are far more concerned with the adequacy of parkinq provision for
business purposes and for customers. A fourth reason is that it is easier generally to provide a
public transport substitute for the work journey than for other types of journey because the concentration of movement by destination. Finally the work journeys, like shopping or per~ nal business
journeys, are paid for by individuals and, as implied earlier, will be more susceptible 1t the cost of
i
restraint than business-related journeys.

6

t

The impact of restraint on the work journey for land uses is naturally related to the stribution of
vehicle trips to each land use. It is certain that the rest of the Railway Triangle or example,
currently attracts many more journey to work trips by private vehicle than the Central A,· a (estimated
to be 18 000 compared with 6000 in 1967). Industry, particularly manufacturing, i responsible
for generating most of this movement and would thus be the land use most affecte~ A smaller
but still significant number of work trips made by vehicles to the rest of the Triangle ar~ · enerated by
other miscellaneous types of land use including transport, construction and utiliti1 , social and
entertainment, health and education facilities. The type ofrestraint imposed will have onsiderable

1
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impact; any of cordon pricing, road pricing, or supplementary licencing are likely to be effective,
but the parking restraint option applies basically to the Central Area alone, and this would not affect
manufacturing in the rest of the Triangle. On the other hand, a plausible parking restraint scheme
which restricted private off-street and other parking in this area could have a dramatic impact on the
journey to work.
The use of private vehicles for journeys to work to the Central Area, and particularly shops, is much
less than for journeys to the rest of the Triangle. Even if car ownership and use were to increase
unrestrained the sex and social class structure of employment in these land uses will ensure that the
total number of users would remain relatively small. Shops and related uses in the centre are not
therefore likely to be very concerned about restraint for the bulk of their employees. There are more
private vehicle trips made by office employees in the Central Area and it can be anticipated that these
will increase, but they again are a small proportion overall. Moreover, many of these are by essential
car users who would be less affected by restraint.
In the rest of the Railway Triangle shops attracted extremely few employee vehicle trips and should
not be affected by restraint on employees' work trips. The miscellaneous land uses in the rest of the
Triangle include many of a similar nature to manufacturing, but a large proportion of those in the
Central Area include health and education, and other public sector organisations. Some of the
workers in these, such as those at the clinic which was examined, already have free passesfor public
parking facilities. In all the restraint options it is likely that such exemptions will be granted and
these would reduce the impact of measures on these land uses.
Not all employee work journey movements would be so lightly affected by restraint howeverparticularly those to industrial firms outside the Central Area. At present a high proportion of the
employees in this area come by car. The firms are competing for scarce skilled labour with firms
in the rest of Coventry. Those firms near the edge of the restraint area will be particularly badly
hit because whilst they and their employees would have to pay the full charges they would travel
much shorter distances within the restraint area and hence would gain less from the resulting
reductions in congestion.
Even in the presence of a good public transport alternative there does appear to be a certain type of
skilled male industrial worker, particularly in the engineering and motor trades, who would strongly
resist any restraint on the journey to work. This is more an occupational type than an industry
related one, for it applies, for example, to workers such as fitters and mechanics at garages. These
workers, associated with transport industries, were extremely high car users, nearly all the younger
workers using a car. Their employers were very conscious of the need for parking facilities for
these workers and several stated forcefully that they would lose their labour force if workers could
not drive to their premises. To the extent that this holds in the event of restraint, employers in the
Railway Triangle could be placed at a severe disadvantage vis-a-vis those in the rest of Coventry.
Their reaction is almost certainly to be to pay for these workers' additional costs and thus increase
their own costs. In relation to most other cities these conditions are probably rather special but it is
a phenomenon Iikely to be found to some extent in al I industrial towns.

6.4.3

Effect on shopping

trips

In 1967 there were less than 2300 private vehicle journeys a day to shops in the Coventry Central
Area (out of a total of over 14 000 for all purposes) and around half as many journeys again for
other customer type purposes. These journeys would, however, be expected to increase substantially. Under the operation of the morning peak hour restraint they would be comparatively
little affected as few take place in the morning peak. Many more would be caught by afternoon
peak hour pricing restraint, but the timing of these journeys can be more easily rearranged than the
work journey and the restraint might therefore be avoided. This possibility would not exist under
all-day pricing restraint, or probably supplementary licencing, which may therefore discourage such
journeys. lffurther parking controls were implemented they could be operated in favour of shopping
journeys, but most types of physical restraint are less flexible than fiscal measures and might
inhibit shopping trips. The alternatives to Coventry Central Area facilities are limited, particularly
as it appears to be a firm intention of the local authorities to oppose the development of any new
regional shopping centre. However, there does appear to be some concern that specialist high
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quality trade, often regional in character, might be attracted to small centres outside e city, which
are less affected by congestion. These factors indicate the extent to which the desl n of restraint
i
measures is crucial.
I
I
Customer journeys to Central Area shops could benefit in alternative ways from resl int. Firstly,
as the great majority are made by public transport, these movements will be facilitated) nd secondly,
those individuals who wish to use cars could find conditions substantially easierJ· ith lowered
congestion and improved short term parking facilities. Increasing the proportiort of car borne
customers is strongly in the commercial interest of Central Area shops since theyj t nd to spend
considerably more than customers travelling by public transport.
1

t·eners,
etc and
the benefits

Certain other Central Area land uses including services such as TV rental firms, dry cl
offices attracting large numbers of customers, such as banks could be expected to sh
accruing to shops. Shopping journeys made by car to shops outside the Cen
estimated to number 2000 in 1967, and would normally be expected to grow along Ji
ship. It would be quite possible that pricing restraint would have a rather more
these shops for there are many alternative local centres in outer areas of Coventry w
be subject to restraint. In an extreme situation cordon pricing or supplementary I
polarise such movement, with convenience shopping journeys being made very m
basis. Physical restraint might have a similar effect on local residents in the restraint
gaining the benefit of reduced congestion.

I Area were
h car ownerre impact on
ch would not
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6.4.4

Effect on business travel and commercial

vehicle trips

Journeys made on firm's business form a larger proportion of total vehicle mo~ ment than is
perhaps generally realised; they are estimated for example to be considerably morp numerous in
the Railway Triangle than shopping journeys by vehicle. A very large proportion df these appear
likely to take place outside the peak hour, however, and to that extent would not be 1 sely affected
by peak hour measures. In conditions of all day restraint, they would of course
affected but
the time savings created by the reduction in congestion should substantially outweig the monetary
charges. Even if this were not the case the direct cost of essential business journ ys is unlikely
to be very significant for most firms, although there may be exceptions to this-fore~
mple hauliers
and perhaps one-man businesses where a car is used extensively.
I
1

!

Commercial vehicle operations have been broadly assumed to fall into the "essen~i I" movement
category, although there is some evidence that the frequencies of deliveries couldl e reduced in
many cases without great damage to firms receiving them. It has been difficult
appraise the
effect on land uses of restraint on freight operation as many land uses only indirectly bear the congestion cost of deliveries made to them. Peak hour restraint would not affect m© t commercial
vehicle movement and could benefit that proportion which takes place then. This I ould occur if
the loading and unloading restriction, increasingly restrictive at the present time, cJI Id be relaxed
while private car movement is restrained. Increased physical restraint, bearing as ji does on the
expensive value of time in freight operaions, would be the most unwelcome mf sure. Fiscal
systems would include substantial savings through reduced congestion, with pl~ ning control
limited to private vehicles providing an additional advantage to commercial vehi e operations.

J

Physical restraint upon commercial vehicle operation might increase the average diJt nee travelled
between drops through re-routeing of vehicles, or alternatively (through "no accesf ' regulations}
delivery drivers could be obliged to walk further between the delivery point and t~e vehicle. A
"choke" system of restraint would enforce delays on commercial vehicles at certain oints, and the
benefits of freer flow within the centres must be set against the disbenefits of delay~ t the cordon.
I
Vehicle operators would inevitably suffer therefore from physical restraint.
I
Parking controls affecting commercial vehicles might involve additional loading/un1 ading restrictions. In those circumstances deliveries could only take place to points outside the estricted area,
or to customers within the area but having no restriction, or to customers within the al a having their
own off-street loading and unloading facilities. The result is most likely to ead to suboptimal scheduling and increased queueing.
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Supplementary licensing would tend to add to the cost of deliveries within the restricted area
although this might well be offset by reduced congestion. A distortion effect may occur however
with trade vehicle owners within the restraint area incurring more costs than those located outside it.
A remaining practical disadvantage of course, is the inevitable queueing time involved in the issue of
daily licences-again affecting commercial vehicle traffic most severely.
Road pricing would, unlike supplementary licensing, place relatively more costs on delivery operations concentrated in the restraint area, such as the bakery delivering locally. The method does,
however, have the advantage of flexibility and could be used to encourage more efficient load
planning, for example by making as many drops as possible in the centre in one journey.

6.4.5.

Comparison

of alternative

systems of restraint

It is worth commenting that towns are most unlikely to let the traffic situation worsen to such an
extent as to completely overload the road system. In part the traffic growth will be self limiting
as trips would be restrained by congestion and firms which were heavy traffic generators would
either not move to the Central Area or if already there might move out to a less congested location.
Towns would in practice adopt some sort of parking control policy of the kind practised now and
as the situation worsened would be increasingly likely to introduce bus lanes, which would in
themselves give an advantage to public transport over private and reduce the growth in car traffic.
In particular, it is hard to predict how many firms which were large traffic generators would move out
of the area in response to traffic congestion-it
might be that by the time congestion
warranted the introduction of a fiscal system of restraint many of these firms would have either
relocated or else established other premises rather than have expanded those in the Central Area.
The most likely consequence perhaps is that projected growth in office employment would not take
place. Typically, many of these firms do not need to be located within the Central Area and in the
case studies chose their present location primarily because of the present ease of access from the
ring road. There would still be much business traffic within the restraint area which would receive
substantial benefits but these benefits would be spread widely amongst firms mainly located
outside the area of restraint.
The restraint study model output points up some general effects of peak hour fiscal restraint measures
on the outer triangle land uses. Of the restraint options considered in 1980 it is noticeable that
cordon pricing restrained (in the evening peak} very many car trips from the rest of the Railway
Triangle (35%} while supplementary licensing restrained almost as many (~1%}. Area road pricing
on the other hand restrained only 15% of outbound trips. Supplementary licensing and cordon
pricing would therefore have the largest effect on manufacturing and similar land uses in the rest
of the Railway Triangle, with road pricing having only a moderate impact.
In general, the initial response by most land uses to peak period only restraint (whether physical or
fiscal} is likelyto be an organisational one. There is ample scope in most instances for readjustment
either to avoid the disbenefits or to capitalise on the benefits. Thus, a firm using a large number of
commercial vehicles could under peak period fiscal restraint continue to operate in or even extend
its operations into the peak period to take advantage of reduced congestion whereas under peak
period physical restraint they would probably concentrate activity into the off-peak.
Physical restraint is basically a means by which traffic is "managed" at certain points of the network
to distribute and restrain trips. The major disadvantage of this method is that queueing is imposed
and affects all vehicle movements indiscriminately, including, as has been described, essential
commercial movement with a high value of time. Commercial and industrial activities could,
consequently, be expected to suffer disbenefits, should it be necessary to operate physical restraint
throughout the day-sufficient in some casesto cause them to relocate.
The differences between fiscal and physical restraint effects on employee work journey and customers
journey movements are probably not significant in most cases-particularly as measures such as
parking control can be used flexibly to favour or constrain particular land uses. In the case of
firms' business and commercial vehicle traffic, however, the analysis in Chapter 2 shows substantial
benefits from fiscal restraint resulting from the much higher values of time of these users, whereas
physic~I restraint may impair the efficiency of such movement.
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From the viewpoint of residents living inside or outside the Railway Triangle an1 making these
journeys, the alternative restraint measures have a quite different impact. Unde~ upplementary
licensing those living within the Triangle would obviously be penalised more t n those living
outside it for they could not escape the charge. (It is likely that reduced rates for . sidents would
be made available in practice.) On the other hand, they could benefit greatly fro1 ordon pricing
or physical restraint so long as they did not make journeys across the Triangle bound ry, for the cost
of those measureswould basically fall on incoming journeys.

6.4.6

Impact on different

land uses

The economic effects are complex and it is not possible to generalise about land se types as a
whole from the evidence collected, but it was estimated that the direct costs for
ak hour fiscal
restraint measures could range from a negligible level (0·4% of total expenses for a ndustrial use)
up to as much as 6% of total expenses in the case of the road haulier. All-day rest . int (assuming
rather unrealistically the same level of charges) would cause hardly any extra expense or some firms,
but up to 6% of operating costs for the small corner shop. A G LC study has asses d the ratio of
increased accessibility costs to turnover, rent levels and other costs to be considera I less than 1%
for selected commercial and industrial concerns in relation to supplementary licen ng. But the
impact of direct costs might be offset by the real benefits of reduction in congestion. I Business and
commercial vehicle traffic is likely to make substantial gains from traffic restraint.
he magnitude
of benefits will depend on the location of the firm, the number, type and destinatiori of trips made
by the firm's staff and the value of the individual driver's and vehicle's time. Obv*ilfusly restraint
will have the largest direct financial impact on firms where transport accounts f much of the
costs-the road haulier is an obvious example. Transport is also a very import t element in
the running of small businesses; for example, the estate agent and the local groce shop-these
are both virtually one man businesses, typical of many others in the area who I se their cars
extensively.
1

t

The use in the restraint study model of an average cost for all business and commercial affic conceals
large differences in the value of time saved and hence net benefits from restraint forJ. ifferent kinds
of vehicle. However, a broad idea of the relative impact of restraint on different pes of traffic
can be illustrated by considering the 1980 cordon pricing results, where, for a typic I central area,
round trip time savings of about half an hour are associated with a 30 to 40 pence ~ arge. While
private car trips would face increased perceived costs of the order of 10 to 20 pence, .he high value
of in-work time associated with commercial trips set against cordon restraint charg would result
in net benefits of over £1 for business car users and approximately 50 pence for II ht vans. In
contrast, medium sized lorries (under 8.5 tons GVW) with one occupant would
y double the
standard charge (charges being based on p.c.u. rating values) and these charges ould broadly
offset the value of time saved. Such an illustration also shows that all classes b vehicle will
receive additional benefits from reductions in operating costs and that similar overall' esults would
apply in other restraint options. Thus it can be concluded that within the commerci, vehicle class
of road-user a considerable proportion of net benefits will accrue to business car andl ight van trips
rather than to heavy commercial vehicles.
!

d

The case of industrial premises located at the periphery of the Railway Triangle is a · ood example
of the complexity of the restraint problem, and indicative of how the effect on ind try may vary
sharply depending on location. Thus, although workers in industry in these area~ eem initially
to be susceptible to restraint, factors such as the availability of public transport mus e taken into
account. It is likely that the usefulness of public transport varies considerably, dep
proximity of firms to radial routes and on the distance of residence of workers fro
Many workers may find it extremely difficult indeed to substitute a public transpo
car. In these circumstances, small firms are likely to suffer much more from restr i t than large
establishments. They do not have the same power in the labour market as the I
less likely to be able to influence the location of bus routes, and probably cann
private bus services that large plants operate.
Firms immediately outside the restraint area could be badly affected as a high roportion of
movements to and from their premises must pass through the restraint area. Firms urther out in
suburban locations could on the other hand gain substantially-they would receivr the benefits
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of restraint for their business trips to the Central Area whilst most of their staff would be unaffected
by restraint charges but would gain from any lessening in general congestion because of the
reduction in traffic to the Central Area.
Restraint systems of whatever type will tend to affect smaller firms more severely and this will not
of course apply solely to industry. Small shops, particularly those requiring many deliveries appear
to be vulnerable to a rationalisation of distribution systems and are in general high generators of
movement. Certain office types which do generate a large volume of movement have indicated
that accessibility by car is more important than centrality and these may also be discouraged from
remaining in the centre, perhaps to the detriment of the centre's overall function. These generally
come mto the category of land uses having a relatively small interface with the general public.
Businesses combining high vehicle generation characteristics with relatively small contact with the
general public would tend to be the first to seek to relocate. The types of land use most obviously
falling into this category are those such as retail warehouses, although some wholesale warehouses
are also likely to be sensitive to restraint measures.
Another land use likely to be particularly sensitive are garages, for whom most types of contact
involve car use. Garages and car showrooms are already a fairly mobile land use and can be
expected to react to a situation which places them at a disadvantage in relation to garages outside
the restraint area.

6.5

CONCLUSIONS

This part of the Study has investigated the relative effects of the five methods of traffic restraint on
land uses: parking control, supplementary licensing, road pricing, cordon pricing and physical
restraint.
An initial conclusion is that the classification of land use into broad categories does not sufficiently
define activity as to permit soundly based generalisation about restraint effects. Among factors
influencing the impact of restraint are the size, staff composition and organisation of the occupying
firms and their location within the restraint area. Restraint cannot bite evenly over an area: each
occupier necessarily enjoys differing access to major roads, parking, public transport etc. The
impact of restraint is therefore likely to affect the same uses differently in different locations.
Nevertheless within these limitations it is possible to identify significant consequences arising from
the different restraint systems and their method of application.
The latter point is particularly significant; a second conclusion is that whatever the system of
restraint, the choice between peak hour only and all-day control has major implications for land use
activity. The analysis shows that restraint measures are likely to influence the private movements
of individuals more than operational movements whose costs can be borne by business as a negligible
proportion of their total expenditure in most cases. Land uses associated with a large number of
movements by individuals, either as customers or employees, are therefore more sensitive to
restraint. As journeys to work occur mainly during the peak hour and customer journeys after the
morning peak, it follows that one of the major factors in estimating the impact of restraint is whether
it applies only in the peak hours or all day. The accessibility for customers is a critical element
in the operation of shops and retail services. All-day restraint would severely affect these land
uses, but peak hour restraint would not. A secondary effect of peak hour restraint would be the
increase in the availability of parking spaces at off-peak periods convenient for customer use, which
again would benefit shops and retail services in the Central Area. Manufacturing industries and
industrial services are associated with very large numbers of journey to work movements, many
of which are by car. Peak hour restraint would place these land uses at a disadvantage in the
market for labour. They might suffer an additional disadvantage if peak hour restraint gave rise
to sufficient use of cars by customers during the remainder of the day to delay business and
commercial trips.
In the preceding paragraph distinction has been drawn between the movements of individuals
and operational movements. The latter type of movement, generally speaking, is within the power
of the firms themselves to adjust. It is likely that the initial response to peak hour only restraint,
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whatever the system, will be organisational. In general the larger a firm's veh\ ular operations the
more scope there is for readjustment either to avoid the disbenefits or to capit~f se on the benefits.
Also restraint systems of all types will tend to affect smaller firms more several,
A further general conclusion is that the area selected for restraint should t e account of the
differing needs of land uses, already to an extent reflected in their different locati nal choices. It is
clear that retailing and routine office work on the one hand and manufact . ing industry and
warehousing, etc, on the other, have conflicting needs for access and therefo · choose different
parts of the Central Area in which to carry on their businesses. Whereas e customer trips
generated by the Central Area services occur mainly after the peak hour, th,: journey to work
movements by car which are so substantial outside the Central Area, take place\· ainly during the
peak periods. It is therefore necessary when planning a restraint system to c~ sider the extent
of the restraint area as well as the choice of system, in the context of the distribu on and needs of
the existing and planned distribution of land uses.
T~ ~istinguish ?et~een th~ effects of the fiscal restraint system~ requires more i1. ormati~n on the
orrgm and destination of trips from each land use than was available from the Ci'Je studies and a
better understanding of the value of time to travellers and firms. However some ~jfferential effects
of fiscal restraints in general were recognised. Fiscal restraint would confer ben~ its to land uses
such as retail services, and public services generating large volumes of busines' car movements
and to industries, industrial services and warehouses operating commercial ve~ cles within the
areas where congestion was reduced. These benefits reflect the difference be,, een the costs
resulting from the restraint charges and the values of reduced congestion. The\· cale of benefit
will relate to the level of charges discussed in Chapter 2 and to the value of time ·\ f the particular
traveller or firm.
The effects of physical restraint depends entirely upon the vehicles, particularly
blic transport,
which can be exempted from the delay. Those land uses which may benefit fro the increased
ease of movement associated with fiscal restraint would apparently suffer disbene~ s from all-day
physical restraint, unless their vehicles operated primarily within the restraint aj a. If all-day
physical restraint were imposed on all vehicles indiscriminately all land uses woul\ uffer.
A method of parking restraint which increased the availability of short-term car parki g-this could
arise from peak or all-day restraint-would benefit the shops and retail service~. However a
reduction in the number of spaces would depress the trade of these firms in favour\, f competitive
services with parking facilities outside the restraint area. Improved public transport is ot a complete
substitute for short term parking for customers. The availability of private parking fa 'lities outside
the Central Area would distort the effects of restraint.
1

From the above, it can be judged that the exact method of applying each of the res aint systems
may have greater differential effect on individual land uses than the difference betwe the systems
themselves.
In any city, a central area attracts a disproportionate number of customer trips which re essential
to its commercial role. In most circumstances, traffic restraint measures would be ly tolerable
to local authorities if applied in such a manner as to maintain the major retail an~ commercial
interests of a central area vis-a-vis other competing centres in the region. A res, int system
combining peak hour restraint, efficient public transport and a switch from long term t short term
parking in the shopping and commercial area would further this aim.
\
'I

\

\
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LEGISLATION
This chapter discusses the legislation which might be required to implement and enforce each of the
five main systems of restraint considered in the study.
Road Pricing, Supplementary Licensing and Cordon Pricing would require substantial new legislation. And as these systems introduce the new principle of separate payment for the use of vehicles
in urban areas they would attract much discussion and quite possibly some hostility. This is
especially true of Road Pricing--either as a system in itself or as a means of cordon restraint-which
would have the greatest national impact and might also be considered to diminish the privacy of the
motorist. Parking control of the comprehensiveness envisaged in this study could also require new
legislation, and this too could be controversial. Physical measures may not require any new
legislation.

7.1

PARKING CONTROL

Local authorities already have sufficient powers to control on-street parking and parking in their own
car parks. They are also able to regulate the number of parking spaces in new private developments.
But in many larger cities privately controlled parking already constitutes a substantial proportion of
the total stock, and comprehensive parking restraint policies would require controversial new powers
over existing commercially controlled public car parks and private non-residential parking (PNR).
Some more minor legislation may also be required if enforcement of existing controls is to be
strengthened. The length and complexity of any Bill dealing with these issues would depend on the
options selected. The paragraphs below list these options and discuss the powers required.

7.1.1

To control the use of commercial public off-street car parks

A precedent for legislation is already provided by section 36 and Schedule 5 of the Transport
(London) Act 1969. These enable the GLC to license car parks so as to control charges, hours of
operation and numbers of spaces; there are provisions for compensation. The taking of these
powers was controversial, and new legislation to extend them to other authorities could attract
similar opposition. If possible the present complex provisions should be simplified. The powers
and responsibilities should be granted to the County Councils, for restraint can benefit wider areas
than those in which the car parks are situated; a County Council could see a general need for restraint
which a District Council exercising its car parking powers might not recognise.

7.1.2

To control PNR

Although powers to discontinue PNR spaces are already available under section 51 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1971, these are cumbersome and potentially expensive in terms of compensation. They were not designed for the general application over an area which seems an essential
requirement for any powers to control PN R. Several approaches seem possible:
a

Some kind of standard reduction order; orders would be made to reduce PNR spaces on all
sites in an areato a level determined by a set ratio of parking space to gross floor area.

b

Car parking licensing; an extension of the licensing of public car parks to PNR. Each site
over a certain size would have to apply for a licence to operate. Depending on needs and
circumstances the licence would restrict the number of spaces to be used, or place conditions
on the methods and times of operation.
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Rates increase; to encourage a reduction in spaces, owners would be subject1 o an increase
in rates poundage related to either their total number of spaces, or the numbe~ n excess of a
·
specified standard.

d

Rates rebate; owners would receive a rebate on their rates if they reduced th~ r spaces to
certain specified standard.
I

e

Local taxation; either the site owner, or tenant, would be subject to a new tax
authorities on PN R spaces.

f

Parking permits; users of PNR spaces would be required to purchase a permit!' rom the local
authority to park in PNR spaces.

Ir

vied by local

Legislation for any of these options could be expected to be controversial, as affec,i g the use to
some degree of private property.
I
I

7.1.3

To improve enforcement

of existing controls

I

I

As Chapter 3 makes clear, successful enforcement is critical to the effectivenes~
restraint policy. Owner liability was introduced by the Road Traffic Act 1974 and be9
in September 1975. At the same time the level of the fixed penalty was increased f
It is hoped that these measures will considerably reduce the present enforcement I
however, there continues to be substantial evasion of parking controls, several prf
seem at present unacceptable might need to be reviewed, e.g.:I

of a parking
me operative
m £2 to £6.
roblems. If,
osals which

on-the-spot fines; higher fines for persistent offenders; some form of clamp on the whF Is to prevent
offending vehicles being driven away; and "totting-up" of fixed penalties (which i ould require
extensive changes in the fixed penalty procedure). Any of these would require legislati n.
I
I

7.2

SUPPLEMENTARY

LICENSING
i

Supplementary licensing would require national legislation which would be lengthyf complex and
controversial. It would be criticised as a new motoring tax, and as a measure whic restrains the
poor from driving in congested areas more than the rich. The GLC have made a det iled study of
the system's possible application in London and their assessment of the legislative red irements has
I
been drawn upon for this chapter.
i
I
The Bill would need to contain provisions:

i

a

Enabling local authorities (the GLC and County Councils) to establish by ord] Supplementary Licensing Areas. The scope given to authorities in making orders mig • include the
definition of the area; the fixing and making of charges and the periods involved; •he procedure
for the sale of licences; and possibly also the exemption of people and vehi es (although
parallel powers for this might be required at national level).
,

b

Setting out the basic procedure for the making of orders by local authorities (the detailed
arrangements might be in Regulations); provision would be required for publif participation
and perhaps for the consent of the Secretary of State.
i

C

Creating and defining the offences; non-possession of a licence would probabl not in itself
I'
constitute an offence, but would incur liability to a substantial excess charge ~·ailure to pay
this would be an offence).
I

d

Setting a maximum penalty for offences; also providing for owner liability.

e

For signing.

f

Dealing with the use of revenue (if thought necessary).

g

Creating controls over car parks. Licensing of car parks would be a necessa complement
to Supplementary Licensing, or otherwise private car park operators might m~ ipulate their
I
charges to reduce the impact of the scheme.

1,

'
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h

Providing for enforcement. Checks on moving vehicles require only the powers for traffic
wardens to stop vehicles. Checks on parked vehicles in off-street premises raise the
difficult issue of powers of entry for enforcement officers for the purposes of random checks,
i.e. without prior knowledge that an offence has been committed. For public car parks,
which would all be local authority controlled or licensed, the problem could be avoided
by making the display of a valid licence a condition of entry (though this would require extra
staff). So the powers may only be required for PNR car parks. This, however, does not
simplify in any way the legislation required, which would be controversial, and indeed the
Police are very reluctant to have such powers which they do not possess even for cases of
serious crime. A solution might be to provide in the legislation for random enforcement in
PNR car parks by local authority officers; or to provide for general control of these spaces,
perhaps by licensing as for public car parks. The problem would be avoided if enforcement
were to be concentrated on moving vehicles.

7.3

ROAD PRICING

A Bill setting up the machinery for road pricing, dealing with the respective roles and duties of local
and central Government (or possibly an Agency), and vehicle owners, would be longer and more
complex than for any of the other systems. It should include provision for:
a

Powers for local authorities (County Councils and the GLC) to introduce, with the Government's consent, road pricing areas; to administer, operate and enforce them, and to install the
necessary approved devices and signs.

b

Powers for authorities to set and vary rates of charge-by area, time, type of vehicle etc.
This might be subject to Government (or Agency) consent, to ensure some uniformity of
charge between comparable areas.

c

Accounting and billing.

d

Use of revenue.

e

Possible exemptions (people and vehicles) either from the system itself or from charges
incurred under it.

f

Authorisation of Vehicle Identification Units (VIUs), and allocation of responsibilities for
their secure storage and issue; the collection of payment for them (if appropriate), and their
installation in vehicles; this last might require provision for approved fitting stations and agents.

g

Authorisation of the equipment required in and by the road, and the allocation of responsibility
for its installation and maintenance.

h

A parallel scheme of daily supplementary licences for vehicles not equipped with VI Us
making occasional visits to pricing areas; this would require several of the provisions for a
Supplementary Licensing Bill listed in section 7.2 e.g. the power to set and vary charges, the
creation of offences and the extension of the fixed penalty system.
The creation of various offences-e.g. tampering with the VIU, the jamming of signals and
evasion of payment-and
the setting of penalties. Penalties for tampering with VIUs
may need to be well in excess of the average road pricing charge that would have been
incurred by the offender during the period concerned.

k

Creating controls over car parks (for the reasons given in section 7.2g).

The distinction between central and local administration of road pricing (especially in financial
matters) presents some problems which might need to be resolved by a process of consultation
during the preparation of legislation. Road pricing has greater national implicc1tions than any
other system. There is the privacy issue, and also the cost, which would probably be too high
unless there were a national scheme involving at least the main conurbations and probably a number
of other towns. Some form of centralised administration is indicated. This would be particularly
appropriate for the accounting system, both to achieve computer and man-power savings (there
could be a link with the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Centre at Swansea) and to deal efficiently
with the inevitable problems caused by vehicles changing ownership, or being stolen.
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If for political or other reasons, the central organisation were to be an Agency, e abling powers
would need to be included in the legislation. This would add significantly to the, ength, though
not to the complexity, of the Bill.
With any central accounting system local authorities may wish to claim all or part o~. hat proportion
of the overall revenue attributable to their pricing areas. The legislation may nee~ to specify this
division of revenue between authorities and government (or the agency). Some• rovision might
~lso be required regarding the local authorities' use of revenue, though this would
a contentious
,ssue.
i

9

Enforcement again has a key role to play under road pricing, to ensure the credibili I as well as the
success of the scheme. The main requirement would be to prevent and detect ta~ ering with the
VIU. High fines should be provided for, but regular and random checks on veiji les would be
necessary. Legislation should provide for an annual inspection, perhaps in the Mo Tl est. Random
checks on moving and parked vehicles in pricing areas could again raise two con]· versial issues;
powers for traffic wardens to stop vehicles, and powers for enforcement officers
enter private
premises. A new legal requirement might be for a Home Office order to allow tr . ic wardens to
I
operate the headphones used to detect moving vehicle offenders.
The non-payment of bills would normally be dealt with by the civil courts but th se may not at
present have sufficient capacity. This should be investigated, probably in conjurction with the
Lord Chancellor's Office, at an early stage in the preparation of legislation.
,

I

7.4

CORDON

PRICING

l

The legislation requirements of cordon pricing would ~ary according to the methf of operation
essary would
selected. If road pricing points were used around the cordon, then the powers
be those outlined in section 7.3. If cordon entry was controlled by the sale of s, cial tickets or
licences, the required Bill would in most respects resemble that for supplementary Ii I nsing outlined
in section 7.2, but the offences would need to be redefined to bear only on those a ually entering
the cordon without payment. And, as those undertaking their journey wholly wit~ n the restraint
area would be unaffected, enforcement powers would be required only to stop
ving vehicles
at the cordon; the need for controversial powers of entry into private car parks wo d be avoided.
If cordon restraint was operated by toll booths, modified supplementary licensing · owers would
still be applicable provided that special provision was made for the sale of tickets
such booths.
So, to summarise, cordon restraint by toll booths, or by supplementary licensing, ould require a
somewhat shorter and less contentious Bill than that for supplementary licensing i'I elf: but using
the road pricing machinery could also involve the full road pricing provisions and Bi I.

ril

1

As far as possible schemes should be designed to be readily and simply enforceable( ut some new
powers may prove to be desirable for particular offences. One example is the drl ing of cars in
bus lanes. The Road Traffic Act 1974 enables the fixed penalty system to be i pplied to this
offence, but a Home Office Order (which requires affirmative resolution) would! be required if
traffic wardens were to be given powers of enforcement. This may be controversi I since for the
first time a body other than the police would be empowered to stop vehicles f9 enforcement
I
purposes.
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8
CONCLUSIONS
8.1

GENERAL COMMENTS

To make for realism the study was related to a particular city. It is important to recognise that it
has in no way attempted to develop or recommend a traffic policy for the chosen city, although it has
undoubtedly gained in realism from dealing with "real" road networks, and the associated land-use
and traffic patterns. There is, however, no typical city, and inevitably an actual city has characteristics special to itself which may well have important effects on the sort of study which has been
undertaken. Coventry in particular is a free standing city of about 330 000 population, different
in many ways from one of the urban conurbations and indeed from some other cities of similar size.
A population rise and a major expansion in central area employment is predicted in the 1980's,
which contrasts with the expected decline in several other cities and towns.
Coventry also has an
exceptionally high, and increasing, car ownership.
Both trip patterns and modes of transport,
therefore, have special features. Again, in designing the details of each of the restraint systems,
including the selection of the area over which they would be applied, and in developing for modelling
purposes a simplified representation of the road network in and around Coventry, the particular
regional and local geography of that city was seen to be of great importance. One broad conclusion
of the study, which derives from recognition of the significance of these local factors, is that restraint
policies will always need to be tailored to the needs and characteristics of the area concerned.
Generalisation from this particular study of Coventry has to be attempted, but must be treated with
caution.

It must also be emphasised that modelling of future traffic volumes and distributions, as attempted
in this study, has many limitations.
Probably the most important derive from the assumptions
concerning the response of travellers to changed travel conditions, and in particular to the assumptions that the propensities to travel and to use the private car, as observed in relatively uncongested
conditions, would be maintained in high levels of congestion. Such an assumption is necessary
for want of a more precise understanding of travel behaviour, but it almost certainly leads to an
exaggeration of the degree of congestion that would develop in the future in the absence of restraint.
In consequence, the potential for restraint, particularly in conditions of high travel demands tends
to be overestimated, and there is some associated distortion in the economic evaluation. Further,
it should be recognised that the response of travellers to restraint charges must also be uncertain
until practical experience has been gained with policies of this nature. Thus the charges indicated
in this report might well prove to be under-estimates of those required to achieve the impact
desired (it is believed that they are not over-estimates), although the effect of higher charges,
within reasonable limits, on the estimates of benefits for a given reduction in traffic volume, would
not be great.
Because of such limitations to the realism of the modelling procedures (which of course largely stem
from fundamental difficulties of predicting travel behaviour in changed conditions 5 to 15 years
ahead), it is important to regard the modelling results as giving only broad indications and not
detailed descriptions of the likely impact of restraint policies. This particularly applies to the 1990
analysis, which starts from a prediction of a level of congestion in the absence of restraint which is
extremely high, and deals with conditions which are considerably outside current experience. At
the same time, it should be recognised that much of the study does not depend closely, if at all, on
the modelling results. In particular, the findings on land-use, distributional effects, and legislative
requirements are largely independent of the modelling analysis; also the practical designs, with their
estimates of costs and of enforcement implications, and to a lesser extent the environmental analysis
are only weakly sensitive to the modelling results and will hold good over a wide range of traffic
patterns.
In summarising the conclusions of the study, it is helpful to consider first those general findings
which are not closely associated with any particular type of restraint system, and then to summarise
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the characteristics, performance and practical implications of each restraint syst m considered
separately. Thus we begin with sections on the impact on traffic and the associ ted costs and
economic benefits, the environmental impact, the distributional effects and the land-u~ effects.

8.2

IMPACT

ON TRAFFIC:

COSTS AND BENEFITS

I
With the above provisos concerning modelling realism, the analysis indicates that i' 1980 all four
fiscal policies, operating in the peak period and levying the charge that broadly maxi ises economic
net benefit, would remove much of the considerable peak-hour congestion which j ould, under a
"do minimum" policy, have developed by that date. That is, under a policy which i valved only a
modest road building programme (Option 3 of the Coventry Transportation Stu 1.y) but which
matched car parking provision to the demand, traffic volumes would by 1980 incr~ se some 35%
•
I
above 1967, and average speeds on a sample of radial routes would have fallen
6 to 7 mph;
whereas the application of any of the fiscal restraint policies (at their optimum level) ould remove
most of the traffic bottlenecks and restore journey speeds to around 15mph. Bu · ongestion on
circumferential routes outside the restraint area would also be likely to appear by 19 0 and would
not be significantly alleviated by the policies tested. (Although the parking p~I cy showed a
modest reduction in circumferential congestion, this was probably because it was sumed to be
applied only in the central area.)

1·

.j

While alleviating the direct physical effects of congestion, the four fiscal policies all ~, er substantial
net economic benefit-in the approximate range £3 to £4M a year in 1980 condition (1973 prices
are used throughout).
A large part of the benefit (ranging from about £1.7M for i upplementary
licensing to f2!M for the parking and cordon policies) derives from savings in real rf} ources-that
is, in vehicle operating costs (including a significant saving to buses), in time s,b ing of goods
vehicles and in saving in parking provision. The specified net benefits are associatd with charges
which range from about 20 pence a day for supplementary licensing to about £1 a ay for all-day
parking in the central area under the parking policy. These charges correspond to red tions in peak
hour traffic volumes crossing the boundary of the main restraint area (the railway tri~ngle) ranging
from 23% (road pricing) to 9% (parking). The relatively high parking charge refle91i the fact that
parking control was assumed to be limited to the central area, which demands the , eavy restraint
of traffic parking in that area. Of course in all these systems, higher charges coulq be applied to
give a higher degree of restraint, although there would be a small reduction in the d' ect economic
benefits-for example increasing the supplementary licence charge by 50%, would :r duce the net
economic benefits of that restraint policy by around 10%. It should be noted ho ever that the
results of this study do not provide a case for such higher charges in 1980 conditions ( ee paragraph
I
below on environmental considerations).
1

1

I

Although the overall benefits to be derived from the four systems are of the same ord r, their components differ considerably. In particular, the overall benefit of the parking polic:' derive much
more from low operation costs and savings in parking provision than is the case for ther systems.
The cordon policy provides the highest direct traffic benefits but involves Hi h operating
costs, resulting in overall resource savings similar to those of the parking policy. Both pplementary
licensing and road pricing provide less direct benefits than the cordon policy and ~ pplementary
licensing in particular involves the same high operating costs; their overall economl net benefits
are thus somewhat less than the parking or cordon policies.
;

i

k
I

In the much more severe traffic conditions which the model predicts for the 1990s i nder the "do
minimum" policy (very low mean journey speeds associated with a large number of hi~ ly congested
links) the application of fiscal restraint charges which maximise the economic net I:enefit would
not, unlike in 1980 conditions, remove most of the congestion. The modelling re ults indicate
that supplementary licensing, now with a charge of about 50 pence, would be the j ost effective
with cordon and road pricing not far behind. These systems would reduce traffic vol 1 mes crossing
the boundary of the restraint area by between 30% (road pricing) and 60% (cordol') and provide
reasonable journey speeds. But they would leave a considerable number of co gested links
in the restraint area and on the radial routes, and would have negligible effects on th~ high level of
congestion on circumferential routes outside the restraint area. The parking polici (confined to
ol limited to
the central area) would be relatively ineffective, reflecting the fact that parking cori1
I
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the central business area could not be expected to effect significantly the widely spread congestion
that is implied in the model of 1990 conditions.
(A parking policy however, extending over a
larger area, would be expected to be more effective.)
Nevertheless the economic net benefit that would be derived from these policies would, with the
exception of parking control, be considerably higher than in 1980 conditions-in
the range of
£7 to 9M a year: so of course would the charges required to obtain these maximum benefits
(in the range of 50 pence to £1 for a two way journey involving peak hour travel). The costs of
operating the restraint policies are a smaller proportion of the overall benefits in 1990 conditions,
and the "tangible" benefits amount to between half and two thirds of the total. Of course higher
charges would further improve traffic conditions.
For example, it is predicted that a cordon charge
of about £1.50 would give speeds close to those of restraint in 1980, again without heavily reducing
the economic net benefit.
The reservations noted in the second paragraph of section 8.1 concerning modelling realism apply
particularly to the above 1990 results. Probably it is only safe to deduce the following fairly
general propositions concerning fiscal restraint in very high levels of traffic demand: that fiscal
policies are likely to produce larger economic benefits (including tangible resource savings) the
higher the degree of congestion; that the necessary charges would be correspondingly higher;
that a restraint system confined to the central area (as was the parking policy in this study) is
unlikely to be effective as congestion becomes widespread; and that the degree of restraint (and of
associated charges) which maximizes the net economic benefit, may be inadequate to maintain
acceptable traffic conditions.

8.3

BUS OPERATIONS

The effect of restraint on the economic position of bus operators must be regarded as of special
importance. There are two main effects, one favourable and one unfavourable. Reduction in
traffic volumes with consequent increases in journey speeds will tend to decrease the number of
buses required to meet a given peak period demand; the extent of this benefit however must depend
in part on the journey pattern of the buses and the extent to which buses can be re-scheduled to
undertake additional journeys within the peak period
Less congested conditions will also give
savings in the operating costs of a given journey
But on the other hand, the increases in passenger
demand resulting from mode switching due to car restraint, may require additional peak period
bus capacity which would not be likely to be covered by the additional revenue
In 1980 conditions the analysis indicates that for all the fiscal systems, bus operators would gain
both from increased revenue and from reduced overall operating costs, with a net benefit of around
£!M a year. This gain represents about 20% of the total operating costs of the bus fleet that
would be required to satisfy the demand in unrestrained conditions.
In 1990 conditions, a
benefit of much the same size would accrue to bus operators except in the case of the parking
policy (representing some 15% of the unrestrained operating costs), but in these severe conditions
it is the increase in revenue which provides the benefit not a decrease in operating costs; operating
costs might well increase under restraint policies in such conditions because of the high costs of
providing additional peak capacity.

8.4

ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT

An extension of the modelling approach, supported by field studies of certain specific areas in
Coventry, has allowed the population exposure to traffic noise and pollution along the modelled
road network to be estimated.
Fiscal restraint policies, unaccompanied by special measures to achieve environmental improvement,
would not reduce general noise levels to a noticeable extent. This conclusion stems directly
from the characteristics of the human hearing system in which very large reductions in noise energy
are required to reduce significantly the noise perceived. Increasing the severity of restraint
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I
(within reasonable limits) beyond the "optimum" economic value would not alter tH' conclusion.
Restraint measures, however, would produce worthwhile reductions in atmosphb ic pollution.
The effectiveness of the different policies in this respect is broadly consistent with their effectiveness
in limiting congestion; that is the cordon and supplementary licensing policies wou( be the most
I
effective and the parking policy the least.

Another possible policy that may be regarded as an indirect form of restraint-tha
of confining
goods vehicles to a limited network of main-road routes-achieves significant red tions in the
overall exposure of households (although not necessarily of pedestrians) to noi
For large
numbers of householders who would otherwise experience noise in 70 to 77d B (A) rang ( L1 0 index),
there would be a noticeable reduction; on routes already experiencing high noise leve s (more than
79dB(A)) there would be some intensification, but the overall balance would be ongly in the
direction of reduced exposure. Such a lorry routeing policy would not, in its~ f, lead to a
significant reduction in air pollution, but a combination with one of the other rer aint policies
could provide worthwhile benefit in both noise and pollution.

Ji:
1

There appears to be some scope for achieving significant noise reduction on loca networks by
various traffic management measures i.e. environmental management. The studi± of particular
areas suggest that it may be possible to define simple measures, particularly in wh · ly residential
areas, which ensure that the majority of dwellings experience acceptable noise le 'I' Is (e.g. peak
But such measures would increase the demand upon the re aining road
hour L 10 of 63dB(A)).
space and the application of general restraint might prove to be a necessary c plement to
environmental management measures to avoid an unacceptable intensification
congestion
elsewhere; and in the high demand situation assumed for the 1990s, general re · aint policies
would certainly be necessary to release sufficient main network capacity to allow nvironmental
i
measures to be put into effect.
1

1

Equally, environmental management is likely to be necessary to complement rest aint policies,
particularly when as is likely, circumferential movements increase around the bou aries of the
restraint area. Traffic management to minimise environmental disbenefits is pro ably also an
essential component of physical restraint to protect residential areas from through lt affic.
I
I

•

8.5

•

Traffic restraint will affect people in a number of ways and not everybody will be ected to the
same extent. It is desirable to identify which groups of people will tend to gain a~ which lose,
and it is especially important to consider how the various income classes are likely o fare. But
the prediction of the detailed impact of restraint policies is subject to limitations simil r to those of
the modelling analysis. Data on travel habits in relation to income, and on occ pational and
social characteristics are sparse, and there is no well developed conceptual basi o guide the
selection of indicators with which to describe the distributional effects and to judg their equity.
Nevertheless certain conclusions can be drawn from the modelling work on Cove ry and from
data derived from the 1972-73 National Travel Survey.
I

DISTRIBUTIONAL

ISSUES

i

1

I

The group of people primarily affected by restraint are those travelling by car in the! estraint area.
In Coventry in 1980 the proportion of households who would be directly affected i1 this way on
to 35% for
any particular day ranges from 10% for the central area parking policy to around
the supplementary licensing and road pricing policies. In the conditions assumed or 1990, the
proportion of households affected would range from 15% to 45%. Within the grou of people so
affected there would be considerable variation in the costs and benefits accruing
individuals;
in 1980, on average car users as a whole would neither gain nor lose, the time saving nd operating
cost savings broadly balancing the tolls paid. The maximum loss or gain experien d by a small
minority would not be likely to exceed £1 a week. The similar analysis for 1990 su ests that, on
average, such car users would lose about £1 per week, with a maximum loss to a fe
f £4 a week.

r·

Othe.rtravellers would be affected by the general improvement in travel conditions, a d particularly
by improvements in the bus services. In 1980 about one Coventry household in fi or six would
benefit in terms of peak period time saving to the extent of about £20 per passeng . per year for

regular travellers (about £50 in 1990, except for the parking policy).
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Bus passengt s would also

gain from fare reductions (or deferred increases) and from service improvements if the gains in
operator's finances (operating costs would be reduced by about one fifth) were retained within
the industry.
Local and national government appears in the group of "beneficiaries" through the net effect of
gains in toll revenue to the local authority (presumed to be the restraint policy "operator") less
operating and enforcement costs; losses of fuel tax revenue accrue to central government through
reduced car use and reduced fuel consumption by undeterred traffic. Clearly, as with increased
net revenue to bus operators, government will not be the final beneficiary of what can be viewed
as tax revenue, which would be passed on to some sections of local or national consumers.
In addition to these effects on specific groups, most people would also be affected indirectly by
the consequential changes in prices of goods and services, and in land-use and general accessibility.
The final impact of these changes, which can be considerably influenced by local authorities through
planning controls and other policies, is particularly difficult to predict, and has not been pursued
in this study.
The Coventry data provide no basis for inferring how restraint effects might be distributed amongst
the various income groups. Some evidence can however be derived from the 1972-73 National
Travel Survey data. These show that lower income households (defined as those with incomes
less than three quarters of the average) make only 10% of the car trips to or from town centres.
Thus up to 90% of the car-users directly affected by peak period restraint would come from higher
income groups. Further, for every lower income household affected as a car user, at least three
would benefit indirectly as bus users. It is concluded that there is no evidence that fiscal restraint
policies would be regressive; indeed on balance, lower income groups would be expected to gain.

8.6

LAND-USE EFFECTS

This part of the study concentrated on the likely effects of restraint on the land-uses associated with
business and commercial activities, entertainment and miscellaneous public uses; the effect on
housing was not considered. A consultant was engaged to conduct 26 case studies of selected
land-uses in the restraint area, embracing the functions, linkages and locational requirements of
the activities concerned; the socio-economic characteristics of staff and customers; the mode of
access; and the traffic generation and operational needs related to access. A postal survey to
extend the coverage of the case studies was also undertaken, together with a land-use analysis
of the area.
The prediction of land-use changes is particularly difficult. Any effects are likely to be long term,
and can easily be confused with the more powerful influences of changes in the economic climate
and in social habits. Moreover an early conclusion was that the details of the operation of a
restraint policy were likely to be as important as the broad characteristics of the policy as a whole,
and further that the effect on a particular land-use activity would depend on its location within
the restraint area.
An important conclusion is that for most business activities, the direct costs of restraint would be
relatively small. This partly derives from the fact that for most business activities in the central
part of a city such as Coventry, the costs of transport are not a large proportion of total expenditure,
and partly because restraint offers compensating economic benefits to remaining traffic. There
may be exceptions to this-for example hauliers and perhaps one-man businesses where a car is
used extensively-and restraint systems of whatever type will tend to affect smaller firms more
severely. But generally the firms consulted indicated that it is the indirect effect of restraint,
affecting their accessibility to customers, clients and, to a lesser extent, employees which is of more
importance.
It is convenient to consider effects in the central business area and in the rest of the restraint area
separately. In the central area the predominant activities in terms of employment are shops and
offices (totalling 50%), with manufacturing industry, non-retail services and industrial services each
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contributing 12 to 14%. In terms of economic significance (using rateable value as~'he indicator),
shops and offices again predominate (73%) with hotels and entertainment co ributing 11%
(combined).
,
!

Shops in the central area are strongly attracted by the high accessibility of the locat · n and by the
proximity of other shops and services which appeal to customers. In Coventry a h h proportion
of shoppers (nearly 80%) to the central area already use public transport; car shop rs are nevertheless important, particularly because they tend to be the larger spenders in high t · nover goods
(for example food), but restraint systems confined to peak hour application would n · be expected
to limit such shoppers. Moreover shop employees, who tend to include a high roportion of
females without access to a car, seem unlikely to be adversely affected in their journey o the central
area by restraint policies. In all, the likelihood of restraint resulting in any considerl le relocation
of central area shops, particularly if limited to the peak hour, seems quite small. Ind d peak hour
restraint might well benefit central area retailing, due to the resulting improvements in p blic transport
and in accessibility by car for those requiring only short term parking opportunitiel
1

Much the same conclusion, although with some qualification, applies to office act . ity. Offices
already located in the central area have a strong affinity to the location. Accessibility o customers
and clients is the paramount consideration, and in general seems unlikely to be imt ded by peak
hour restraint. But many offices generate a large number of customer/client car trips nd adequate
nearby parking provision is a near-essential requirement. This need not necessarily nflict with a
restraint policy-especially a peak hour policy-although it appears that some cent I area offices
have already relocated on the periphery to provide adequate parking facilities.
With regard to other central area activities, hotels and entertainment again have s ng ties to a
central location which seem unlikely to be seriously weakened by restraint policies. Industry and
associated services are perhaps the most vulnerable to change, because they appe t to have less
strong natural affinity to the central area. Industry would be affected through its
ployees-it
generates few customer trips-and a strong parking policy confined to the cent . 1 area might
1
constitute a factor making for relocation.
Outside the central area in the remainder of the restraint area, the predominant landi· se activity is
industry-63% in terms of employment and 54% in terms of rateable value. Sho and offices
together contribute 10 and 15%, and hotels/entertainment 8 and 18%. Major re irements of
industry are the availability of labour and access for suppliers and deliveries. A la e proportion
of industrial employees of firms which are scattered off the main radial routes an are not well
served by public transport, travel to work by car. Such firms might be put at a di dvantage in
the market for labour by peak hour restraint systems (other than the central area p ~ ing system)
and particularly by systems which increase costs for journeys within the restraint a a as well as
for journeys from outside. The ultimate effect of this would depend in part on the vailability of
alternative employment nearby, outside the restraint area. But if, as seems possible, e additional
travel costs were to be borne by the firm, it seems unlikely that the result would be ong enough
to make the firm move .

1

. The effect on shops and offices outside the central area will depend on whethe
operates in the peak or all day. As before, peak restraint seems unlikely to deter
clients-the
main consideration-but
because of the difficulty in providing pu
throughout the area, there might be some disadvantage to employees. All day restr
might operate severely against those business activities which are dependent on lar
customers, where near-by centres outside the restraint area can offer similar facilities.
is retail warehousing which could be one of the first to relocate. The same gene
applies to the hotel/entertainment industry.

the restraint
stomers and
lie transport
nt, however,
numbers of
An example
I conclusion

Summarising, it seems that peak-hour restraint, of the degree considered in this st~ y, would be
unlikely to have major effects on the pattern of land-use; although manufacturing i~; ustry, where
inadequately served by public transport, together with some small firms in special ii cumstances,
might be put at some disadvantage. Indeed a peak restraint system, accompanie by improved
public transport and emphasis on provision for short-term parking, would tend to
engthen the
major retail and commercial interests in the central area. All-day restraint on th . other hand,
might reduce the attractiveness of the area to customers and clients, particularly the 1i persed parts
of the area difficult to serve by p1.1blictransport.
'
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8.7

PARKING CONTROL

Some degree of parking control is of course essential for traffic and environmental management,
and would be a component of any type of restraint policy. It is also evident that the restraint of
traffic by parking control would in practice be affected by a combination of appropriate pricing (on
which the present study has concentrated) and the limiting of the number of parking places available.
Parking control has the advantage that it is a well recognised technique, which is accepted, if
grudgingly, by the public. Its application for overall restraint purposes could rightly be regarded
as an ordered development of existing policies.
Parking control is obviously unable to restrain through traffic, but in Coventry in 1980, the expected
proportion of such traffic passing through the restraint area is not sufficient to seriously undermine
the restraint effectiveness. It is thought that a similar conclusion would apply to most other cities
of comparable size. Parking control is a fairly flexible system, capable in particular of differentiating
both between long stay and short stay journeys and between in-flowing (high congestion cost)
and out-flowing (low congestion cost) traffic in the morning peak period.
Indeed, the modelling results suggest that at least until 1980 (or until the unrestrained traffic demand
threatens widespread and pervasive congestion) a parking policy limited to the central business
area would be nearly as effective in maintaining reasonably free traffic flow in the peak hour as the
more sophisticated fiscal policies applied over a considerably larger area (i.e. the railway triangle).
The direct economic benefits obtainable from such a policy would be less than from the other fiscal
systems, but the resource costs for implementation (which include savings in the provision of
parking facilities) would also be significantly less, giving a comparable overall net benefit.
Such a parking policy in Coventry would involve the limitation of central area parking spaces to
approximately the present number (the associated all-day parking charge is estimated to be about
£1 ). At present about 60% of parking spaces in the central area are controlled by the District
Council and where such conditions apply, requiring no significant reduction in existing parking
provision, the implementation of such a policy appears to be quite practical under existing legislation.
Enforcement may remain a problem due to shortage of the right kind of labour, but owner liability
which was introduced by the Road Traffic Act 1974 and increases in the fixed penalty can be
expected to increase the effectiveness of enforcement measures. In all, it appears reasonable to
conclude that comprehensive parking control is an effective and practical restraint policy for towns
like Coventry in the short and medium term. Comprehensive control is not however possible
under present powers, so towns where a substantial proportion of the parking stock is not under
local authority control would face particular difficulties.
With the intense and widespread congestion, which might develop in the longer term, a parking
policy limited to the central area becomes much less effective. Extension of the area of control
would probably restore the effectiveness. But the control of parking spaces outside central areas
is likely, in most cities, to be much more difficult due primarily to the excess of potential parking
space, both on-street and in private ownership which already exists. It would demand widespread
control over on-street parking and controversial new powers over private non-residential parking
(PNR). With regard to PNR, some relevant powers exist in the Town & Country Planning Act
1971, but are not wholly satisfactory for applying a comprehensive control policy. A number of
alternative approaches are possible, but none can avoid the issue of the use of private property,
and all would involve controversial legislation.

8.8

SUPPLEMENTARY

LICENSING

The supplementary licensing requires that a special licence be bought for the use or for the presence
of a vehicle within the restraint area during specified hours. The need for a licence therefore,
applies equally to vehicles entering or leaving the area and to those moving wholly within it,
although in practice there might have to be certain exemptions for residents and other special groups.
Supplementary licensing, cannot in general differentiate between patterns of usage which add
little to congestion (e.g. outgoing radial journeys in the morning peak, incoming in the evening)
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and those incurri ~ high congestion costs. This is an undesirable feature and may be regarded
as inequitable in ities such as Coventry where movements which cause congestion and those
which do not are . sy to distinguish.
The modelling a jlysis, nevertheless, indicates that in common with the other fiscal systems,
supplementary lie ~sing could maintain relatively congestion free conditions in the restraint area
and along the ra lial routes in 1980 conditions. and would at the same time provide an overall
economic return J11in excess of operating costs. In the conditions of more extreme travel demand
modelled for 199 ;!he system would again give a high economic return, but higher than optimum
charges associate with some loss in the potential net economic benefit, would probably have to
be applied to ho congestion to an acceptable level. As is to be expected, circumferential
movement outsid · he restraint area would not be controlled by supplementary licensing (nor by
the other systems udied).
·
I

Supplementary lie Lsing would require a considerable administrative/organisational backing and
would involve a n .1~ber of practical difficulties. The resource costs of implementing the system
are indeed large a ~ cancel a significant proportion of the resource savings that it would produce.
In particular supp mentary licensing requires the provision and distribution of licences (which
would need to be ' oth daily and monthly) and involves the problems of the prevention of fraud
and forgery, vanda ii m to vending machines and the reliability and general operational effectiveness
of the vending o t~ets. Above all, enforcement would be a particularly difficult problem with
supplementary lie sing. Checking that a moving vehicle has a licence, valid for the particular
day, is obviously
fficult, and the stopping of vehicles for checking or to confirm a suspicion,
would not prove p . ctical in many locations. An alternative is to require a licence for the presence
(rather than the us Dof the vehicle, so allowing enforcement to be directed in part against parked
vehicles. But thi would probably demand powers of entry into PNR car parks which the police
and which would certainly be controversial. It also implies that a vehicle
would not welco
must be licensed i . car park during the operating hours of the licensing system irrespective of the
time (or even the · y) of its arrival in the park. It is concluded that whether or not the system is
related to the pres ~ce or movement of a vehicle in the restraint area, enforcement against moving
vehicles would ha to be the normal procedure. The problem would be particularly difficult for
a peak hour syste , but only a peak hour restraint could be justified in Coventry at least for many
years, and all-day 1 straint, besides being unnecessary, would probably have undesirable effects
on shopping and g eral commercial activity in the restraint area.

!
1

·i

..

I
l

In addition to the . gislation associated with enforcement, it would be necessary to legislate to
enable local autho hies to define area, charges, times of operation etc, to define offences, set
penalties and deal ith revenue. The necessary Bill would be lengthy and complex as well as
controversial.
I

In all, with its high
appears to be no c
patterns of Covent
widespread and pe
of supplementary Ii
of lesssignijjcance.

· ost of operation, difficulties of enforcement and legislative implications, there
e for supplementary licensing for a city of the size and with the general traffic
Elsewhere, and particularly in the conurbations, where congestion is more
asive and where traffic patterns are more intricate, the particular characteristics
$nsing might prove of greater value and its implementation problems might be
I
1

'

8.9

i

ROAD PRIC NG

Road pricing has a lumber of obviously attractive features as a means of limiting congestion. It
could, in th~ory, ~e I charges ac~ording to the particul~r level of congestion _oneach road link or
sub-area; d1scnmm te between different classes of vehicle; vary charges at different times of day;
levy parking charge las well as charges for movement on the road. If the system became widely
adopted so that all
a few exceptional vehicles were required to be equipped with an identifier
unit, enforcement w !uld not be difficult, and fraud would not be easy. Also, road pricing avoids
most of the minor in pnveniences inherent in other restraint systems.

it
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But the accumulation of charges for each vehicle and the procedures for billing would require a
major technical and administrative backing which could not be justified if the system was applied
only to an individual city (except perhaps for London). Indeed until the system became widely
applied, a back-up system (cordon or supplementary licensing) would also be necessary. The
system would involve awkward problems associated with the liability for bills when vehicle
ownership changed, and would be likely to cause some public misgiving because of its potential
capability of detecting and recording the journey of any given vehicle. The fact that it would be
unnecessary and expensive to retain a record of the location history of vehicles in any practical
design of system would doubtless be made clear but might not totally allay misgiving. And the
accounting and billing components of the system would have to demonstrate a high degree of
accuracy and reliability for public acceptance to be achieved.
The legislative requirements of road pricing would be greater than for the other restraint systems.
In addition to providing local authorities with powers to define, operate and enforce the system,
the legislation would need to embrace the questions of the distribution of responsibility (and
revenue) between central and local government, and the association of the system with the existing
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Centre at Swansea.
The design of a road pricing system so as to achieve its potential benefits in a particular city is
difficult. Performance is sensitive to the size of the restraint area and to the distribution of charges
within it. For Coventry, the railway triangle would offer a reasonable compromise between
economic benefits obtained and installation costs. To assess the potential of the system, it was
modelled on the assumption that charges would be levied on a link basis-that is that vehicles
would be charged for each link traversed within the restraint area and at a level which reflected the
remaining congestion on that link. On that basis, the 1980 modelling results show link pricing to
have a similar performance to the other fiscal systems, but with no apparent advantages over them.
Congestion within the restraint area would be reasonably contained and a significant economic net
benefit would be obtained if it can be assumed for costing purposes that the system would be
applied on a national basis. Again, under the modelling assumptions for 1990, "optimum"
charging by road pricing would not appear to provide sufficient restraint to alleviate congestion, but
would perform with the same order of effectiveness as the supplementary licensing and cordon
systems.

•
In view of the ability of road pricing to discriminate against high congestion cost trips, it is surprising
that it appears to give no better results in terms of traffic benefit (i.e. apart from costs) than
supplementary licensing and cordon pricing. The effects of the discontinuity in charging rates at
the boundaries of a finite restraint area may be a contributory factor. Also, the evidence of previous
studies of London suggest that road pricing would be relatively more effective, in economic terms,
in larger cities, although its advantage over other systems does not become great. It is also
probable that the performance of the road pricing system modelled for Coventry could be improved
by a better distribution of charges for the different road links; but this distribution is difficult to
optimise in a real scenario with a finite restraint area, and the exercise would probably be academic
since it implies that travellers would be capable of perceiving the fine "tuning" of the charges, and
would choose their travel mode and routes accordingly. This is implausible and indeed it is a
conclusion of the design and costing work that the full potential benefits of any link pricing system
would be unrealisable without, at the least, the development of additional equipment to inform the
driver of the charging rate. The cell (or sub-area) type of system could be a near alternative; this
has not been modelled but its performance is not likely to be of a different order.
Summarising, although a pricing system based on electronic identifier equipment has important
potential advantages, these are not easy to realise in practice and the study has provided little
support for the application in such a city as Coventry. But equally, the study has not shown that
the system would be impracticable or would not compare in performance with alternative systems,
although its costs and administrative backing could only be justified if applied on a national scale.
Application to a larger city with a more complex traffic pattern would provide a better opportunity
for road pricing, but the improvement would not be dramatic. The most practical application
would be as a cordon (or cell) type of system.
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Appendix
THE EQUATIONS FOR
AIRBORNE POLLUTANTS APPLIED
IN THE PANIC PROGRAMME

N1 : L10 = 27.4 + 0.3p +20.4 log V -0.18p
N5 : L10 = 52.46

+ 6.73 log (0(1

C4 : CO = 2.96 + 0.000960

log V +8.0 log O +0.05p log O -16

(dBA)

+ 0.09p))

+ 0·00000450

(ppm)

2

(ppm)

C7 : CO = 0.574 + 0.00380

cs : co
01 a

= 0.648 + 0.0010 + 0.00000150

(ppm)

2

(ppm)

Total N. Oxide = 0.032 + 0.000250

(ppm)

02 : Nitrous Oxide = - 0.548 + 0.0008220

(µgm.m- 3 )

04 : Smoke = 9.49 + 0.660
05 : Lead

= 0.0431 + 0.000747 (1-0.01 pO)

06a: T. Hydrocarbons = 3.28 + 0.000350

log d
(dBA)

+

0.00000050

2

(µgm.m-

3)

(µgm.m-

3)

= total two-way flow
p = percentage of total flow that is of goods vehicles

where: 0

V

= mean velocity (mph) of vehicle flow

In evaluating the L10 level equation N1 is used if 0<800 and N5 is used if 200 O; if 200 <0<800
then the mean of the two equation values is used. The various pollution equ tions are all applied
individually.
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An obvious disadvantage of imposing additional time delays is that a del~ is a resource cost,
unlike the monetary charge of a fiscal system. In most practical circumsitces, however, this
form of physical restraint would be associated with other physical measure' such as bus lanes,
traffic management, and selective parking control, and in these circumstances\' n overall net benefit
might result. Although it was not found possible in the study to make a sat sfactory estimate of
the response to such a comprehensive traffic control package, it might we I offer an attractive
alternative to fiscal methods.

8.12

SUMMARY

OF CONCLUSIONS

The overall conclusion that emerges from the study of Coventry-that a co, prehensive parking
control policy would give reasonable restraint effectiveness with low re.source]·.osts up to the early
First,
1980s, and would probably be preferable to other fiscal policies-needs some · ualification.
such a policy would obviously be less effective in a city with a higher pro ·· rtion of "through"
traffic; in Coventry three quarters of the 1980 peak hour traffic in the railwa: triangle involves a
destination in the control area. Second, nearly 25% of the economic benefli to be expected in
Coventry from parking control would derive from the saving in car parking pr ision which would
be otherwise needed for a "do minimum" policy. (Savings against the b ilding of car parks
would be less for the other restraint systems since these would still require a c siderable provision
of expensive central area car parks). In other cities, where car parks 'have al~ ady been provided
in central areas in excess of the number appropriate for a parking restraint polid , not all this benefit
would be obtained. Moreover, when the excess parking provision is in l private ownership,
problems of legislation, enforcement and compensation are likely to arise.
··
1

It follows, of course, that a commitment and preliminary steps to impleme t a comprehensive
parking policy should be taken at an early stage-probably in the near future in I any cities-before
an excess of parking capacity has been allowed to develop. Indeed, a similar conclusion applies
to any restraint policy, not only because of the likelihood of avoiding unnece~ ary expenditure on
roads, traffic management and parking provision, but because the practical [ roblems of implementation, including acceptance by the public, will be lessened if restraint sef s only to limit the
build-up of traffic, rather than to change travel habits that have become esta~\ished.
A further general point to recognise is that although the study has considere,d restraint methods
applied separately, a combination of methods is likely to be applied in any pra[ctical scheme. In
particular, parking control is likely to be an essential component of any restr~int policy, and so
probably is the reduction of highway capacity as a result of bus priorities and t~strictions on entry
to some roads. Indeed the combination of parking control, traffic manage ent and improved
public transport may be the most attractive and practical solution of all, direct!, securing many of
the fundamental objectives of restraint policies. The possibilities and effect,. eness of comprehensive and properly designed traffic management measures in relation to' congestion, traffic
economics and the objectives of restraint policies is a complex subject, which: was not possible
to explore in any depth under the heading of physical restraint in this study. It is a subject which
warrants an intensification of research effort.
'
11

The study highlights the fact that present understanding of traveller's response ~o changes in costs
(generalised costs) is by no means satisfactory. This is manifested in uncertaihty both about the
response to congestion itself-the "saturation" level of congestion-and
abo[·'t the response to
imposed charges and delays. It is unlikely that understanding will improv~. significantly until
there is practical experience of the effects of cost changes comparable to thos considered in the
~~~

'

Finally, it is important to recognise the practical difficulties of restraint eri•forcemgnt. Enforcement
costs have been allowed for in the analysis but these take little account of the[ dditional burdens
on the police or the difficulty of recruiting suitable manpower. New p~wers (i;i,keowner liability)
and stiffer penalties would doubtless help, but a manpower problem would probably remain. Its
significance in the long term depends on many inscrutable economic factors;
the present time
however, it might constitute a serious limitation on the practicability of com~~ehensive restraint
policies.

f
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8.10

CORDON PRICING

The system considered would charge vehicles that cross the boundary of the restraint area, but
would not touch wholly internal movements. It would be operated for the peak period or for
all day, and for one direction of movement. Charges might, in principle, be collected by means
of electronic identification as in road pricing, by toll booths, or by the pre-purchase of a ticket
(including perhaps season tickets).
The modelling and costing analyses indicate that cordon pricing, applied in the peak with a charge
of about 40 pence, would be as effective as any of the fiscal systems in 1980 conditions in restraining
traffic and in providing a net-economic benefit. The exclusion of internal trips from charging and
the ability to discriminate between direction of flow probably contribute to the satisfactory
performance of this system in the traffic conditions of Coventry. Under the 1990 modelling
assumptions, the optimum cordon charge (estimated to be about £1) would leave considerable
congestion in the restraint area, but in such extreme conditions cordon pricing would appear to
be as effective as any of the other fiscal systems and give marginally greater net benefit.
Legislation would be required for cordon pricing to provide local authorities with powers for levying
charges and enforcement, but the necessary Bill would be simpler and less likely to cause
controversy than the Bills for the other fiscal systems. Also no enforcement action beyond the
collection of charges would be necessary. In the case of the use of electronic identifiers, checks
on the presence and functioning of the equipment would need to be made as vehicles moved
through the cordon area, and laybys would be needed to examine suspect vehicles; for charging
by tolls or by pre-purchased tickets, no enforcement after the vehicle had passed the toll booth
would be necessary.
It is, however, the practicability of the charging procedures which is in doubt. Collection by
billing, following electronic identification, appears to be technically feasible but would require a
major technical and administrative backing which could only be justified if this charging system
was adopted for national application. Moreover, unless and until the overwhelming majority of
vehicles were fitted with the necessary equipment, a back-up system of toll collection would also
be required. The manual collection of charges at toll booths would demand considerable extra
road space at the cordon points if the booths are to match the capacity of the approach roads: this
might amount to two or more (depending on the traffic volume) additional lanes, but would still
introduce some additional, if small, delays to traffic. Such space could only be found at a small
proportion of the 23 entry points to the Coventry railway triangle. Alternatively, the use of
pre-purchased tickets, as in supplementary licensing, would make for more rapid traffic handling
and would reduce the number of toll-booths required.
It is concluded, overall, that cordon pricing in the medium term, would despite attractive features,
be difficult to apply in Coventry and that elsewhere its practicality would depend critically on the
availability of space. If in the longer term, the application of electronic identifier units becomes
established policv on a national scale, cordon pricing could well provide an effective restraint system.

8.11

PHYSICAL RESTRAINT

The study interpreted physical restraint to mean the limiting of traffic volumes by the deliberate
reduction of road capacity on the approaches to the restraint area. The design study indicates
that such a system would be feasible at a cost broadly comparable with those of the other restraint
systems. A physical restraint system for Coventry, using traffic signals at junctions on the main
radial routes to meter the inflow of vehicles, together with priority measures for buses, is estimated
to cost of the order of £1 M for capital and £200 000 a year for operating costs.
A system of the sort considered would be capable of adjusting the degree of restraint it applied to
the needs of the'moment, in contrast to a fiscal system which would be wholly insensitive to short
term variations in traffic conditions.
Physical restraint might also be regarded by the public as
less inequitable than any of the fiscal systems, which might be seen as being less onero•Js to the
richer motorists and certainly to those whose travel costs are subsidised.
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